
“Music Appreciation”.

In Section 1 of this course you will cover these topics:
From The Creator To The Listener

What To Listen For In Music

Becoming A Musically Aware Concertgoer

How The Basic Musical Elements Interact

Performing Media: Instruments, Voices, And Ensembles

An Introduction To Musical Styles

Topic : From The Creator To The Listener

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Learn the Music and Speech

 Develop good Listening skills

 Get familiar and use the Gregorian Chant

 Develop a clear understanding of the Anatomy of Music: A Learning Tool for Listening

Definition/Overview:

Unfortunately, not every student loves music. Distorted on monotonous perception of musical

sound may spoil for a whole lifetime a students delight in something which ought to be

his/her birthright. But some students troubles do not stop there. They are often afflicted by

underachievement in other areas of listening. They are poor, one could almost say disabled,

listeners. But listening can be improved and the love for music can be regained. And in what

it seems to be a paradox, music can play a key role in the restitution of listening.

Key Points:

1. Music and Listening

Music is made up of two elements: rhythm and melody. The inner ear, being the sensory

part of the ear, seems to be perfectly conceived for the integration of music. The inner ear is

actually made up of two parts: the vestibular system and cochlear system. The vestibular
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system controls balance and body movements. It also allows for the integration of

movements which make up the rhythm of music. The way the body expresses musical

rhythm is seen clearly in its response to rhythmic dance music or military marches. It is

because of the vestibular system that music seems to have an impact on the body. The

cochlear system enables the transformation of acoustic vibrations into nervous influx, and

thereby allows the perception of melody. Music is a highly organized series of sounds that

the ear must analyze. Therefore, listening to music is an excellent way for students to learn

how to perceive sounds in an organized fashion, or in other words, to listen. Singing has a

beneficial effect on the development of students audio-vocal control or self-listening

(ability to listen to ones self when vocalizing).

2. Music and Speech

The main characteristics of music - namely tonal pitch, timbre, intensity, and rhythm - are

all found in spoken language. For this reason, music prepares the students ear, voice, and

body to listen to, integrate, and produce language sounds. Furthermore, music can be

considered a pre linguistic language since it has all the characteristics of speech except for

semantic value. In order to understand the pre linguistic value of music better, consider the

student who is beginning to talk. His babbling and repetition of words correspond to the

scales of a musician. While repeating phonetic scales, the student integrates the sound

structure of words auditorially and vocally. Later, and only later, will he attach meaning to

them. Childrens songs are an excellent illustration of how a student approaches language. In

these songs, the emphasis is on the sound and the construction of words which sound

pleasant; they are phonetically descriptive and fun. The young student is more interested in

the sounds of the words than their meaning - the story told is secondary. As in the case with

babbling and repeating words, nursery rhymes and students dances are also seen as games

by students.

Because they are perceived as games, the students motivation is stimulated to listen, learn,

and vocalize. As a result, students songs act as a catalyst in this important transition from

the infants nonverbal world to the adults world of verbal communication. In a way, these

songs are like toys for the ear and voice. The educational value of such toys speaks for

itself. All students should have access to them. Childrens songs and nursery rhymes

harmonize body movements and motor functions by their effect on the vestibular system of

the ear. They also increase the students awareness of his body and help shape his body
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image. It is useful to view the body as an instrument which allows language to be

expressed. Helping the student master the body instrument with music and song paves the

way for successful language development. It is interesting to note that over 100 of the

bodys muscles are used when speaking. We must also remember the importance of motor

functions in writing.

Counting songs illustrate that music may be considered highly mathematical in structure.

Counting while singing invites the student to learn numbers in a playful way. This not only

facilitates the integration of arithmetic facts and concepts, but it also allows for better

awareness of space and time. When we work with a student who has problems with his

multiplication tables, we suggest that he sing them as a series of counting songs.

3. The Child with Listening Problems

A student with listening problems cannot benefit t from most of the effects of music that

have just been described. In many cases, he does not like music, or else he ignores it. This

makes sense when we know that defective listening permits only and unclear, distorted, or

monotonous perception of sound. The student who is unable to listen is at a great

disadvantage in the process of language development. This student will certainly have

problems reading, spelling, and perhaps in arithmetic; he ma also be diagnosed as learning

disabled or dyslexic. Whether this student sings in or out of tune, his voice often sounds

unpleasant. It is monotonous and dissonant when he speaks, as though he were speaking

off-key. His sense of rhythm is precarious and in some cases non existent. The same is true

for his awareness of time and space. He doesnt like classical music, and he especially

dislikes instruments which produce high-pitched sounds. He says that the sound of a violin

is like a metal saw; it hurts his ears and sets his teeth on edge. When learning how to play

an instrument, he may have problems with hand and foot coordination. Just as he reads a

text, he will read a music score slowly, with confusion, making mistakes along the way. At

the same time, he would like to play drums ad spends his time listening to rock and disco

music, which very often is too loud. Its music for the deaf! his parents say. No, it is a poor

listeners music.
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4. Gregorian Chant

Gregorian chant is a musical genre which has a rhythm consistent with the breathing and

heartbeat of a calm, relaxed person. In other words, the rhythm of Gregorian chant

parallels the physiological rhythm of a non-stressed person. During the program, Gregorian

chant is used to calm impulsive, irritable, tense, or anxious students. Singing exercises

using Gregorian chant are introduced during the active phase of the program. These

exercises improve the quality of the voice and thus prepare the way for active sessions in

which the student repeats words and reads aloud. Teaching the student to produce a good

sound with his voice is the key to developing good audio-vocal control or self-listening. A

student who likes the sound of his voice will be happier to use it for speech and language.

5. The Anatomy of Music: A Learning Tool for Listening

The Anatomy of Music is a multimedia, interactive educational program for use with a

Macintosh II computer and a CD-ROM drive. The purpose of the program is to serve as a

learning tool for the instruction of non-music majors in music listening. Assuming that the

learner lacks the skills needed to make use of a musical score, the program relies mainly on

ostensive definitions. Musical forms are seen as abstract prototypes of whole classes of

compositions. The program allows the learner to interact with the music by clicking on

graphically presented form-charts. With The Anatomy of Music, students can develop

mental scaffolding by conceptualizing chunks of music as elements of musical form and

thus relate what is heard to the abstract prototype. It clearly has transferability and can be

done without requiring an understanding of theory or harmony.

Topic : What To Listen For In Music

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Learn about the Sound and Pitch in Music

 Learn about the Rhythm and Note Durations

 Discuss the Structures and Forms

 Discuss the Sounds and Textures

 Learn about the Repertoires and Styles
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 Learn about the Listening Frames

Definition/Overview:

This topic discusses that Perceptive listening is a key competency that is central to several

areas of the general music curriculum: analysis; stylistic and historical awareness;

orchestration; composition; performance; and music engineering. Musical examples range

from Handel to The Doors and as you progress, you will learn how to identify and discuss

individual elements that contribute to the overall makeup of a piece of music including metre,

rhythm, structure, timbre, and texture. You will also learn about the relationships between

musical sounds, styles and repertoires as well as the cultural, social and historical contexts in

which different pieces of music have originated, been performed and listened to.

Key Points:

1. Sound and Pitch in Music

All sounds are caused by the vibrations of air molecules. These waves ("sound waves") of

vibrations in air molecules originate from some kind of vibrating object, perhaps a

musical instrument or a person's vocal chords. In music we refer to the frequency (how

many times the molecules vibrate per second) a note vibrates at as the pitch of the note. In

most contemporary sheet music you will see the music will be written on either the treble

clef staff:

As the notes are written closer to the top of these clefs there pitch increases giving them a

higher, lighter sound. Conversely, as notes are written closer to the bottom of the clefs the

pitch decreases giving them a lower, darker sound. The treble clef contains notes that are

higher in pitch than the bass clef and the bass clef contains notes that are lower in pitch

than the treble clef. For this reason for some instruments that have a wide range of notes,

the piano in particular, you may see these two staffs combined as follows:
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The next image may help you visualize how notes are placed on the staffs in relation to

their pitch. It is a picture of a piano keyboard with the clefs and notes written over top:

Notice that as you go from the lower pitch notes on the left of the piano to the higher

pitch notes on the right side of the piano the notes are written on the staffs in ascending

order. As you can see from the diagram above we sometimes write notes that are below or

above the lines on the staff, these notes appear on extra small lines called ledger lines.

You may also notice that there is one note (middle C) which can be written as either one

ledger line above the bass clef or as one ledger line below the treble clef. The diagram

above shows all of the white notes on the piano written on the staffs, but you are probably

wondering about the black notes, how are they written? Well, this can be answered by

viewing the diagram below:

In music there are notes that we sometimes come across called "Accidentals". So what

exactly are these accidentals, you may be asking, the notes I accidentally play by

mistake? No, although some musicians might try to use that as an excuse, accidentals are

actually notes that are called for you to play in a piece of music which are not in the

general key that most of the song is written in. When you encounter a note in music that

has a to the left of it you play the note immediately left of it on the keyboard. If you

encounter a note that has in front of it you play the note immediately to the right of it on

the keyboard.

2. Rhythm and Note Durations

There are many different duration of notes, typically you will see the following basic note

durations in today's contemporary music:

 Whole Note

 Half Note

 Quarter Note

 Eighth Note
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 Sixteenth Note

The majority of the contemporary rock and pop music you hear on the radio these days is

written in the 4/4 time signature:

The top number tells us how many of the specified notes are in a bar and the bottom

number tells us what duration (ie: how long) that specified note is. For example in 4/4

Time the top number tells us there are 4 notes in a bar and the bottom number tells us that

each note is 1/4 of the length of the bar, or more simply put a quarter note. Therefore, we

can tell that a song written with a 4/4 time signature is made up of bars (musical units a

song is divided up into) which contain 4 quarter note long beats. The following picture

may help in visualizing this:

Notice how in each bar (separated by vertical lines) contains exactly four notes and each

of these notes is 1/4 of the length of the bar and hence a quarter note. There are many

more possible time signatures but only a few in particular are commonly used in rock and

pop music, they are 4/4 (most common music forms: rock, pop, etc.), 6/8 (rock ballad),

2/4 (country/polka) and 3/4 (waltz). For simplicity we will concentrate on the 4/4 time

signature for now. In 4/4 time a whole note would be held for the entire duration of one

bar and written as follows:

Notice in the diagram above that the whole note is held for the duration of a whole bar,

this is where the name "whole note" comes from. To play a whole note you would play it

and either count inside your head or tap your foot four times at the tempo (speed) of the

song. The times you tap your foot or count inside your head must be at even intervals (eg:

1 2 3 4 as opposed to 1 2 3 4 with respect to time). Half notes in 4/4 time would be held

for half of the bar or two of the 4 beats of the bar. Each half note would be played for the

duration of half of the bar as follows:
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You would either count for two beats before going to the next half note or tap your foot

two times in even intervals. For the bars above in 4/4 time you would count: 1 2 during

the first half note in the bar and: 3 4 the second half note in the bar. Quarter notes in 4/4

time would be held for 1/4 of the length of a bar as in the following diagram:

3. Structures and Forms

Listening asks you to think about the ways in which you listen to music. You need to learn

about some of the different ways that you can listen to a piece of music in order to gain a

greater understanding of it. You need to encounter some of the basic ways of structuring

pieces of music. You also need to learn about the components of a musical work: pulse,

rhythm and melody. This structure and forms equips you with the skills to focus on these

components while listening, and introduces some technical terms to help you describe

them.

4. Sounds and Textures

Sounds and Textures explore the ways in which musical sounds are produced. As you

progress through, you will learn to recognise different types of instruments and voices, and

to identify various ways of producing sounds through them. This block also examines the

effects of combining different instruments and voices to create a range of musical textures.

5. Repertoires and Styles

Repertoires and Styles introduce you to a variety of musical styles and repertoires.

Building on the work you have done, you will learn about how different musical traditions

share common musical features and values that help us to identify them as belonging to a

particular style or repertoire.

6. Listening Frames

Listening Frames: Contexts, Performances, Audiences asks you to examine how the way

that you hear a piece of music can be informed by the social, cultural and historical

contexts with which the music is, or has been, associated. It includes discussions of the

values, cultural contexts, and types of music associated with popular music. It looks at the
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relationships between musical sounds, styles and traditions and the extra-musical contexts

that have influenced their creation, performance and consumption.

Topic : Becoming A Musically Aware Concertgoer

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Learn and discuss about the Concert Sales

 Learn about the Concert tour

 Discuss the Types of Concerts

 Discuss the Art of Concert Going

Definition/Overview:

The topic discusses that a concert is a live performance, usually of music, before an audience.

The music may be performed by a single musician, sometimes then called a recital, or by a

musical ensemble, such as an orchestra, a choir, or a musical band. Informal names for a

concert include "show" and "gig". Concerts are held in a wide variety of settings or venues,

including pubs, nightclubs, houses, barns, dedicated concert halls, entertainment centres,

large multipurpose buildings, and even sports stadiums. A concert held in a very large venue

is sometimes called an arena concert. Regardless of the venue, musicians usually perform on

a stage. Before the dominance of recorded music, concerts would be the only opportunity one

would generally have to hear musicians play. While the principal reason for a concert is the

opportunity for the musicians to perform in front of an audience, even the most purely artistic

of endeavors will see gains. Concerts provide the musicians exposure to the public. An

attendee will probably see the musicians perform again if the concert was worthwhile.

Recording artists usually go on tours to promote record sales and introduce their fans to new

musical compositions. Some musicians and musical groups are known for consistently

touring and holding concerts, others rarely so. The duration of concerts vary significantly. For

major concerts, it could generally take more than 6 hours, including support bands.
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Key Points:

1. Sales

It is common practice to implement some form of admission charge for a concert,

although there are also free concerts. The proceeds from the ticket sales traditionally go to

the performing artistes, producers, and organizers. However, there are also benefit

concerts where either the proceeds or profits will go to charity.

2. Concert tour

A concert tour is a series of concerts by a musician, musical group, or some number of

either in different cities or locations. Especially in the popular music world, such tours can

become large-scale enterprises that last for several months or even years, are seen by

hundreds of thousands or millions of people, and bring in millions of dollars (or the

equivalent) in ticket revenues. Different segments of long-lived concert tours are known as

"legs". Concert tours are often administered on the local level by concert promoters or by

performing arts presenters.

3. Types

The nature of a concert will vary by musical genre and individual groups in those genres.

Concerts by a small jazz combo and a small bluegrass band may have the same order of

program, mood, and volume, but vary in music and dress. In a similar way, a particular

musician, band, or genre of music might attract concert attendees with similar dress,

hairstyle, and behavior. For example, the hippies of the 70s often toted long hair

(sometimes in dread lock form), sandals and inexpensive clothing made of natural fibers.

The regular attendees to a concert venue might also have a recognizable style, comprising

that venue's "scene".

Musical groups with large expected audiences can put on very elaborate and expensive

affairs. In order to create a memorable and exciting atmosphere and increase the

spectacle, the musicians will frequently include additional entertainment devices within

their concerts. These tend to include changeable stage lighting effects and various special

effect visuals, which include anything from large video screens and a Live event visual

amplification system, inflatable, smoke or dry ice, pyrotechnics, artwork, pre-recorded
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video, and unusual attire, such as KISS. Some singers, especially in genres of popular

music, augment the sound of their concerts with pre-recorded accompaniment and even

broadcast vocal tracks of the singer's own voice. Activities which may take place during

large-scale concerts include dancing, sing-alongs, moshing, head banging, and crowd-

surfing.

Larger concerts involving a greater number of musical groups, especially those that last

for multiple days, are known as festivals. Examples include the Bloodstock Open Air,

Wacken Open Air, Woodstock Music and Art Festival, Oxegen, Bath Festival, Salzburg

Festival, the Newport Jazz Festival, Reading and Leeds Festivals, Cambridge Folk

Festival, Glastonbury Festival, Roskilde Festival, Isle of Wight Festival, T in the Park,

Falls Festival, Big Day Out and Summer Sonic Festival.

4. The Art of Concert Going

Students are not born knowing how to be a part of an audienceit is a learned behavior. The

following are some helpful hints to offer students a better experience:

 Listen to a recording of the performer in small doses several weeks ahead of the concert so

students are familiar with the music.

 Students can be better participants if they have been to the restroom, are well-fed and rested.

 Try to enter and exit the auditorium between songs, during applause. It is less distracting, not

only to the audience but also to the performer.

 For safety reasons it is important that dancing and movement be done in the space of your

seat.

 It is necessary to have at least one adult to every ten students in your group. Every group

should have at least two adults--one to help with trips to the lobby or restroom.

 Be considerate. If a child is not comfortable with the experience, it would be appropriate to

leave and not disturb the rest of the audience.

 Students may not appear to be actively engaged in the music, however, they are participating

through observation and will probably be able to do a play by play the next day.

 Buying a recording at a concert is a way to relive the experience. You might also have an

opportunity to have it autographed!

 Concert going can be a positive way to spend time together developing a lifetime interest in

the arts
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Topic : How The Basic Musical Elements Interact

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Discuss the Descriptions of Musical Elements

 Discuss the Extensional and intensional

 Discuss the Syntactic music

 Discuss the Connection and contrast

 Discuss the Formal structures

 Discuss the more recent developments

Definition/Overview:

The topic discusses that how the Basic Musical Elements Interact? There is some overlap

between musical form and musical genre. The latter term is more likely to be used when

referring to particular styles of music (such as classical music or rock music) as determined

by things such as harmonic language, typical rhythms, types of musical instrument used, and

geographical origin. The phrase musical form is typically used when talking about a

particular type or structure within those genres. For example, the twelve bar blues is a

specific form often found in the genres of blues, rock and roll and jazz music

Key Points:

1. Descriptions

Musical form in both senses is contrasted with content (the parts) or with surface (the

detail), but there is no clear line between them. "Form is supposed to cover the shape or

structure of the work; content its substance, meaning, ideas, or expressive effects"

(Middleton 1999). In many cases, the form of a piece produces a balance between

statement and restatement, unity and variety, contrast and connection.

Forms and formal detail may be described as sectional or developmental, developmental

or variational, syntactical or processual (Keil 1966), embodied or engendered, extensional

or intensional (Chester 1970), and associational or hierarchical (Lerdahl 1983). Form may

also be described according to symmetries or lack thereof and repetition. A common idea
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is formal "depth", necessary for complexity, in which foregrounded "detail" events occur

against a more structural background, as in Schenkerian analysis.

2. Extensional and intensional

Extensional music is "produced by starting with small components - rhythmic or melodic

motifs, perhaps - and then 'developing' these through techniques of modification and

combination." Intensional music "starts with a framework - a chord sequence, a melodic

outline, a rhythmic pattern - and then extends itself by repeating the framework with

perpetually varied inflections to the details filling it in. However, extensional music is a

description of a style of composition rather than being an example of a musical form.

Western classical music is the apodigm of the extensional form of musical construction.

Theme and variations, counterpoint, tonality (as used in classical composition) are all

devices that build diachronically and synchronically outwards from basic musical atoms.

The complex is created by combination of the simple, which remains discrete and

unchanged in the complex unity...If those critics who maintain the greater complexity of

classical music specified that they had in mind this extensional development, they would

be quite correct...Rock however follows, like many non-European musics, the path of

intensional development. In this mode of construction the basic musical units (played/sung

notes) are not combined through space and time as simple elements into complex

structures. The simple entity is that constituted by the parameters of melody, harmony, and

beat, while the complex is built up by modulation of the basic notes, and by inflexion of

the basic beat. All existing genres and sub-types of the Afro-American tradition show

various forms of combined intensional and extensional development.

3. Syntactic music

Syntactic music is "centered" on notation and "the hierarchic organization of

quasilinguistic elements and their putting together (com-position) in line with systems of

norms, expectations, surprises, tensions and resolutions. The resulting aesthetic is one of

'embodied meaning. Non-notated music and performance "foreground process. They are

much more concerned with gesture, physical feel, the immediate moment, improvisation;

the resulting aesthetic is one of 'engendered feeling' and is unsuited to the application of

'syntactic' criteria Difference is the distance moved from a repeat and a repeat being the
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smallest difference. Difference is quantitative and qualitative how far different and what

type of difference.

4. Connection and contrast

Procedures of connection include gradation, amalgamation, and dissolution. Procedures of

contrast include stratification, juxtaposition, and interpolation.

5. Formal structures

In classical and popular music, there are many labels applied to forms, abstract formal

designs, as contrasted with the principles and procedures of combining materials: form. In

formal analysis, sections, units etc. that can be defined on the time axis are conventionally

designated by letters: capital for basic, small for sub-divisions. If one section (etc.) returns

varied or modified (one or more times), a small digit or an appropriate number of prime

symbols appears behind the letter.

6. More recent developments

Especially recently, more segmented approaches have been taken through the use of

stratification, superimposition, juxtaposition, interpolation, and other interruptions and

simultaneities. Examples include the postmodern "block" technique used by composers

such as John Zorn, where rather than organic development one follows separate units in

various combinations. These techniques may be used to create contrast to the point of

disjointed chaotic textures, or, through repetition and return and transitional procedures

such as dissolution, amalgamation, and gradation, may create connectedness and unity.

Composers have also made more use of open forms such as produced by aleatoric devices

and other chance procedures, improvisation, and some processes.

Topic : Performing Media: Instruments, Voices, And Ensembles

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Discuss the History of Instruments

 Discuss the human voice
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 Discuss the Vocal registration

 Discuss the Vocal resonation

 Discuss the Chest voice and head voice

 Discuss the Classifying singing voices

 Discuss the Classical chamber music

 Discuss the Six or more instruments

Definition/Overview:

The topic discusses that a musical instrument is an object constructed or used for the purpose

of making music. In principle, anything that produces sound can serve as a musical

instrument. The history of musical instruments dates back to the beginnings of human

culture. The academic study of musical instruments is called organology.

The date and origin of the first device considered to be a musical instrument is the subject of

modern debate. Archaeologists tend to debate the matter in terms of the validity of various

physical evidence such as artifacts and cultural works. An artifact of disputed status as a

musical instrument dates back as far as 67,000 old; artifacts commonly accepted to be early

flutes date back as far as 37,000 years old. However, most historians believe determining a

specific time of musical instrument invention to be impossible due to the subjectivity of the

definition. Musical instruments developed independently in many populated regions of the

world. However, contact among civilizations resulted in the rapid spread and adaptation of

most instruments in places far from their origin. By the Middle Ages, instruments from

Mesopotamia could be found in the Malay Archipelago and Europeans were playing

instruments from North Africa. Development in the Americas occurred at a slower pace, but

cultures of North, Central, and South America shared musical instruments.

Singing is the act of producing musical sounds with the voice, which is often contrasted with

regular speech. A person who sings is called a singer or vocalist. Singers perform music

known as songs that can either be sung a cappella (without accompaniment) or accompanied

by musicians and instruments ranging from a single instrumentalist (a duet with a piano) to a

full symphony orchestra or big band. Singing is often done in a group of other musicians,

such as in a choir of singers with different voice ranges, or in an ensemble with

instrumentalists, such as a rock group or Baroque ensemble. Nearly anyone who can speak

can sing, since in many respects singing is merely a form of sustained speech.
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Singing can be informal and done just for pleasure, for example, singing in the shower or

karaoke; or it can be very formal, as in the case of singing during religious a ritual such as a

Mass or professional singing performances done on stage or in a recording studio. Singing at

a high amateur or professional level usually requires innate talent and a great deal of regular

practice, and/or instruction. Professional singers usually build their careers around one

specific musical genre, such as Classical or rock, they typically take voice training provided

by a voice teacher or vocal coach throughout their career.

A musical ensemble is a group of two or more musicians who perform instrumental or vocal

music. In each musical style different norms have developed for the sizes and composition of

different ensembles, and for the repertoire of songs or musical works that these ensembles

perform. In classical music, trios or quartets either blend the sounds of instrument families

(e.g., piano, strings, and winds) or group together instruments from the same instrument

family, such as string ensembles or wind ensembles. In jazz ensembles, the instruments

typically include wind instruments (one or more saxophones, trumpets, etc.) one or two

chordal "comping" instruments (electric guitar, piano, or organ), a bass instrument (electric

bass guitar or double bass), and a drummer or percussionist. In rock ensembles, usually called

rock bands, there are usually several guitars (one or two electric guitars, a bass guitar, and in

some cases, one or more acoustic guitars), a keyboard player (either a Hammond organ, a

piano, an electric piano, or an electronic synthesizer), and a drummer.

Key Points:

1. Archaeology and anthropology

In pursuit of understanding who developed the first musical instruments and when,

researchers have discovered various archaeological and anthropological evidence of

musical instruments in many parts of the world. Some finds are as much as 67,000 years

old, but their status as musical instruments is often in dispute. Consensus solidifies about

artifacts dated back to around 37,000 years old and later. In July 1995, Slovenian

archaeologist Ivan Turk discovered a bone carving in the northwest region of Slovenia.

The carving, named the Divje Babe flute, features four holes that Canadian musicologist

Bob Fink determined could have been used to play four notes of a diatonic scale.

Researchers estimate the flute's age to be between 43,400 and 67,000 years, making it the

oldest known musical instrument and the only musical instrument associated with the
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Neanderthal culture. However, some archaeologists question the flute's status as a musical

instrument. German archaeologists have found mammoth bone and swan bone flutes

dating back to 30,000 to 37,000 years old in the Swabian Alb. The flutes were made in

the Upper Paleolithic age, and are more commonly accepted as being the oldest known

musical instruments.

Archaeological evidence of musical instruments was discovered in excavations at the

Royal Cemetery in the Sumerian city of Ur. These instruments include nine lyres, two

harps, a silver double flute, sistra and cymbals. A set of reed-sounded silver pipes

discovered in Ur was the likely predecessor of modern bagpipes. These excavations,

carried out by Leonard Woolley in the 1920s, uncovered non-degradable fragments of

instruments and the voids left by the degraded segments which, together, have been used

to reconstruct them. The graves to which these instruments were related have been carbon

dated to between 2600 and 2500 BCE, providing evidence that these instruments were

being used in Sumeria by this time. A cuneiform tablet from Nippur in Mesopotamia

dated to 2000 BCE indicates the names of strings on the lyre and represents the earliest

known example of music notation.

2. History of Instruments

Scholars agree that there are no completely reliable methods of determining the exact

chronology of musical instruments across cultures. Comparing and organizing

instruments based on their complexity is misleading, since advancements in musical

instruments have sometimes reduced complexity. For example, construction of early slit

drums involved felling and hollowing out large trees; later slit drums were made by

opening bamboo stalks, a much simpler task. It is likewise misleading to arrange the

development of musical instruments by workmanship since all cultures advance at

different levels and have access to different materials. For example, anthropologists

attempting to compare musical instruments made by two cultures that existed at the same

time but who differed in organization, culture, and handicraft cannot determine which

instruments are more "primitive". Ordering instruments by geography is also partially

unreliable, as one cannot determine when and how cultures contacted one another and

shared knowledge. German musicologist Curt Sachs, one of the most prominent

musicologists in modern times, proposed that a geographical chronology until
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approximately 1400 is preferable, however, due to its limited subjectivity. Beyond 1400,

one can follow the overall development of musical instruments by time period.

3. The human voice

In its physical aspect, singing has a well-defined technique that depends on the use of the

lungs, which act as an air supply, or bellows; on the larynx, which acts as a reed or

vibrator; on the chest and head cavities, which have the function of an amplifier, as the

tube in a wind instrument; and on the tongue, which together with the palate, teeth, and

lips articulate and impose consonants and vowels on the amplified sound. Though these

four mechanisms function independently, they are nevertheless coordinated in the

establishment of a vocal technique and are made to interact upon one another. During

passive breathing, air is inhaled with the diaphragm while exhalation occurs without any

effort. Exhalation may be aided by the abdominal, internal intercostal and lower pelvic

muscles. Inhalation is aided by use of external intercostals, scalenes and

sternocleidomastoid muscles. The pitch is altered with the vocal cords. With the lips

closed, this is called humming.

The sound of each individual's singing voice is entirely unique not only because of the

actual shape and size of an individual's vocal cords but also due to the size and shape of

the rest of that person's body. Humans have vocal folds which can loosen, tighten, or

change their thickness, and over which breath can be transferred at varying pressures. The

shape of the chest and neck, the position of the tongue, and the tightness of otherwise

unrelated muscles can be altered. Any one of these actions results in a change in pitch,

volume, timbre, or tone of the sound produced. Sound also resonates within different

parts of the body, and an individual's size and bone structure can affect the sound

produced by an individual.

Singers can also learn to project sound in certain ways so that it resonates better within

their vocal chords. This is known as vocal resonation. Another major influence on vocal

sound and production is the function of the larynx which people can manipulate in

different ways to produce different sounds. These different kinds of laryngeal function are

described as different kinds of vocal registers. The primary method for singers to

accomplish this is through the use of the Singer's Formant; which has been shown to

match particularly well to the most sensitive part of the ear's frequency range.
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4. Vocal registration

Vocal registration refers to the system of vocal registers within the human voice. A

register in the human voice is a particular series of tones, produced in the same vibratory

pattern of the vocal folds, and possessing the same quality. Registers originate in

laryngeal function. They occur because the vocal folds are capable of producing several

different vibratory patterns. Each of these vibratory patterns appears within a particular

range of pitches and produces certain characteristic sounds.

5. Vocal resonation

Vocal resonation is the process by which the basic product of phonation is enhanced in

timbre and/or intensity by the air-filled cavities through which it passes on its way to the

outside air. Various terms related to the resonation process include amplification,

enrichment, enlargement, improvement, intensification, and prolongation, although in

strictly scientific usage acoustic authorities would question most of them. The main point

to be drawn from these terms by a singer or speaker is that the end result of resonation is,

or should be, to make a better sound. There are seven areas that may be listed as possible

vocal resonators. In sequence from the lowest within the body to the highest, these areas

are the chest, the tracheal tree, the larynx itself, the pharynx, the oral cavity, the nasal

cavity, and the sinuses

6. Chest voice and head voice

Chest voice and head voice are terms used within vocal music. The use of these terms

varies widely within vocal pedagogical circles and there is currently no one consistent

opinion among vocal music professionals in regards to these terms. Chest voice can be

used in relation to a particular part of the vocal range or type of vocal register; a vocal

resonance area; or a specific vocal timbre. Head voice can be used in relation to a

particular part of the vocal range or type of vocal register or a vocal resonance area.

7. Classifying singing voices

In European classical music and opera, voices are treated like musical instruments.

Composers who write vocal music must have an understanding of the skills, talents, and

vocal properties of singers. Voice classification is the process by which human singing
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voices are evaluated and are thereby designated into voice types. These qualities include

but are not limited to: vocal range, vocal weight, vocal tessitura, vocal timbre, and vocal

transition points such as breaks and lifts within the voice. Other considerations are

physical characteristics, speech level, scientific testing, and vocal registration. The

science behind voice classification developed within European classical music and has

been slow in adapting to more modern forms of singing. Voice classification is often used

within opera to associate possible roles with potential voices. There are currently several

different systems in use within classical music including: the German Fach system and

the choral music system among many others. No system is universally applied or

accepted.

However, most classical music systems acknowledge seven different major voice

categories. Women are typically divided into three groups: soprano, mezzo-soprano, and

contralto. Men are usually divided into four groups: countertenor, tenor, baritone, and

bass. When considering voices of pre-pubescent children an eighth term, treble, can be

applied. Within each of these major categories there are several sub-categories that

identify specific vocal qualities like coloratura facility and vocal weight to differentiate

between voices.

It should be noted that within choral music, singers voices are divided solely on the basis

of vocal range. Choral music most commonly divides vocal parts into high and low

voices within each sex (SATB, or soprano, alto, tenor, and bass). As a result, the typical

choral situation affords many opportunities for misclassification to occur. Since most

people have medium voices, they must be assigned to a part that is either too high or too

low for them; the mezzo-soprano must sing soprano or alto and the baritone must sing

tenor or bass. Either option can present problems for the singer, but for most singers there

are fewer dangers in singing too low than in singing too high.

Within contemporary forms of music (sometimes referred to as Contemporary

Commercial Music), singers are classified by the style of music they sing, such as jazz,

pop, blues, soul, country, folk, and rock styles. There is currently no authoritative voice

classification system within non-classical music. Attempts have been made to adopt

classical voice type terms to other forms of singing but such attempts have been met with

controversy. The development of voice categorizations were made with the understanding

that the singer would be using classical vocal technique within a specified range using
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unamplified (no microphones) vocal production. Since contemporary musicians use

different vocal techniques, microphones, and are not forced to fit into a specific vocal

role, applying such terms as soprano, tenor, baritone, etc. can be misleading or even

inaccurate

8. Classical chamber music

In Western Art music, commonly referred to as classical music, smaller ensembles are

called chamber music ensembles. The terms duet, trio, quartet, quintet, sextet, septet,

octet, and nonet are used to describe groups of two, three, four, five, six, seven, eight, and

nine musicians, respectively.

9. Six or more instruments

Classical chamber ensembles for more than six musicians are occasionally used, such as

septets (seven musicians), octets (eight musicians), or nonets (nine musicians). However,

in many cases a larger classical group is referred to as an orchestra of some type. A small

orchestra with fifteen to thirty members (violins, violas, cellos, double basses, and several

woodwind or brass instruments) is called a chamber orchestra. A sinfonietta usually

denotes a somewhat smaller orchestra (though still not a chamber orchestra). Larger

orchestras are called symphony orchestras or philharmonic orchestras.

The term philharmonic (from Greek philos: love) was originally used by amateur

orchestras, distinguishing them from professional symphony orchestras, but nowadays

professional classical orchestras may use either term in their titles. A concert orchestra or

a pops orchestra is an orchestra that mainly performs light classical music (often in

abbreviated, simplified arrangements) and orchestral arrangements and medleys of

popular jazz, music theater, or pop music songs. A string orchestra has only strings, i.e.,

violins, violas, violoncellos and basses.

A symphony orchestra is an ensemble usually comprising at least thirty musicians; the

number of players is typically between seventy and ninety-five and may exceed one

hundred. A symphony orchestra is divided into families of instruments. In the string

family, there are sections of violins (I and II), violas, violoncellos, and basses. The winds

consist of the woodwind family of instruments (flutes and piccolo, oboes and English
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horn, clarinets, and bassoons [often including contrabassoon]) and the brass family (horns,

trumpets, trombones, and tuba). The percussion family includes the timpani, bass drum,

snare drum, and any other percussion instruments called for in a score (e.g., triangle,

glockenspiel, chimes, cymbals, wood blocks).

When orchestras are performing baroque music (from the 1600s and early 1700s), they

may also use a harpsichord or pipe organ. When orchestras are performing Romantic-era

music (from the 1800s), they may also use harps or unusual instruments such as the wind

machine. When orchestras are performing music from the 20th century or the 21st century,

occasionally instruments such as electric guitar, therein, or even an electronic synthesizer

may be used. for more information go to www.vekart.webs.com and watch the videos

10. Jazz ensembles

10.1Three parts

In jazz, there are several types of trios. One type of jazz trio is formed with a piano

player, a bass player and a drummer. Another type of jazz trio that became popular

in the 1950s and 1960s is the organ trio, which is composed of a Hammond organ

player, a drummer, and a third instrumentalist (either a saxophone player or an

electric jazz guitarist). In organ trios, the Hammond organ player performs the bass

line on the organ bass pedals while simultaneously playing chords or lead lines on

the keyboard manuals. Other types of trios include the "drummer-less" trio, which

consists of a piano player, a double bassist, and a horn player (saxophone or

trumpet); and the jazz trio with a horn player (saxophone or trumpet), double bass

player, and a drummer. In the latter type of trio, the lack of a chordal instrument

means that the horn player and the bassist have to imply the changing harmonies

with their improvised lines.

10.2 Four parts

Jazz quartets typically add a horn (the generic jazz name for saxophones,

trombones, trumpets, or any other wind instrument commonly associated with jazz)

to one of the jazz trios described above. Slightly larger jazz ensembles, such as

quintets (five instruments) or sextets (six instruments) typically add other soloing
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instruments to the basic quartet formation, such as different types of saxophones

(e.g., alto saxophone, tenor saxophone, etc.) or an additional chordal instrument.

10.3 Larger ensembles

The lineup of larger jazz ensembles can vary considerably, depending on the style

of jazz being performed. In a 1920s-style dixieland jazz band, a larger ensemble

would be formed by adding a banjo player, woodwind instruments, as with the

clarinet, or additional horns (saxophones, trumpets, trombones) to one of the smaller

groups. In a 1940s-style Swing big band, a larger ensemble is formed by adding

"sections" of like instruments, such as a saxophone section and a trumpet section,

which perform arranged "horn lines" to accompany the ensemble. In a 1970s-style

jazz fusion ensemble, a larger ensemble is often formed by adding additional

percussionists or soloing instruments.

11. Rock and pop bands Ensembles

Two-member rock and pop bands are relatively rare, because of the difficulty in

providing all of the musical elements which are part of the rock or pop sound (vocals,

chords, bass lines, and percussion or drumming) with trios or quartets. Two-member

rock and pop bands typically omit one of these musical elements. In many cases, two-

member bands will omit a drummer, since guitars, bass guitars, and keyboards can all

be used to provide a rhythmic pulse. Examples of two-member bands are Death From

Above 1979, The White Stripes, The Ting Tings, The Black Keys and Black Aspirin.

When electronic sequencers became widely available in the 1980s, this made it easier

for two-member bands to add in musical elements that the two band members were not

able to perform. Sequencers allowed bands to pre-program some elements of their

performance, such as an electronic drum part and a synth-bass line. Two-member pop

music bands such as Soft Cell used pre-programmed sequencers. Other pop bands from

the 1980s which were ostensibly fronted by two performers, such as Wham! and Tears

for Fears, were not actually two-piece ensembles, because other instrumental musicians

were used "behind the scenes" to fill out the sound.
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Two-piece bands in rock music are rare. However, starting in the 2000s, blues-

influenced rock bands such as The White Stripes and The Black Keys utilized a guitar

and drums scheme. Death From Above 1979 featured a drummer and bass guitarist.

Tenacious D is a two-guitar band; One Day as a Lion and The Dresden Dolls both

feature a keyboardist and a drummer. The band Welk consists of a two-man psychedelic

flute band, with the occasional synthesizer. Two-person bands have grown in popularity

in experimental rock music. Providence-based Lightning Bolt is a two-member band.

Bassist Brian Gibson augments his playing with delay pedals, pitch shifters, looping

devices and other pedals, occasionally creating harmony. Local H, No Age, Warship,

and Growing are other prominent two-person experimental rock bands.

The smallest ensemble that is commonly used in rock music is the trio format. In a hard

rock or blues-rock band, or heavy metal rock group, a "power trio" format is often used,

which consists of an electric guitar player, an electric bass guitar player and a drummer,

and typically one or more of these musicians also sing (sometimes all three members

will sing, e.g. Bee Gees). Some well-known power trios are: The Jimi Hendrix

Experience, The Police, Nirvana, Rush, Cream, Green Day, Blink-182, 30 Seconds to

Mars and Muse.

An alternative to the power trio are organ trios formed with an electric guitarist, a

drummer and a keyboardist. Although organ trios are most commonly associated with

1950s and 1960s jazz organ trio groups such as those led by organist Jimmy Smith,

there are also organ trios in rock-oriented styles, such as jazz-rock fusion and Grateful

Dead-influenced jam bands such as Medeski Martin & Wood. In organ trios, the

keyboard player typically plays a Hammond organ or similar instrument, which permits

the keyboard player to perform bass lines, chords, and lead lines. A variant of the organ

trio are trios formed with an electric bassist, a drummer and an electronic keyboardist

(playing synthesizers) such as the progressive rock band Emerson, Lake & Palmer.

The four-piece band is the most common configuration in rock and pop music. Before

the development of the electronic keyboard, the configuration was typically two

guitarists (one lead guitarist and one rhythm guitarist, with the latter on vocals), a bass

player (typically the electric bass guitar) and a drummer (e.g., The Beatles, Foo

Fighters, Weezer, Coldplay, The Moderns, Metallica, The Clash , Nickelback,

Creedence Clearwater Revival, The Kinks, The Pixies, and The Smashing Pumpkins)
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Another common formation was a vocalist, electric guitarist, electric bassist and a

drummer (e.g.The Who, Led Zeppelin, Red Hot Chili Peppers, Queen, Rage Against the

Machine, Black Sabbath, No Doubt, Cheap Trick, Van Halen, U2, Jane's Addiction,

L'arc~en~Ciel and Blur). Instrumentally, these bands can be considered as trios. In

some early rock bands, keyboardists were used, performing on piano (e.g., The Rolling

Stones initially used Ian Stewart on piano), The Doors with a guitarist, singer, drummer

and keyboardist. Electric pianos (such as the Fender Rhodes), or organ (such as the

Hammond organ) (e.g, Pink Floyd).

Five-part bands have existed in rock music since early times. The Beach Boys, The

Rolling Stones, Aerosmith, Def Leppard, AC/DC, Oasis, Pearl Jam, Guns N' Roses,

Steely Dan, and The Strokes are examples of the common vocalist, lead guitar, rhythm

guitar, bass, and drums lineup. An alternative to the five-member lineup replaces the

rhythm guitarist with a keyboardsynthesizer player (examples being the bands Bon Jovi,

Yes, Fleetwood Mac, Marilyn Manson and Deep Purple, all of which consist of a

vocalist, guitarist, bassist, keyboardist, and a drummer) or with a turntablist such as

Incubus or Limp Bizkit.

12. Larger rock ensembles

Larger bands have long been a part of rock and pop music, in part due to the influence

of the "singer accompanied with orchestra" model inherited from popular big-band

jazz and swing and popularized by Frank Sinatra and Ella Fitzgerald. To create larger

ensembles, rock bands often add an additional guitarist (as in Iron Maiden); an

additional keyboardist (as in Procol Harum); additional percussionists (as in Latin-

rock bands, e.g. Santana); or second drummer (as in The Grateful Dead and The

Allman Brothers Band). Stevie Nicks has an extra guitarist, sometimes drummer and

three backup singers in her band. Nu metal band Linkin Park fits the rap rock genre

with the inclusion of their turntablist & their emcee, who also plays rhythm guitar &

keyboards. Slipknot has nine members, including a turntablist and two percussionists

who match the drum beat. In other rock bands, particularly those influenced by other

genres such as folk, classical, or country, the additional instrumentalists might include

a mandolin player, a banjo player, a sitar player, a fiddler/acoustic violinist, an

electric violinist, a timpanist, or a pedal steel guitarist. In some of these larger groups

(such as The Band), instrumentalists could play multiple instruments, which enabled
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the ensemble to create a wider variety of instrument combinations. More rarely, rock

or pop groups will be accompanied in concerts by a full or partial symphony

orchestra, where lush string-orchestra arrangements are used to flesh out the sound of

slow ballads. Third-Wave Ska bands may have six to eight pieces including vocals,

guitarist(s), a bassist, a drummer, a trumpet, saxophone, and trombone. Other

situations occur depending on the genre the band prefers. For instance, the band

Incubus has five members, one of them being a DJ. Also, the band Dare to Dream has

five members, including Steven M. Cooper. Huey Lewis and the News also had a

large rock ensemble, including the members of the News and the separate jazz band

Tower of Power on many of their early hits. Another interesting example is Bang

Camaro, who have three guitarists, one keyboardist, one bassist, one drummer, and

ten to fifteen singers who sing simultaneously. Bluegrass and other music has roots in

Irish folk, and some Irish punk bands such as Flogging Molly have multiple members,

some of which play the fiddle, banjo, and the accordion. On the extreme, symphonic

metal group Haggard at one time had 21 members, being numerous different types of

instrumentalists and vocalists, approaching something more reminiscent of a small

chamber orchestra.

Topic : An Introduction To Musical Styles

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Discuss the Categorization

 Discuss the Art music

 Discuss the Popular music

 Discuss the Traditional music

 Discuss the Regional and national music

 Discuss the Fusional origins

Definition/Overview:

The topic discusses that Music can be divided into genres in many different ways. These

classifications are often arbitrary and controversial, and closely related styles often overlap.

Many do not believe that generic classification of musical styles is possible in any logically
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consistent way, and also argue that doing so sets limitations and boundaries that hinder the

development of music. While no one doubts that it is possible to note similarities between

musical pieces, there are often exceptions and caveats associated. Labeling music with genres

often do not reflect a specific culture, race, or time period. Larger genres consist of more

specific subgenres.

A music genre is a categorical and typological construct that identifies musical sounds as

belonging to a particular category and type of music that can be distinguished from other

types of music.

There are several approaches to genre. In his book Form in Tonal Music, Douglass M. Green

lists the madrigal, the motet, the canzona, the ricercar, and the dance as examples of genres

(from the Renaissance period). According to Green, "Beethoven's Op. 61 and Mendelssohn's

Op. 64 are identical in genre - both are violin concertos - but different in form. Mozart's

Rondo for Piano, K. 511 Agnus Dei from his Mass, K. 317 are quite different in genre but

happen to be similar in form." Some treat the terms genre and style as the same, and state that

genre should be defined as pieces of music that share a certain style or "basic musical

language". Others state that genre and style are two separate terms, and that secondary

characteristics such as subject matter can also differentiate between genres. A music genre (or

sub-genre) could be defined by the techniques, the styles, the context and the themes

(content, spirit). Also, geographical origin sometimes is used to define the music genre,

though a single geographical category will normally include a wide variety of sub-genres.

Kembrew McLeod, in an essay entitled "Genres, Subgenres, Sub-Subgenres and More",

suggested that in electronic music, "the naming of new subgenres can be linked to a variety of

influences, such as the rapidly evolving nature of the music, accelerated consumer culture,

and the synergy created by record company marketing strategies and music magazine hype.

The appropriation of the musics of minorities by straight, middle and upper-middle-class

Whites in the United States and Great Britain plays a part, and the rapid and ongoing naming

process within electronic/dance music subcultures acts as a gate-keeping mechanism, as

well."
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Key Points:

1. Categorization

A list of genres of music (including subgenres) can be found at List of music genres.

However, there are a number of criteria with which one may classify musical genres,

including:

 The Art/Popular/Traditional distinction

 Regional and national distinctions

 Fusional origins

2. Art music

Art music is the musical expression of high culture. Art music primarily refers to classical

music, including European classical music, or others listed at List of classical music styles

(including non-European classical music), contemporary classical music (including

Electronic art music, Experimental music and Minimalist music). Art music may also

include certain forms of Jazz (even though jazz is primarily a popular form of music).

3. Popular music

Popular music is the musical expression of popular culture. The usual stereotype of

"popular music" is music belonging to any of a number of musical styles that are

accessible to the general public and are disseminated by one or more of the mass media.

4. Traditional music

Traditional music is the musical expression of Traditional culture. Traditional music is the

modern name for what used to be called "Folk music", before the term "Folk music" was

expanded to include a lot of non-traditional material. The defining characteristics of

traditional music are:

 Oral transmission: The music is passed down, or learned, through singing and listening and

sometimes dancing

 Cultural basis: The music derives from and is part of the traditions of a particular region or

culture.
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5. Regional and national music

It is possible to categorize music geographically. For example, the term "Australian

music" could include Australian rock music, Australian traditional music in the European

style (eg. Waltzing Matilda), Aboriginal Australian music, Australian classical music, and

Australian Jazz.

6. Fusional origins

In the West, nearly all music except Traditional music has a fusional origin. A fusion

genre is a music genre that combines two or more genres. For example, rock and roll

originally developed as a fusion of blues, gospel and country music. The main

characteristics of fusion genres are variations in tempo, rhythm and sometimes the use of

long musical "journeys" that can be divided into smaller parts, each with their own

dynamics, style and tempo.

Artists who work in fusion genres are often difficult to categorize within non-fusion

styles. Most styles of fusion music are influenced by various musical genres. While there

are many reasons for this, the main reason is that most genres evolved out of other genres.

When the new genre finally identifies itself as separate, there is often a large gray area in

which musicians are left. These artists generally consider themselves part of both genres.

A musician who plays music that is dominantly blues, influenced by rock, is often labelled

a blues-rock musician. The first genre is the one from which the new one evolved. The

second genre is the newer and less-dominant genre in the artist's playing. An example of a

blues-rock group would be Stevie Ray Vaughan and Double Trouble. Vaughan, a Texas

blues guitarist, surrounded by a world in which rock was dominating music, used rock and

blues together.

In Section 2 of this course you will cover these topics:

Music Before 1600

The Baroque Style Period (16001750)

Baroque Style Music (16001750)

The Classical Style Period (17501820)

Music Of The Classical Period

Beethoven: Bridge To Romanticism
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Topic : Music Before 1600

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Discuss the Monody

 Discuss the Early Opera

 Discuss the Italian Overture

 Discuss the French Overture

 Discuss the Oratorio

 Discuss the Baroque Opera in England

Definition/Overview:

The topic discusses that the year 1600 in music involved some significant events.

Key Points:

1. Monody

A monody is a single voice line supported by an instrumental bass line, upon which

chords were constructed. The voice line followed the natural speech rhythms of the words.

This style of writing for the voice (half singing and half reciting) became known as

recitative. All the composer wrote down beneath the melody was a bass line to be played

by a low stringed instrument, such as a cello. This was called the 'basso continuo', but the

composer expected another continuo player on harpsichord, organ or lute, to build up

chords upon the bass line. As these chords had to be improvised, the player had to be very

skilful. Figures below the notes indicated which chords to play. This is called a figured

bass.

2. Early Opera

The first opera was written in 1597, called 'Dafne', and was composed by Peri. It had

choruses, dances and instrumental pieces, all done by a small orchestra. It contained music

and drama (i.e. Music-Drama). The first truly great opera was composed by Monteverdi in

1607, and was called 'Orfeo'. The music heightens the dramatic impact. The music and
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drama blend together well. There was a lot of instrumental ritomello (Italian for return,

and means when a section returns). Before each verse of the aria (song), we hear an

instrumental ritornello.

3. The Italian Overture

Scarlatti's operas often began with an overture in three sections: quick, slow, quick. This

was the Italian Overture. Scarlatti designed the arias in his operas in da capo form, i.e.

ABA. Another name for this is ternary form.

4. The French Overture

Lully's operas began with a French Overture.. slow, quick, slow. This is the other way round

to an Italian Overture.

5. Baroque Opera in England

The one great English opera of the 17th Century is 'Dido and Aeneas', and was composed by

Purcell.

6. Oratorio

Born about the same time as opera, this vocal music was at first very similar to operas.

(They had arias, choruses and recitatives) They were acted out with scenery and costumes.

The main difference was that an Oratorio was based on a sacred story. Eventually

oratorios ceased to acted out, and were given musical presentation only. Handel's Messiah,

Samson, Israel and Egypt are all Oratorios.

7. Passion

A passion is a special oratorio telling the story of Christ's crucifixion. Besides recitatives,

arias and choruses, Bach also included settings of chorales (Gerinan hymn tunes.)

8. Cantata

Bach composed more than 200 church cantatas (cantata means sung, sonata means

played). These are for soloists and choruses, accompanied by orchestra and continuo, and
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are like miniature oratorios. A fine example is Number 140, by Bach, based upon the

chorale, 'Sleepers, Wake'.

9. Instrumental Music

During the Baroque period, instrumental music became equally as important as vocal music.

10. Fugue

A fugue is a contrapuntal piece, based upon the idea of imitation. It is usually written in 3

or 4 parts, called 'voices', and these are referred to as Soprano, Alto, Tenor and Bass. The

detailed structure of a fugue can be rather complicated. The entire piece grows mainly

from a single brief tune of strong musical character. This is called the subject. Then it is

@ted by the other voices in tum each at it's appropriate pitch. The most famous collect is

the 48 preludes and fugues by Bach.

11. The Chorale Prelude

These are usually for organ, and most of them were composed in Germany. It is based on a

chorale, could be in Fugal style, or a set of variations.

12. The Suite

A suite is a collection of dances for one or more instruments. Many were written for

harpsichord. They contain:

 A German Allemande, in 4/4 time, at a moderate speed.

 A French Courante, in 3/2 titne, at a moderately fast speed (the Italian version is a Corrente).

 A Spanish Sarabande, in a slow triple time.

 A Gigue, usually in compound titne

However, before or after the Gigue a composer might introduce dances such as the minuet

(in 3 time, a slow and stately waltz), a bourde, a gavotte or a passepied, Somethnes a suite

began with a prelude (opening piece). The pieces were usually in the same key, and in

binary form (AB). French composers, however, often wrote in Rondo form (ABACADA

etc.)
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13. Baroque Sonatas

Sonata means sounded (to be played). Many Baroque sonatas were for two violinsand

continuo (usually cello and harpsichord). Composers called these trio sonatas (There are

only three music lines - the harpsichord plays the figured bass.) A violin was sometimes

replaced with a flute or an oboe. There were two types:

 The Sonata da camera (Chamber sonata: camera is Italian for chamber). These were meant to

be played in people's homes. The continuo would be played by harpsichord or lute.

 The Sonata da chiesa (Church sonata: chiesa is Italian for Church). These were played in

churches. The continuo was played by organ. These were far more serious than chamber

sonatas.

Pucell, Corelli, Bach, Handel, Scarlatti and Couperin all composed sonatas.

14. The Concerto Grosso

The word concerto means get together. The idea of opposition and contrast led to two

contrasting groups of instruments: A small group of soloists (Usually two violins and a

cello), called the concertino, and an orchestra of strings called either the ripieno or the

tutti (meaning everyone).

15. The Solo Concerto

This grew out of the Concerto Grosso, and has a single instrument solo, and a string

orchestra. There are solo sections and tutti sections. The quick movements were often in

ritomello form: Tutti 1, Solo 1, Tutti 2, Solo 2, Tutti 3, etc. Vivaldi wrote more than 500

concertos, both concerto grossos and solo concertos, his most famous being 'The Four

Seasons'.

16. The Orchestra

During the Baroque period, the orchestra started to take shape. The string section became

a selfcontained unit. To this composers would add other instruments in ones and twos:

Flutes, Recorders, Oboes, Bassoons, Horns, and occasionally trumpets and kettle drums.
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There was still a continuo. There was a lot of contrast, especially in the dynamics.

Sometimes there were also echo effects.

Topic : The Baroque Style Period (16001750)

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Discuss the Evolution of the Baroque

 Discuss the Bernini's Cornaro chapel: the complete work of art

 Discuss the Baroque architecture

 Discuss the Baroque theatre

Definition/Overview:

The topic discusses that In the arts, the Baroque (IPA: /bəˈɹoʊk/, bə-ROEK) was a Western

cultural period, starting roughly at the beginning of the 17th century in Rome, Italy. It was

exemplified by drama and grandeur in sculpture, painting, literature, dance, and music.

The popularity and success of the Baroque style was encouraged by the Roman Catholic

Church, which had decided at the time of the Council of Trent that the arts should

communicate religious themes in direct and emotional involvement. The aristocracy also saw

the dramatic style of Baroque architecture and art as a means of impressing visitors and

expressing triumphant power and control. Baroque palaces are built around an entrance of

courts, grand staircases and reception rooms of sequentially increasing opulence. In similar

profusions of detail, art, music, architecture, and literature inspired each other in the Baroque

cultural movement as artists explored what they could create from repeated and varied

patterns. Some traits and aspects of Baroque paintings that differentiate this style from others

are the abundant amount of details, often bright polychromy, less realistic faces of subjects,

and an overall sense of awe, which was one of the goals in Baroque art.

According to the Oxford English Dictionary, the word baroque is derived from the

Portuguese word "barroco", Spanish "barroco", or French "baroque", all of which refer to a

"rough or imperfect pearl", though whether it entered those languages via Latin, Arabic, or

some other source is uncertain. In informal usage, the word baroque can simply mean that
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something is "elaborate", with many details, without reference to the Baroque styles of the

seventeenth and eighteenth centuries.

Key Points:

1. Evolution of the Baroque

Beginning around the year 1600, the demands for new art resulted in what is now known

as the Baroque. The canon promulgated at the Council of Trent (154563) by which the

Roman Catholic Church addressed the representational arts by demanding that paintings

and sculptures in church contexts should speak to the illiterate rather than to the well-

informed, is customarily offered as an inspiration of the Baroque, which appeared,

however, a generation later. This turn toward a populist conception of the function of

ecclesiastical art is seen by many art historians as driving the innovations of Caravaggio

and the Carracci brothers, all of whom were working in Rome at that time.

The appeal of Baroque style turned consciously from the witty, intellectual qualities of

16th century Mannerist art to a visceral appeal aimed at the senses. It employed an

iconography that was direct, simple, obvious, and dramatic. Baroque art drew on certain

broad and heroic tendencies in Annibale Carracci and his circle, and found inspiration in

other artists such as Caravaggio, and Federico Barocci nowadays sometimes termed

'proto-Baroque'. Germinal ideas of the Baroque can also be found in the work of

Michelangelo and Correggio.

Some general parallels in music make the expression "Baroque music" useful.

Contrasting phrase lengths, harmony and counterpoint ousted polyphony, and orchestral

color made a stronger appearance. (See Baroque music.) Similar fascination with simple,

strong, dramatic expression in poetry, where clear, broad syncopated rhythms replaced

the enknotted elaborated metaphysical similes employed by Mannerists such as John

Donne and imagery that was strongly influenced by visual developments in painting, can

be sensed in John Milton's Paradise Lost, a Baroque epic.

Though Baroque was superseded in many centers by the Rococo style, beginning in

France in the late 1720s, especially for interiors, paintings and the decorative arts,

Baroque architecture remained a viable style until the advent of Neoclassicism in the
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later 18th century. A prominent example, the Neapolitan palace of Caserta, a Baroque

palace (though in a chaste exterior) that was not even begun until 1752. Critics have

given up talking about a "Baroque period."

In paintings, Baroque gestures are broader than Mannerist gestures: less ambiguous, less

arcane and mysterious, more like the stage gestures of opera, a major Baroque artform.

Baroque poses depend on contrapposto ("counterpoise"), the tension within the figures

that moves the planes of shoulders and hips in counterdirections. It made the sculptures

almost seem like they were about to move.

The drier, chastened, less dramatic and coloristic, later stages of 18th century Baroque

architectural style are often seen as a separate Late Baroque manifestation. (See Claude

Perrault.) Academic characteristics in the neo-Palladian architectural style, epitomized by

William Kent, are a parallel development in Britain and the British colonies: within

doors, Kent's furniture designs are vividly influenced by the Baroque furniture of Rome

and Genoa, hieratic tectonic sculptural elements meant never to be moved from their

positions completing the wall elevation. Baroque is a style of unity imposed upon rich

and massy detail.

The Baroque was defined by Heinrich Wlfflin as the age where the oval replaced the

circle as the center of composition, balance replaced organization around a central axis,

and coloristic and "painterly" effects began to become more prominent. Art historians,

often Protestant ones, have traditionally emphasized that the Baroque style evolved

during a time in which the Roman Catholic Church had to react against the many

revolutionary cultural movements that produced a new science and new forms of

religionthe Reformation. It has been said that the monumental Baroque is a style that

could give the papacy, like secular absolute monarchies, a formal, imposing way of

expression that could restore its prestige, at the point of becoming somehow symbolic of

the Catholic Reformation. Whether this is the case or not, it was successfully developed

in Rome, where Baroque architecture widely renewed the central areas with perhaps the

most important urbanistic revision during this period of time.
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2. Baroque painting

A defining statement of what Baroque signifies in painting is provided by the series of

paintings executed by Peter Paul Rubens for Marie de Medici at the Luxembourg Palace

in Paris (now at the Louvre), in which a Catholic painter satisfied a Catholic patron:

Baroque-era conceptions of monarchy, iconography, handling of paint, and compositions

as well as the depiction of space and movement. There were highly diverse strands of

Italian baroque painting, from Caravaggio to Cortona; both approaching emotive

dynamism with different styles. Another frequently cited work of Baroque art is Bernini's

Saint Theresa in Ecstasy for the Cornaro chapel in Saint Maria della Vittoria, which brings

together architecture, sculpture, and theatre into one grand conceit. The later Baroque style

gradually gave way to a more decorative Rococo, which, through contrast, further defines

Baroque.

The intensity and immediacy of baroque art and its individualism and detailobserved in

such things as the convincing rendering of cloth and skin texturesmake it one of the most

compelling periods of Western art.

3. Baroque sculpture

In Baroque sculpture, groups of figures assumed new importance, and there was a

dynamic movement and energy of human forms they spiraled around an empty central

vortex, or reached outwards into the surrounding space. For the first time, Baroque

sculpture often had multiple ideal viewing angles. The characteristic Baroque sculpture

added extra-sculptural elements, for example, concealed lighting, or water fountains.

Aleijadinho in Brazil was also one of the great names of baroque sculpture, and his

master work is the set of statues of the Santurio de Bom Jesus de Matosinhos in

Congonhas. The soapstone sculptures of old testament prophets around the terrace are

considered amongst his finest work.

The architecture, sculpture and fountains of Bernini (15981680) give highly charged

characteristics of Baroque style. Bernini was undoubtedly the most important sculptor of

the Baroque period. He approached Michelangelo in his omnicompetence: Bernini

sculpted, worked as an architect, painted, wrote plays, and staged spectacles. In the late

20th century Bernini was most valued for his sculpture, both for his virtuosity in carving
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marble and his ability to create figures that combine the physical and the spiritual. He was

also a fine sculptor of bust portraits in high demand among the powerful.

4. Bernini's Cornaro chapel: the complete work of art

A good example of Bernini's work that helps us understand the Baroque is his St. Theresa

in Ecstasy (164552), created for the Cornaro Chapel of the church of Santa Maria della

Vittoria, Rome. Bernini designed the entire chapel, a subsidiary space along the side of the

church, for the Cornaro family.

Saint Theresa, the focal point of the chapel, is a soft white marble statue surrounded by a

polychromatic marble architectural framing. This structure works to conceal a window

which lights the statue from above. In shallow relief, sculpted figure-groups of the

Cornaro family inhabit in opera boxes along the two side walls of the chapel. The setting

places the viewer as a spectator in front of the statue with the Cornaro family leaning out

of their box seats and craning forward to see the mystical ecstasy of the saint. St. Theresa

is highly idealized and in an imaginary setting. St. Theresa of Avila, a popular saint of the

Catholic Reformation, wrote of her mystical experiences aimed at the nuns of her

Carmelite Order; these writings had become popular reading among lay people interested

in pursuing spirituality. In her writings, she described the love of God as piercing her heart

like a burning arrow. Bernini literalizes this image by placing St. Theresa on a cloud while

a Cupid figure holds a golden arrow (the arrow is made of metal) and smiles down at her.

The angelic figure is not preparing to plunge the arrow into her heart rather, he has

withdrawn it. St. Theresa's face reflects not the anticipation of ecstasy, but her current

fulfillment.

This is widely considered the genius of Baroque although this mix of religious and erotic

imagery was extremely offensive in the context of neoclassical restraint. However, Bernini

was a devout Catholic and was not attempting to satirize the experience of a chaste nun.

Rather, he aimed to portray religious experience as an intensely physical one. Theresa

described her bodily reaction to spiritual enlightenment in a language of ecstasy used by

many mystics, and Bernini's depiction is earnest.

The Cornaro family promotes itself discreetly in this chapel; they are represented visually,

but are placed on the sides of the chapel, witnessing the event from balconies. As in an
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opera house, the Cornaro have a privileged position in respect to the viewer, in their

private reserve, closer to the saint; the viewer, however, has a better view from the front.

They attach their name to the chapel, but St. Theresa is the focus. It is a private chapel in

the sense that no one could say mass on the altar beneath the statue (in 17th century and

probably through the 19th) without permission from the family, but the only thing that

divides the viewer from the image is the altar rail. The spectacle functions both as a

demonstration of mysticism and as a piece of family pride.

5. Baroque architecture

In Baroque architecture, new emphasis was placed on bold massing, colonnades, domes,

light-and-shade (chiaroscuro), 'painterly' color effects, and the bold play of volume and

void. In interiors, Baroque movement around and through a void informed monumental

staircases that had no parallel in previous architecture. The other Baroque innovation in

worldly interiors was the state apartment, a processional sequence of increasingly rich

interiors that culminated in a presence chamber or throne room or a state bedroom. The

sequence of monumental stairs followed by a state apartment was copied in smaller scale

everywhere in aristocratic dwellings of any pretensions.

Baroque architecture was taken up with enthusiasm in central Germany (see e.g.

Ludwigsburg Palace and Zwinger Dresden), Austria and Russia (see e.g. Peterhof). In

England the culmination of Baroque architecture was embodied in work by Sir

Christopher Wren, Sir John Vanbrugh and Nicholas Hawksmoor, from ca. 1660 to ca.

1725. Many examples of Baroque architecture and town planning are found in other

European towns, and in Latin America. Town planning of this period featured radiating

avenues intersecting in squares, which took cues from Baroque garden plans.In Sicily,

Baroque developed new shapes and themes as in Noto, Ragusa and Acireale "Basilica di

San Sebastiano"

6. Baroque theatre

In theatre, the elaborate conceits, multiplicity of plot turns, and variety of situations

characteristic of Mannerism (Shakespeare's tragedies, for instance) were superseded by

opera, which drew together all the arts into a unified whole.
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Theatre evolved in the Baroque era and became a multimedia experience, starting with

the actual architectural space. In fact, much of the technology used in current Broadway

or commercial plays was invented and developed during this era. The stage could change

from a romantic garden to the interior of a palace in a matter of seconds. The entire space

became a framed selected area that only allows the users to see a specific action, hiding

all the machinery and technology - mostly ropes and pulleys.

This technology affected the content of the narrated or performed pieces, practicing at its

best the Deus ex Machina solution. Gods were finally able to come down - literally - from

the heavens and rescue the hero in the most extreme and dangerous, even absurd

situations.

The term Theatrum Mundi - the world is a stage - was also created. The social and

political realm in the real world is manipulated in exactly the same way the actor and the

machines are presenting/limiting what is being presented on stage, hiding selectively all

the machinery that makes the actions happen.

The films Vatel, Farinelli, and the staging of Monteverdi's Orpheus at the Gran Teatre del

Liceu in Barcelona, give a good idea of the style of productions of the Baroque period.

The American musician William Christie and Les Arts Florissants have performed

extensive research on all the French Baroque Opera, performing pieces from Charpentier

and Lully, among others that are extremely faithful to the original 17th century creations.

7. Baroque literature and philosophy

Baroque actually expressed new values, which often are summarized in the use of

metaphor and allegory, widely found in Baroque literature, and in the research for the

"maraviglia" (wonder, astonishment as in Marinism), the use of artifices. If Mannerism

was a first breach with Renaissance, Baroque was an opposed language. The

psychological pain of Man -- a theme disbanded after the Copernican and the Lutheran

revolutions in search of solid anchors, a proof of an "ultimate human power" -- was to be

found in both the art and architecture of the Baroque period. A relevant part of works was

made on religious themes, since the Roman Catholic Church was the main patron.
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Virtuosity was researched by artists (and the virtuoso became a common figure in any art)

together with realism and care for details (some talk of a typical "intricacy").

The privilege given to external forms had to compensate and balance the lack of content

that has been observed in many Baroque works: Marino's "Maraviglia", for example, is

practically made of the pure, mere form. Fantasy and imagination should be evoked in the

spectator, in the reader, in the listener. All was focused around the individual Man, as a

straight relationship between the artist, or directly the art and its user, its client. Art is then

less distant from user, more directly approaching him, solving the cultural gap that used to

keep art and user reciprocally far, by Maraviglia. But the increased attention to the

individual, also created in these schemes some important genres like the Romanzo (novel)

and allowed popular or local forms of art, especially dialectal literature, to be put into

evidence. In Italy this movement toward the single individual (that some define a "cultural

descent", while others indicate it as a possible cause for the classical opposition to

Baroque) caused Latin to be definitely replaced by Italian.

In Spain, the baroque writers are framed in the Siglo de Oro. Naturalism and sharply

critical points of view on Spanish society are common among such conceptista writers as

Quevedo, while culterano authors emphasize the importance of form with complicated

images and the use of hyperbaton. In Catalonia the baroque took hold as well in Catalan

language, with representatives including poets and dramaturgs such as Francesc

Fontanella and Francesc Vicen Garcia as well as the unique emblem book Atheneo de

Grandesa by Josep Romaguera. In Colonial Spanish America some of the best-known

baroque writers were Sor Juana and Bernardo de Balbuena, in Mexico, and Juan de

Espinosa Medrano and Juan del Valle Caviedes, in Peru.

In the Portuguese Empire the most famous baroque writer of the time was Father Antnio

Vieira, a Jesuit who lived in Brazil during the 18th century. Secondary writers are Gregrio

de Matos and Francisco Rodrigues Lobo.

In English literature, the metaphysical poets represent a closely related movement; their

poetry likewise sought unusual metaphors, which they then examined in often extensive

detail. Their verse also manifests a taste for paradox, and deliberately inventive and

unusual turns of phrase. For German Baroque literature, see German literature of the

Baroque period.
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8. Baroque music

The term Baroque is also used to designate the style of music composed during a period

that overlaps with that of Baroque art, but usually encompasses a slightly later period.

Antonio Vivaldi, J.S. Bach and G.F. Handel are often considered its culminating figures.

It is a still-debated question as to what extent Baroque music shares aesthetic principles

with the visual and literary arts of the Baroque period. A fairly clear, shared element is a

love of ornamentation, and it is perhaps significant that the role of ornament was greatly

diminished in both music and architecture as the Baroque gave way to the Classical

period.

It should be noted that the application of the term "Baroque" to music is a relatively

recent development. The first use of the word "Baroque" in music was only in 1919, by

Curt Sachs, and it was not until 1940 that it was first used in English (in an article

published by Manfred Bukofzer). Even as late as 1960 there was still considerable dispute

in academic circles over whether music as diverse as that by Jacopo Peri, Franois

Couperin and J.S. Bach could be meaningfully bundled together under a single stylistic

term.

Many musical forms were born in that era, like the concerto and sinfonia. Forms such as

the sonata, cantata and oratorio flourished. Also, opera was born out of the

experimentation of the Florentine Camerata, the creators of monody, who attempted to

recreate the theatrical arts of the Ancient Greeks. Indeed, it is exactly that development

which is often used to denote the beginning of the musical Baroque, around 1600. An

important technique used in baroque music was the use of ground bass, a repeated bass

line. Dido's Lament by Henry Purcell is a famous example of this technique.

9. Etymology

The word "Baroque", like most periodic or stylistic designations, was invented by later

critics rather than practitioners of the arts in the 17th and early 18th centuries. It is a

French transliteration of the Portuguese phrase "prola barroca", which means "irregular

pearl"an ancient similar word, "Barlocco" or "Brillocco", is used in the Roman dialect for

the same meaningand natural pearls that deviate from the usual, regular forms so they do
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not have an axis of rotation are known as "baroque pearls". Others derive it from the

mnemonic term "Baroco" denoting, in logical Scholastica, a supposedly laboured form of

syllogism.

The term "Baroque" was initially used with a derogatory meaning, to underline the

excesses of its emphasis. In particular, the term was used to describe its eccentric

redundancy and noisy abundance of details, which sharply contrasted the clear and sober

rationality of the Renaissance. It was first rehabilitated by the Swiss-born art historian,

Heinrich Wlfflin (18641945) in his Renaissance und Barock (1888); Wlfflin identified the

Baroque as "movement imported into mass," an art antithetic to Renaissance art. He did

not make the distinctions between Mannerism and Baroque that modern writers do, and he

ignored the later phase, the academic Baroque that lasted into the 18th century. Writers in

French and English did not begin to treat Baroque as a respectable study until Wlfflin's

influence had made German scholarship pre-eminent.

Topic : Baroque Style Music (16001750)

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Discuss the History of the name

 Discuss the Aesthetics

 Discuss the Styles and forms

 Discuss the Baroque versus Renaissance style

 Discuss the Baroque versus Classical style

 Discuss the Genres

 Discuss the Early baroque music (16001654)

 Discuss the Middle baroque music (16541707)

 Discuss the Late baroque music (16801750)

Definition/Overview:

The topic discusses that Baroque music describes a period or style of European classical

music approximately extending from 1600 to 1750. This era is said to begin in music after the

Renaissance and was followed by the Classical music era. The original meaning of "baroque"
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was "misshapen pearl", a strikingly fitting characterization of the architecture of this period;

later, the name came to be applied also to its music. Baroque music forms a major portion of

the classical music canon, being widely studied, performed, and listened to. It is associated

with composers such as Claudio Monteverdi, Antonio Vivaldi, George Frideric Handel,

Arcangelo Corelli, Tomaso Albinoni and Johann Sebastian Bach. The baroque period saw the

development of functional tonality. During the period composers and performers used more

elaborate musical ornamentation; made changes in musical notation, and developed new

instrumental playing techniques. Baroque music expanded the size, range and complexity of

instrumental performance, and also established opera as a musical genre. Many musical terms

and concepts from this era are still in use today.

Key Points:

1. History of the name

Music conventionally described as Baroque encompasses a broad range of styles from a

wide geographic region, mostly in Europe, composed during a period of approximately

160 years. The systematic application of the term "baroque", which literally means

"irregularly shaped pearl", to music of this period is a relatively recent development. It

was in 1919 that Curt Sachs was the first to attempt to apply the five characteristics of

Heinrich Wlfflins theory of the Baroque systematically to music. In English the term only

acquired currency in the 1940s, in the writings of Lang and Bukofzer. Indeed, as late as

1960 there was still considerable dispute in academic circles, particularly in France and

Britain, whether it was meaningful to lump together music as diverse as that of Jacopo

Peri, Domenico Scarlatti and J.S. Bach with a single term; yet the term has become

widely used and accepted for this broad range of music. It may be helpful to distinguish it

from both the preceding (Renaissance) and following (Classical) periods of musical

history.

2. Aesthetics

The transition from Renaissance to Baroque was dramatic. Composers associated with the

Florentine Camerata like Jacopo Peri, Caccini and Claudio Monteverdi, sought to depict

human affects in a direct manner expressed by a solo voice, so very different from the

previous polyphonic music. The historic debate between Monteverdi and Artusi
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highlights this, and consequences for instrumental music were profound. Later, the way to

view affects became codified, and a main treatise is Mattheson's Der vollkommene

Kapellmeister from 1739. Seen from this theory the main affect should be sustained

through an entire movement. Handel's well-known works yield good examples of this.

For example, "He was despised" and "The trumpet shall sound" from the first and last

parts of the oratorio "Messiah" depict a soft feeling of pity and a heroic feeling,

respectively.

3. Styles and forms

3.1 The Baroque suite

The Baroque suite was often simply called an overture. The form is especially

associated with Telemann, who wrote several hundred in diverse instrumentation.

They were scored with or without soloists; in Germany suites for two oboes and

bassoon, such as the Darmstadt Overtures, were especially popular.

3.2 Overtura

The Baroque suite was generally begun with a French overture ("Ouverture" in

French) played da capo (ABA form) or extended as ABABA, where A is a slow

section with dotted rhythms and B is a fast, often fugal section. When the sute is

scored with soloists, the fast section is generally in ritornello form.

3.3 Allemande

Often the first dance of an instrumental suite, the allemande was a very popular

dance that had its origins in the Renaissance era, when it was more often called

the almain. The allemande was played at a moderate tempo and could start on any

beat of the bar.

3.4 Courante

The courante is a lively, French dance in triple meter. The Italian version is called

the corrente.
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3.5 Sarabande

The sarabande is one of the slowest of the baroque dances with a speed of about

40 to 66 beats per minute. It is also in triple meter and can start on any beat of the

bar, although there is an emphasis on the second beat, creating the characteristic

'halting', or iambic rhythm of the sarabande.

3.6 Gigue

The gigue is an upbeat and lively baroque dance in compound meter, typically the

concluding movement of an instrumental suite. The gigue can start on any beat of

the bar and is easily recognized by its rhythmic feel. The gigue originated in the

British Isles, its counterpart in folk music being the jig. These four dance types

make up the majority of 17th century suites; later suites interpolate additional

movements, sometimes termed intermezzi or gallanteries, between the sarabande

and gigue:

3.7 Gavotte

The gavotte can be identified by a variety of features; it is in 4/4 time and always

starts on the third beat of the bar, although this may sound like the first beat in

some cases, as the first and third beats are the strong beats in duple time. The

gavotte is played at a moderate tempo, although in some cases it may be played

faster.

3.8 Bourre

The bourre is similar to the gavotte as it is in 2/2 time although it starts on the

second half of the last beat of the bar, creating a different feel to the dance. The

bourre is commonly played at a moderate tempo, although for some composers,

such as Handel, it can be taken at a much faster tempo.

3.9 Minuet

The minuet is perhaps the best-known of the baroque dances in triple meter. It

can start on any beat of the bar. The speed of the minuet is normally moderate,
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although this may vary. In some suites there may be a Minuet I and II, played in

succession, with the Minuet I repeated.

4. Baroque versus Renaissance style

Baroque music shares with Renaissance music a heavy use of polyphony and

counterpoint. However, its use of these techniques differs from Renaissance music. In the

Renaissance, harmony is more the result of consonances incidental to the smooth flow of

polyphony, while in the early Baroque era the order of these consonances becomes

important, for they begin to be felt as chords in a hierarchical, functional tonal scheme.

Around 1600 there is considerable blurring of this definition: for example essentially tonal

progressions around cadential points in madrigals are noted, while in early monody the

feeling of tonality is still rather tenuous. Another distinction between Renaissance and

Baroque practice in harmony is the frequency of chord root motion by third in the earlier

period, while motion of fourths or fifths predominates later (which partially defines

functional tonality). In addition, baroque music uses longer lines and stronger rhythms: the

initial line is extended, either alone or accompanied only by the basso continuo, until the

theme reappears in another voice. In this later approach to counterpoint, the harmony was

more often defined either by the basso continuo, or tacitly by the notes of the theme itself.

These stylistic differences mark the transition from the ricercars, fantasias, and canzonas

of the Renaissance to the fugue, a defining baroque form. Claudio Monteverdi called this

newer, looser style the seconda pratica, contrasting it with the prima pratica that

characterized the motets and other sacred choral pieces of high Renaissance masters like

Giovanni Pierluigi da Palestrina. Monteverdi used both styles; he wrote his Mass In illo

tempore in the older, Palestrinan style, and his 1610 Vespers in the new style.

There are other, more general differences between baroque and Renaissance style.

Baroque music often strives for a greater level of emotional intensity than Renaissance

music, and a Baroque piece often uniformly depicts a single particular emotion

(exultation, grief, piety, and so forth). Baroque music was more often written for virtuoso

singers and instrumentalists and is characteristically harder to perform than Renaissance

music, although idiomatic instrumental writing was one of the most important innovations

of the period. Baroque music employs a great deal of ornamentation, which was often

improvised by the performer. Expressive performance methods such as notes ingales were
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common and were expected to be applied by performers, often with considerable latitude.

Instruments came to play a greater part in baroque music, and a cappella vocal music

receded in importance.

5. Baroque versus Classical style

In the Classical era, which followed the Baroque, the role of counterpoint was diminished

(albeit repeatedly rediscovered and reintroduced), and replaced by a homophonic texture.

The role of ornamentation lessened. Works tended towards a more articulated internal

structure, especially those written in sonata form. Modulation (changing of keys) became

a structural and dramatic element, so that a work could be heard as a kind of dramatic

journey through a sequence of musical keys, outward and back from the tonic. Baroque

music also modulates frequently, but the modulation has less structural importance. Works

in the classical style often depict widely varying emotions within a single movement,

whereas baroque works tend toward a single, vividly portrayed feeling. Classical works

usually reach a kind of dramatic climax and then resolve it; baroque works retain a fairly

constant level of dramatic energy to the very last note. Many forms of the Baroque served

as the point of departure for the creation of the sonata form, by creating a "floor plan" for

the placement of important cadences. In Baroque music, articulation was emphasized

more than dynamics. Dynamics were still important, but baroque-era keyboards

(harpsichords and organs) were incapable of producing the full range of dynamics possible

in later eras.

6. Genres

Baroque composers wrote in many different musical genres. Opera, invented in the late

Renaissance, became an important musical form during the Baroque, with the operas of

Alessandro Scarlatti, Handel, and others. The oratorio achieved its peak in the work of

Bach and Handel; opera and oratorio often used very similar music forms, such as a

widespread use of the da capo aria.

In other religious music, the Mass and motet receded slightly in importance, but the

cantata flourished in the work of Bach and other Protestant composers. Virtuoso organ

music also flourished, with toccatas, fugues, and other works. Instrumental sonatas and

dance suites were written for individual instruments, for chamber groups, and for (small)
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orchestra. The concerto emerged, both in its form for a single soloist plus orchestra and as

the concerto grosso, in which a small group of soloists is contrasted with the full

ensemble. The French overture, with its contrasting slow and fast sections, added grandeur

to the many courts at which it was performed.

Keyboard works were sometimes written largely for the pleasure and instruction of the

performer. These included a series of works by the mature Bach that are widely

considered to be the intellectual culmination of the Baroque era: the Well-Tempered

Clavier, the Goldberg Variations, and The Art of Fugue.

7. Early baroque music (16001654)

The conventional dividing line for the Baroque from the Renaissance begins in Italy, with

the Florentine Camerata, a group of academics who met informally in Florence in the

palace of Count Giovanni de' Bardi to discuss arts, as well as the sciences. Concerning

music, their ideals were based on their perception of ancient Greek musical drama, in

which the declamation of the text was of utmost importance. As such, they rejected the

complex polyphony of the late renaissance and desired a form of musical drama which

consisted primarily of a simple solo melody, with a basic accompaniment. The early

realizations of these ideas, including Jacopo Peri's Dafne and L'Euridice, marked the

beginning of opera.

Musically, the adoption of the figured bass represents a larger change in musical

thinkingnamely that harmony that is "taking all of the parts together" was as important as

the linear part of polyphony. Increasingly, polyphony and harmony were seen as two sides

of the same idea, with harmonic progressions entering the notion of composing, as well as

the use of the tritone as a dissonance. Harmonic thinking had existed among particular

composers in the previous era, notably Carlo Gesualdo; however the Renaissance is felt to

give way to the Baroque at the point where it becomes the common vocabulary. Some

historians of music point to the introduction of the seventh chord without preparation as

being the key break with the past. This created the idea that chords, rather than notes,

created the sense of closure, which is one of the fundamental ideas of what came to be

known as tonality.
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Italy formed one of the cornerstones of the new style, as the papacybesieged by

Reformation but with coffers fattened by the immense revenues flowing in from Habsburg

conquestsearched for artistic means to promote faith in the Roman Catholic Church. One

of the most important musical centers was Venice, which had both secular and sacred

patronage available.

Giovanni Gabrieli became one of the important transitional figures in the emergence of the

new style, although his work is largely considered to be in the "High Renaissance"

manner. However, his innovations were foundational to the new style. Among these are

instrumentation (labeling instruments specifically for specific tasks) and the use of

dynamics.

The demands of religion were also to make the text of sacred works clearer, and hence

there was pressure to move away from the densely layered polyphony of the Renaissance,

to lines which put the words front and center, or had a more limited range of imitation.

This created the demand for a more intricate weaving of the vocal line against backdrop,

or homophony.

Claudio Monteverdi became the most visible of a generation of composers who felt that

there was a secular means to this "modern" approach to harmony and text, and in 1607 his

opera L'Orfeo became the landmark which demonstrated the array of effects and

techniques that were associated with this new school, called seconda pratica, to distinguish

it from the older style or prima pratica. Monteverdi was a master of both, producing

precisely styled madrigals that extended the forms of Luca Marenzio and Giaches de

Wert. But it is his pieces in the new style which became the most influential. These

included features which are recognizable even to the end of the baroque period, including

use of idiomatic writing, virtuoso flourishes, and the use of new techniques.

This musical language proved to be international, as Heinrich Schtz, a German composer

who studied in Venice under both Gabrieli and later Monteverdi, used it to the liturgical

needs of the Elector of Saxony and served as the choir master in Dresden.
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8. Middle baroque music (16541707)

The rise of the centralized court is one of the economic and political features of what is

often labelled the Age of Absolutism, personified by Louis XIV of France. The style of

palace, and the court system of manners and arts which he fostered, became the model for

the rest of Europe. The realities of rising church and state patronage created the demand

for organized public music, as the increasing availability of instruments created the

demand for chamber music. This included the availability of keyboard instruments.

The middle Baroque is separated from the early Baroque by the coming of systematic

thinking to the new style and a gradual institutionalization of the forms and norms,

particularly in opera. As with literature, the printing press and trade created an expanded

international audience for works and greater cross-pollination between national centres of

musical activity.

The middle Baroque, in music theory, is identified by the increasingly harmonic focus of

musical practice and the creation of formal systems of teaching. Music was an art, and it

came to be seen as one that should be taught in an orderly manner. This culminated in the

later work of Johann Fux in systematizing counterpoint.

One pre-eminent example of a court style composer is Jean-Baptiste Lully. His career

rose dramatically when he collaborated with Molire on a series of comdie-ballets, that is,

plays with dancing. He used this success to become the sole composer of operas for the

king, using not just innovative musical ideas such as the tragdie lyrique, but patents from

the king which prevented others from having operas staged. Lully's instinct for providing

the material that his monarch desired has been pointed out by almost every biographer,

including his rapid shift to church music when the mood at court became more devout.

His 13 completed lyric tragedies are based on libretti that focus on the conflicts between

the public and private life of the monarch.

Musically, he explored contrast between stately and fully orchestrated sections, and

simple recitatives and airs. In no small part, it was his skill in assembling and practicing

musicians into an orchestra which was essential to his success and influence. Observers

noted the precision and intonation, this in an age where there was no standard for tuning

instruments. One essential element was the increased focus on the inner voices of the
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harmony and the relationship to the soloist. He also established the string-dominated

norm for orchestras.

Arcangelo Corelli is remembered as influential for his achievements on the other side of

musical technique as a violinist who organized violin technique and pedagogy and in

purely instrumental music, particularly his advocacy and development of the concerto

grosso. Whereas Lully was ensconced at court, Corelli was one of the first composers to

publish widely and have his music performed all over Europe. As with Lully's stylization

and organization of the opera, the concerto grosso is built on strong contrasts sections

alternate between those played by the full orchestra, and those played by a smaller group.

Dynamics were "terraced", that is with a sharp transition from loud to soft and back

again. Fast sections and slow sections were juxtaposed against each other. Numbered

among his students is Antonio Vivaldi, who later composed hundreds of works based on

the principles in Corelli's trio sonatas and concerti.

In England the middle Baroque produced a cometary genius in Henry Purcell, who,

despite dying at age 36, produced a profusion of music and was widely recognized in his

lifetime. He was familiar with the innovations of Corelli and other Italian style

composers; however, his patrons were different, and his musical output was prodigious.

Rather than being a painstaking craftsman, Purcell was a fluid composer who was able to

shift from simple anthems and useful music such as marches, to grandly scored vocal

music and music for the stage. His catalogue runs to over 800 works. He was also one of

the first great keyboard composers, whose work still has influence and presence.

In contrast to these composers, Dieterich Buxtehude was not a creature of court but

instead was an organist and entrepreneurial presenter of music. Rather than publishing, he

relied on performance for his income, and rather than royal patronage, he shuttled

between vocal settings for sacred music, and organ music that he performed. His output is

not as fabulous or diverse, because he was not constantly being called upon for music to

meet an occasion. Buxtehude's employment of contrast was between the free, often

improvisatory sections, and more strict sections worked out contrapuntally. This

procedure would be highly influential on later composers such as Bach, who took the

contrast between free and strict to greater limits.
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9. Late baroque music (16801750)

The dividing line between middle and late Baroque is a matter of some debate. Dates for

the beginning of "late" baroque style range from 1680 to 1720. In no small part this is

because there was not one synchronized transition; different national styles experienced

changes at different rates and at different times. Italy is generally regarded as the first

country to move to the late baroque style. The important dividing line in most histories of

baroque music is the full absorption of tonality as a structuring principle of music. This

was particularly evident in the wake of theoretical work by Jean-Philippe Rameau, who

replaced Lully as the important French opera composer. At the same time, through the

work of Johann Fux, the Renaissance style of polyphony was made the basis for the study

of counterpoint. The combination of modal counterpoint with tonal logic of cadences

created the sense that there were two styles of composition the homophonic dominated by

vertical considerations and the polyphonic dominated by imitation and contrapuntal

considerations.

The forms which had begun to be established in the previous era flourished and were

given wider range of diversity; concerto, suite, sonata, concerto grosso, oratorio, opera and

ballet all saw a proliferation of national styles and structures. The overall form of pieces

was generally simple, with repeated binary forms (AABB), simple three part forms

(ABC), and rondeau forms being common. These schematics in turn influenced later

composers.

Antonio Vivaldi is a figure who was forgotten in concert music making for much of the

19th century, only to be revived in the 20th century. Born in Venice in 1678, he began as

an ordained priest of the Catholic church but ceased to say Mass by 1703. Around the

same time he was appointed maestro di violino at a Venetian girls' orphanage with which

he had a professional relationship until nearly the end of his life. Vivaldi's reputation came

not from having an orchestra or court appointment, but from his published works,

including trio sonatas, violin sonatas and concerti. They were published in Amsterdam and

circulated widely through Europe. It is in these instrumental genres of baroque sonata and

baroque concerto, which were still evolving, that Vivaldi's most important contributions

were made. He settled on certain patterns, such as a fast-slow-fast three-movement plan

for works, and the use of ritornello in the fast movements, and explored the possibilities in

hundreds of works 550 concerti alone. He also used programmatic titles for works, such as
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his famous "The Four Seasons" violin concerti. Vivaldi's career reflects a growing

possibility for a composer to be able to support himself by his publications, tour to

promote his own works, and have an independent existence.

Domenico Scarlatti was one of the leading keyboard virtuosi of his day, who took the road

of being a royal court musician, first in Portugal and then, starting in 1733, in Madrid,

Spain, where he spent the rest of his life. His father, Alessandro Scarlatti, was a member

of the Neapolitan School of opera and has been credited with being among its most skilled

members. Domenico also wrote operas and church music, but it is the publication of his

keyboard works, which spread more widely after his death, which have secured him a

lasting place of reputation. Many of these works were written for his own playing but

others for his royal patrons. As with his father, his fortunes were closely tied to his ability

to secure, and keep, royal favour.

But perhaps the most famous composer to be associated with royal patronage was George

Frideric Handel, who was born in Germany, studied for three years in Italy, and went to

London in 1711, which was his base of operations for a long and profitable career that

included independently produced operas and commissions for nobility. He was constantly

searching for successful commercial formulas, in opera, and then in oratorios in English.

A continuous worker, Handel borrowed from others and often recycled his own material.

He was also known for reworking pieces such as the famous Messiah, which premiered in

1741, for available singers and musicians. Even as his economic circumstances rose and

fell with his productions, his reputation, based on published keyboard works, ceremonial

music, constant stagings of operas and oratorios and concerti grossi, grew exponentially.

By the time of his death, he was regarded as the leading composer in Europe and was

studied by later classical-era musicians. Handel, because of his very public ambitions,

rested a great deal of his output on melodic resource combined with a rich performance

tradition of improvisation and counterpoint. The practice of ornamentation in the Baroque

style was at a very high level of development under his direction. He travelled all over

Europe to engage singers and learn the music of other composers, and thus he had among

the widest acquaintance of other styles of any composer.

Johann Sebastian Bach has, over time, come to be seen as the towering figure of Baroque

music, with what Bla Bartk described as "a religion" surrounding him. During the baroque

period, he was better known as a teacher, administrator and performer than composer,
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being less famous than either Handel or Georg Philipp Telemann. Born in Eisenach in

1685 to a musical family, he received an extensive early education and was considered to

have an excellent boy soprano voice. He held a variety of posts as an organist, rapidly

gaining in fame for his virtuosity and ability. In 1723 he settled at the post which he was

associated with for virtually the rest of his life: cantor and director of music for Leipzig.

His varied experience allowed him to become the town's leader of music both secular and

sacred, teacher of its musicians, and leading musical figure. Bach's musical innovations

plumbed the depths and the outer limits of the Baroque homophonic and polyphonic

forms. He was a virtual catalogue of every contrapuntal device possible and every

acceptable means of creating webs of harmony with the chorale. As a result, his works in

the form of the fugue coupled with preludes and toccatas for organ, and the baroque

concerto forms, have become fundamental in both performance and theoretical technique.

Virtually every instrument and ensemble of the age except for the theatre genres is

represented copiously in his output. Bach's teachings became prominent in the classical

and romantic eras as composers rediscovered the harmonic and melodic subtleties of his

works.

Georg Philipp Telemann was the most famous instrumental composer of his time, and

massively prolific even by the standards of an age where composers had to produce large

volumes of music. His two most important positions director of music in Frankfurt in 1712

and in 1721 director of music of the Johanneum in Hamburg required him to compose

vocal and instrumental music for secular and sacred contexts. He composed two complete

cantata cycles for Sunday services, as well as sacred oratorios. Telemann also founded a

periodical that published new music, much of it by Telemann. This dissemination of music

made him a composer with an international audience, as evidenced by his successful trip

to Paris in 1731. Some of his finest works were in the 1750s and 1760s, when the Baroque

style was being replaced by simpler styles but were popular at the time and afterwards.

Among these late works are "Der Tod Jesu" ("The death of Jesus") 1755, "Die Donner-

Ode" ("The Ode of Thunder") 1756, "Die Auferstehung und Himmelfahrt Jesu" ("The

Resurrection and Ascension of Jesus") 1760 and "Der Tag des Gerichts" ("The Day of

Judgement") 1762.
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10. Transition to the Classical era (17401780)

The phase between the late Baroque and the early Classical era, with its broad mixture of

competing ideas and attempts to unify the different demands of taste, economics and

"worldview", goes by many names. It is sometimes called "Galant", "Rococo", or "pre-

Classical", or at other times, "early Classical". It is a period where composers still

working in the Baroque style were still successful, if sometimes thought of as being more

of the past than the present Bach, Handel and Telemann all composed well beyond the

point at which the homophonic style is clearly in the ascendant. Musical culture was

caught at a crossroads: the masters of the older style had the technique, but the public

hungered for the new. This is one of the reasons Carl Philipp Emanuel Bach was held in

such high regard: he understood the older forms quite well and knew how to present

them in new garb, with an enhanced variety of form; he went far in overhauling the older

forms from the Baroque.

The practice of the baroque era was the standard against which new composition was

measured, and there came to be a division between sacred works, which held more

closely to the Baroque style from secular or "profane" works, which were in the new

style.

Especially in the Catholic countries of central Europe, the baroque style continued to be

represented in sacred music through the end of the eighteenth century, in much the way

that the stile antico of the Renaissance continued to live in the sacred music of the early

17th century. The masses and oratorios of Joseph Haydn and Wolfgang Amadeus

Mozart, while Classical in their orchestration and ornamentation, have many Baroque

features in their underlying contrapuntal and harmonic structure. The decline of the

baroque saw various attempts to mix old and new techniques, and many composers who

continued to hew to the older forms well into the 1780s. Many cities in Germany

continued to maintain performance practices from the Baroque into the 1790s, including

Leipzig, where J.S. Bach worked to the end of his life.

In England, the enduring popularity of Handel ensured the success of Charles Avison,

William Boyce, and Thomas Arne among other accomplished imitators well into the

1780s, who competed alongside Mozart and Bach. In Continental Europe, however, it

was considered an old-fashioned way of writing and was a requisite for graduation from
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the burgeoning number of conservatories of music, and otherwise reserved only for use

in sacred works.

11. After 1760

Because baroque music was the basis for pedagogy, it retained a stylistic influence even

after it had ceased to be the dominant style of composing or of music making. Even as

Baroque practice fell out of use, it continued to be part of musical notation. In the early

19th century, scores by baroque masters were printed in complete edition, and this led to

a renewed interest in the "strict style" of counterpoint, as it was then called. With Felix

Mendelssohn's revival of Bach's choral music, the baroque style became an influence

through the 19th century as a paragon of academic and formal purity. Throughout the

19th century, the fugue in the style of Bach held enormous influence for composers as a

standard to aspire to and a form to include in serious instrumental works.

In the 20th century, Baroque was named as a period, and its music began to be studied.

Baroque form and practice influenced composers as diverse as Arnold Schoenberg, Max

Reger, Igor Stravinsky and Bla Bartk. There was also a revival of the middle baroque

composers such as Purcell and Corelli.

There are several instances of contemporary pieces being published as "rediscovered"

Baroque masterworks. Some examples of this include a viola concerto written by Henri

Casadesus but attributed to Johann Christian Bach, as well as several pieces attributed by

Fritz Kreisler to lesser-known figures of the Baroque such as Gaetano Pugnani and Padre

Martini. Alessandro Parisotti attributed his aria for voice and piano, "Se tu m'ami", to

Pergolesi. Today, there is a very active core of composers writing works exclusively in

the Baroque style, an example being Giorgio Pacchioni.

Various works have been labelled "neo-baroque" for a focus on imitative polyphony,

including the works of Giacinto Scelsi, Paul Hindemith, Paul Creston and Bohuslav

Martinů, even though they are not in the baroque style proper. Musicologists attempted to

complete various works from the Baroque, most notably Bach's The Art of Fugue.

Because the baroque style is a recognized point of reference, implying not only music, but

a particular period and social manner, Baroque styled pieces are sometimes created for
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media, such as film and television. Composer Peter Schickele parodies classical and

baroque styles under the pen name PDQ Bach.

Baroque performance practice had a renewed influence with the rise of "Authentic" or

Historically informed performance in the late 20th century. Texts by Johann Joachim

Quantz and Leopold Mozart among others, formed the basis for performances which

attempted to recover some of the aspects of baroque sound world, including one on a part

performance of works by Bach, use of gut strings rather than metal, reconstructed

harpsichords, use of older playing techniques and styles. Several popular ensembles

adopted some or all of these techniques, including the Anonymous 4, the Academy of

Ancient Music, Boston's Handel and Haydn Society, the Academy of St. Martin in the

Fields, William Christie's Les Arts Florissants and others. This movement then attempted

to apply some of the same methods to classical and even early romantic era performance.

Topic : The Classical Style Period (17501820)

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Discuss the Classicism

 Discuss the Main characteristics

 Discuss the Classical antiquity

 Discuss the Archaic period (8th to 6th centuries BC)

 Discuss the Phoenicians

Definition/Overview:

The topic discusses that the Classical period falls between the Baroque and the Romantic

periods. The best known composers from this period are Joseph Haydn, Wolfgang Amadeus

Mozart and Ludwig van Beethoven; other notable names include Luigi Boccherini, Mauro

Giuliani, Fernando Sor, Muzio Clementi, Johann Ladislaus Dussek, Carl Philipp Emanuel

Bach, and Christoph Willibald Gluck. Beethoven is also sometimes regarded either as a

Romantic composer or a composer who was part of the transition to the Romantic; Franz

Schubert is also something of a transitional figure, as are Johann Nepomuk Hummel, Luigi

Cherubini and Carl Maria von Weber. The period is sometimes referred to as the era of
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Viennese Classic or Classicism (German: Wiener Klassik), since Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart,

Joseph Haydn, Ludwig van Beethoven, and Franz Schubert all worked at some time in

Vienna, comprising the First Viennese School.

Key Points:

1. Classicism

In the middle of the 18th century, Europe began to move toward a new style in

architecture, literature, and the arts, generally known as Classicism. While still tightly

linked to the court culture and absolutism, with its formality and emphasis on order and

hierarchy, the new style was also a cleaner style--one that favored clearer divisions

between parts, brighter contrasts and colors, and simplicity rather than complexity. The

remarkable development of ideas in "natural philosophy" had established itself in the

public consciousness with Newton's physics taken as a paradigm: structures should be

well-founded in axioms and be both well-articulated and orderly. This taste for structural

clarity worked its way into the world of music, moving away from the layered polyphony

of the Baroque period, towards a style where a melody over a subordinate harmony a

combination called homophony was preferred. This meant that the playing of chords,

even if they interrupted the melodic smoothness of a single part, became a much more

prevalent feature of music. This, in turn, made the tonal structure of works more audible.

2. Main characteristics

Classical music has a lighter, clearer texture than Baroque music and is less complicated. It

is mainly homophonic melody above chordal accompaniment (but counterpoint is by no

means forgotten, especially later in the period). There is an emphasis on grace and beauty

of melody and form, proportion and balance, moderation and control; it is polished and

elegant in character, with expressiveness and formal structure held in perfect balance.

Variety and contrast within a piece became more pronounced than before. Variety of keys,

melodies, rhythms and dynamics (using crescendo, diminuendo and sforzando), along with

frequent changes of mood and timbre were more commonplace in the Classical period than

they had been in the Baroque. Melodies tended to be shorter than those of Baroque music,

with clear-cut phrases and clearly marked cadences. The Orchestra increased in size and
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range; the harpsichord continuo fell out of use, and the woodwind became a self-contained

section. As a solo instrument, the harpsichord was replaced by the piano (or fortepiano).

Early piano music was light in texture, often with Alberti bass accompaniment, but it later

became richer, more sonorous and more powerful.

Importance was given to instrumental music the main kinds were sonata, trio, string

quartet, symphony, concerto, serenade and divertimento. Sonata form developed and

became the most important design. It was used to build up the first movement of most

large-scale works, but also other movements and single pieces (such as overtures).

3. Classical antiquity

Classical antiquity is a broad term for a long period of cultural history centered on the

Mediterranean Sea, comprising the interlocking civilizations of Ancient Greece and

Ancient Rome. It is conventionally taken to begin with the earliest-recorded Greek poetry

of Homer (8th7th century BC), and continues through the rise of Christianity and the

decline of the Roman Empire (5th century AD). It ends with the dissolution of classical

culture at the close of Late Antiquity (AD 300-600), blending into the Early Middle Ages

(AD 500-1000). Such a wide sampling of history and territory covers many disparate

cultures and periods. "Classical antiquity" typically refers to an idealized vision of later

people of what was, in Edgar Allan Poe's words, "the glory that was Greece, the grandeur

that was Rome!"

The civilization of the ancient Greeks has been immensely influential on the language,

politics, educational systems, philosophy, science, art and architecture of the modern

world, fueling the Renaissance in Western Europe and again resurgent during various

neo-classical revivals in the 18th and 19th centuries.

4. Archaic period (8th to 6th centuries BC)

The earliest period of Classical Antiquity takes place before the background of gradual re-

appearance of historical sources following the Bronze Age collapse. The 8th and 7th

centuries BC are still largely proto-historical, with the earliest Greek alphabetic

inscriptions appearing in the first half of the 8th century. Homer is usually assumed to have

lived in the 8th or 7th century, and his lifetime is often taken as marking the beginning of
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Classical Antiquity. In the same period falls the traditional date for the establishment of the

Ancient Olympic Games, in 776 BC.

5. Phoenicians

The Phoenicians originally expanded from Levantine ports, by the 8th century dominating

trade in the Mediterranean. Carthage was founded in 814 BC, and the Carthaginians by 700

BC had firmly established strongholds in Sicily, Italy and Sardinia, which brought about

conflicts of interest with Etruria.

6. Greece

The Archaic period followed the Greek Dark Ages, and saw significant advancements in

political theory, and the rise of democracy, philosophy, theatre, poetry, as well as the

revitalisation of the written language (which had been lost during the Dark Ages). In

pottery, the Archaic period sees the development of the Orientalizing style, which signals a

shift from the Geometric Style of the later Dark Ages and the accumulation of influences

derived from Phoenicia and Syria.

Pottery styles associated with the later part of the Archaic age are the black-figure pottery,

which originated in Corinth during the 7th century BC and its successor, the red-figure

style, developed by the Andokides Painter in about 530 BC.

7. Iron Age Italy

The Etruscans had established political control in the region by the late 7th century BC,

forming the aristocratic and monarchial elite. The Etruscans apparently lost power in the

area by the late 6th century BC, and at this point, the Italic tribes reinvented their

government by creating a republic, with much greater restraints on the ability of rulers to

exercise power.

8. Roman Kingdom

According to legend, Rome was founded on April 21, 753 BC by twin descendants of the

Trojan prince Aeneas, Romulus and Remus. As the city was bereft of women, legend says

that the Latins invited the Sabines to a festival and stole their unmarried maidens, leading
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to the integration of the Latins and the Sabines. Archaeological evidence indeed shows first

traces of settlement at the Roman Forum in the mid 8th century BC, though settlements on

the Palatine Hill may date back to the 10th century BC. The seventh and final king of

Rome was Tarquinius Superbus. As the son of Tarquinius Priscus and the son-in-law of

Servius Tullius, Tarquinius was of Etruscan birth. It was during his reign that the Etruscans

reached their apex of power Tarquinius removed and destroyed all the Sabine shrines and

altars from the Tarpeian Rock, enraging the people of Rome. The people came to object to

his rule when he allowed the rape of Lucretia, a patrician Roman, at the hands of his own

son. Lucretia's kinsman, Lucius Junius Brutus (ancestor to Marcus Brutus), summoned the

Senate and had Tarquinius and the monarchy expelled from Rome in 510 BC. After

Tarquinius' expulsion, the Senate voted to never again allow the rule of a king and

reformed Rome into a republican government in 509 BC. In fact the latin word "Rex"

meaning King became a dirty and hated word throughout the Republic and later on the

Empire.

9. Classical Greece (5th to 4th centuries BC)

The classical period of Ancient Greece, corresponds to most of the 5th and 4th centuries

B.C. (i.e. from the fall of the Athenian tyranny in 510 BC to the death of Alexander the

Great in 323 BC).

In 510, Spartan troops helped the Athenians overthrow their king, the tyrant Hippias, son

of Peisistratos. Cleomenes I, king of Sparta, put in place a pro-Spartan oligarchy conducted

by Isagoras.

The Greco-Persian Wars (499-449 BC), concluded by the Peace of Callias resulted in the

dominant position of Athens in the Delian League, which led to conflict with Sparta and

the Peloponnesian League, resulting in the Peloponnesian War (431-404 BC), ending in a

Spartan victory.

Greece entered the 4th century under Spartan hegemony. But by 395 BC the Spartan rulers

removed Lysander from office, and Sparta lost her naval supremacy. Athens, Argos,

Thebes, and Corinth, the latter two formerly Spartan allies, challenged Spartan dominance

in the Corinthian War, which ended inconclusively in 387 BC. Then the Theban generals

Epaminondas and Pelopidas won a decisive victory at Leuctra (371 BC). The result of this
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battle was the end of Spartan supremacy and the establishment of Theban hegemony.

Thebes sought to maintain its position until finally eclipsed by the rising power of

Macedon in 346 BC.

Under Philip II, (359336 BC), Macedon expanded into the territory of the Paionians,

Thracians, and Illyrians. Philip's son Alexander the Great (356323 BC) managed to briefly

extend Macedonian power not only over the central Greek city-states, but also to the

Persian empire, including Egypt and lands as far east as the fringes of India. The classical

period conventionally ends at the death of Alexander in 323 BC and the fragmentation of

his empire, divided among the Diadochi.

10. Revivalism

In the 18th and 19th centuries reverence for classical antiquity was much greater in

Western Europe and the United States than it is today. Respect for the ancients of

Greece and Rome affected politics, philosophy, sculpture, literature, theater, education,

and even architecture and sexuality.

In politics, the presence of a Roman Emperor was felt to be desirable long after the

empire fell. This tendency reached its peak when Charlemagne was crowned "Roman

Emperor" in the year 800, an act which led to the formation of the Holy Roman Empire.

The notion that an emperor is a monarch who outranks a mere king dates from this

period. In this political ideal, there would always be a Roman Empire, a state whose

jurisdiction extended to the entire civilized western world.

Epic poetry in Latin continued to be written and circulated well into the nineteenth

century. John Milton and even Arthur Rimbaud got their first poetic education in Latin.

Genres like epic poetry, pastoral verse, and the endless use of characters and themes

from Greek mythology left a deep mark on Western literature.

In architecture, there have been several Greek Revivals, which seem more inspired in

retrospect by Roman architecture than Greek. Still, one needs only to look at

Washington, DC to see a city filled with large marble buildings with faades made out to

look like Roman temples, with columns constructed in the classical orders of

architecture.
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In philosophy, the efforts of St Thomas Aquinas were derived largely from the thought

of Aristotle, despite the intervening change in religion from Hellenic Polytheism to

Christianity. Greek and Roman authorities such as Hippocrates and Galen formed the

foundation of the practice of medicine even longer than Greek thought prevailed in

philosophy. In the French theater, tragedians such as Molire and Racine wrote plays on

mythological or classical historical subjects and subjected them to the strict rules of the

classical unities derived from Aristotle's Poetics. The desire to dance like a latter-day

vision of how the ancient Greeks did it moved Isadora Duncan to create her brand of

ballet.

The Renaissance discovery of Classical Antiquity is a book by Roberto Weiss on how

the renaissance was partly caused by the rediscovery of classic antiquity.

"Classical antiquity", then, is the contemporary vision of Greek and Roman culture by

their admirers from the more recent past. It remains a vision that many people in the

twenty-first century continue to find compelling.

Topic : Music Of The Classical Period

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Discuss the Classicism

 Discuss the Main characteristics

 Discuss the 1730-1760 era

 Discuss the 1760-1775 era

 Discuss the 1775-1790 era

 Discuss the 1790-1825 era

 Discuss the Classical influence on later composers
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Definition/Overview:

The topic discusses that The dates of the Classical period in Western music are generally

accepted as 1750 to 1825. However, the term classical music is used colloquially to describe

a variety of Western musical styles from the 9th century to the present. This article is about

the specific period from 1750 to 1825. The Classical period falls between the Baroque and

the Romantic periods. The best known composers from this period are Joseph Haydn,

Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart and Ludwig van Beethoven; other notable names include Luigi

Boccherini, Mauro Giuliani, Fernando Sor, Muzio Clementi, Johann Ladislaus Dussek, Carl

Philipp Emanuel Bach, and Christoph Willibald Gluck. Beethoven is also sometimes

regarded either as a Romantic composer or a composer who was part of the transition to the

Romantic; Franz Schubert is also something of a transitional figure, as are Johann Nepomuk

Hummel, Luigi Cherubini and Carl Maria von Weber. The period is sometimes referred to as

the era of Viennese Classic or Classicism (German: Wiener Klassik), since Wolfgang

Amadeus Mozart, Joseph Haydn, Ludwig van Beethoven, and Franz Schubert all worked at

some time in Vienna, comprising the First Viennese School.

Key Points:

1. Classicism

In the middle of the 18th century, Europe began to move toward a new style in

architecture, literature, and the arts, generally known as Classicism. While still tightly

linked to the court culture and absolutism, with its formality and emphasis on order and

hierarchy, the new style was also a cleaner style--one that favored clearer divisions

between parts, brighter contrasts and colors, and simplicity rather than complexity. The

remarkable development of ideas in "natural philosophy" had established itself in the

public consciousness with Newton's physics taken as a paradigm: structures should be

well-founded in axioms and be both well-articulated and orderly. This taste for structural

clarity worked its way into the world of music, moving away from the layered polyphony

of the Baroque period, towards a style where a melody over a subordinate harmony a

combination called homophony was preferred. This meant that the playing of chords,

even if they interrupted the melodic smoothness of a single part, became a much more

prevalent feature of music. This, in turn, made the tonal structure of works more audible.
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The new style was also pushed forward by changes in the economic order and in social

structure. As the 18th century progressed, the nobility became the primary patrons of

instrumental music, and there was a rise in the public taste for comic opera. This led to

changes in the way music was performed, the most crucial of which was the move to

standard instrumental groups and the reduction in the importance of the continuo the

harmonic fill beneath the music, often played by several instruments. One way to trace

this decline of the continuo and its figured chords is to examine the decline of the term

obbligato, meaning a mandatory instrumental part in a work of chamber music. In the

Baroque world, additional instruments could be optionally added to the continuo; in the

Classical world, all parts were noted specifically, though not always notated, as a matter

of course, so the word "obbligato" became redundant.

2. Main characteristics

Classical music has a lighter, clearer texture than Baroque music and is less complicated.

It is mainly homophonic melody above chordal accompaniment (but counterpoint is by no

means forgotten, especially later in the period). There is an emphasis on grace and beauty

of melody and form, proportion and balance, moderation and control; it is polished and

elegant in character, with expressiveness and formal structure held in perfect balance.

Variety and contrast within a piece became more pronounced than before. Variety of

keys, melodies, rhythms and dynamics (using crescendo, diminuendo and sforzando),

along with frequent changes of mood and timbre were more commonplace in the

Classical period than they had been in the Baroque. Melodies tended to be shorter than

those of Baroque music, with clear-cut phrases and clearly marked cadences. The

Orchestra increased in size and range; the harpsichord continuo fell out of use, and the

woodwind became a self-contained section. As a solo instrument, the harpsichord was

replaced by the piano (or fortepiano). Early piano music was light in texture, often with

Alberti bass accompaniment, but it later became richer, more sonorous and more

powerful.

Importance was given to instrumental music the main kinds were sonata, trio, string

quartet, symphony, concerto, serenade and divertimento. Sonata form developed and

became the most important design. It was used to build up the first movement of most

large-scale works, but also other movements and single pieces (such as overtures).
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3. 1730-1760

At first the new style took over Baroque forms the ternary da capo aria and the sinfonia

and concerto but composed with simpler parts, more notated ornamentation and more

emphatic division into sections. However, over time, the new aesthetic caused radical

changes in how pieces were put together, and the basic layouts changed. Composers from

this period sought dramatic effects, striking melodies, and clearer textures. The Italian

composer Domenico Scarlatti was an important figure in the transition from Baroque to

Classical. His unique compositional style is strongly related to that of the early Classical

period. He is best known for composing more than five hundred one-movement keyboard

sonatas. Another important break with the past was the radical overhaul of opera by

Christoph Willibald Gluck, who cut away a great deal of the layering and improvisational

ornament and focused on the points of modulation and transition. By making these

moments where the harmony changes more focal, he enabled powerful dramatic shifts in

the emotional color of the music. To highlight these episodes he used changes in

instrumentation, melody, and mode. Among the most successful composers of his time,

Gluck spawned many emulators, one of whom was Antonio Salieri. Their emphasis on

accessibility brought huge successes in opera, and in vocal music more widely: songs,

oratorios, and choruses. These were considered the most important kinds of music for

performance and hence enjoyed greatest success in the public estimation.

The phase between the Baroque and the rise of the Classical, with its broad mixture of

competing ideas and attempts to unify the different demands of taste, economics and

"worldview", goes by many names. It is sometimes called Galant, Rococo, or pre-

Classical, or at other times early Classical. It is a period where some composers still

working in the Baroque style flourish, though sometimes thought of as being more of the

past than the present Bach, Handel, and Telemann all composed well beyond the point at

which the homophonic style is clearly in the ascendant. Musical culture was caught at a

crossroads: the masters of the older style had the technique, but the public hungered for

the new. This is one of the reasons C.P.E. Bach was held in such high regard: he

understood the older forms quite well and knew how to present them in new garb, with an

enhanced variety of form.
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4. 1760-1775

By the late 1750s there were flourishing centers of the new style in Italy, Vienna,

Mannheim, and Paris; dozens of symphonies were composed and there were "bands" of

players associated with theatres. Opera or other vocal music was the feature of most

musical events, with concertos and "symphonies" (arising from the overture) serving as

instrumental interludes and introductions for operas and church services. Over the course

of the Classical period, "symphonies" and concertos developed and were presented

independently of vocal music. The "normal" ensemble--a body of strings supplemented

by winds--and movements of particular rhythmic character were established by the late

1750s in Vienna. However, the length and weight of pieces was still set with some

Baroque characteristics: individual movements still focused on one affect or had only one

sharply contrasting middle section, and their length was not significantly greater than

Baroque movements. There was not yet a clearly enunciated theory of how to compose in

the new style. It was a moment ripe for a breakthrough. Many consider this breakthrough

to have been made by C.P.E. Bach, Gluck, and several others. Indeed, C.P.E. Bach and

Gluck are often considered to be founders of the Classical style.

The first great master of the style was the composer Joseph Haydn. In the late 1750s he

began composing symphonies, and by 1761 he had composed a triptych (Morning, Noon,

and Evening) solidly in the "contemporary" mode. As a vice-Kapellmeister and later

Kapellmeister, his output expanded: he composed over forty symphonies in the 1760s

alone. And while his fame grew, as his orchestra was expanded and his compositions

were copied and disseminated, his voice was only one among many.

While some suggest that he was overshadowed by Mozart and Beethoven, it would be

difficult to overstate Haydn's centrality to the new style, and therefore to the future of

Western art[clarification needed] music as a whole. At the time, before the pre-eminence

of Mozart or Beethoven, and with Johann Sebastian Bach known primarily to

connoisseurs of keyboard music, Haydn reached a place in music that set him above all

other composers except perhaps George Friedrich Handel. He took existing ideas, and

radically altered how they functioned earning him the titles "father of the symphony," and

"father of the string quartet."
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One of the forces that worked as an impetus for his pressing forward was the first stirring

of what would later be called Romanticism the Sturm und Drang, or "storm and stress"

phase in the arts, a short period where obvious emotionalism was a stylistic preference.

Haydn accordingly wanted more dramatic contrast and more emotionally appealing

melodies, with sharpened character and individuality. This period faded away in music

and literature: however, it influenced what came afterward and would eventually be a

component of aesthetic taste in later decades.

The "Farewell" Symphony, No. 45 in F# Minor, exemplifies Haydn's integration of the

differing demands of the new style, with surprising sharp turns and a long adagio to end

the work. In 1772, Haydn completed his Opus 20 set of six string quartets, in which he

deployed the polyphonic techniques he had gathered from the previous era to provide

structural coherence capable of holding together his melodic ideas. For some this marks

the beginning of the "mature" Classical style, where the period of reaction against the

complexity of the late Baroque began to be replaced with a period of integration of

elements of both Baroque and Classical styles.

5. 1775-1790

Haydn, having worked for over a decade as the music director for a prince, had far more

resources and scope for composing than most and also the ability to shape the forces that

would play his music. This opportunity was not wasted, as Haydn, beginning quite early

on his career, sought to press forward the technique of building ideas in music. His next

important breakthrough was in the Opus 33 string quartets (1781), where the melodic and

the harmonic roles segue among the instruments: it is often momentarily unclear what is

melody and what is harmony. This changes the way the ensemble works its way between

dramatic moments of transition and climactic sections: the music flows smoothly and

without obvious interruption. He then took this integrated style and began applying it to

orchestral and vocal music.

Haydn's gift to music was a way of composing, a way of structuring works, which was at

the same time in accord with the governing aesthetic of the new style. However, a

younger contemporary, Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart, brought his genius to Haydn's ideas

and applied them to two of the major genres of the day: opera, and the virtuoso concerto.

Whereas Haydn spent much of his working life as a court composer, Mozart wanted
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public success in the concert life of cities. This meant opera, and it meant performing as a

virtuoso. Haydn was not a virtuoso at the international touring level; nor was he seeking

to create operatic works that could play for many nights in front of a large audience.

Mozart wanted both. Moreover, Mozart also had a taste for more chromatic chords (and

greater contrasts in harmonic language generally), a greater love for creating a welter of

melodies in a single work, and a more Italianate sensibility in music as a whole. He

found, in Haydn's music and later in his study of the polyphony of Bach, the means to

discipline and enrich his gifts.

Mozart rapidly came to the attention of Haydn, who hailed the new composer, studied his

works, and considered the younger man his only true peer in music. In Mozart, Haydn

found a greater range of instrumentation, dramatic effect and melodic resource; the

learning relationship moved in two directions.

Mozart's arrival in Vienna in 1780 brought acceleration in the development of the

Classical style. There Mozart absorbed the fusion of Italianate brilliance and Germanic

cohesiveness which had been brewing for the previous 20 years. His own taste for

brilliances, rhythmically complex melodies and figures, long cantilena melodies, and

virtuoso flourishes was merged with an appreciation for formal coherence and internal

connectedness. It is at this point that war and inflation halted a trend to larger orchestras

and forced the disbanding or reduction of many theatre orchestras. This pressed the

Classical style inwards: towards seeking greater ensemble and technical challenge for

example, scattering the melody across woodwinds, or using thirds to highlight the melody

taken by them. This process placed a premium on chamber music for more public

performance, giving a further boost to the string quartet and other small ensemble

groupings.

It was during this decade that public taste began, increasingly, to recognize that Haydn

and Mozart had reached a higher standard of composition. By the time Mozart arrived at

age 25, in 1781, the dominant styles of Vienna were recognizably connected to the

emergence in the 1750s of the early Classical style. By the end of the 1780s, changes in

performance practice, the relative standing of instrumental and vocal music, technical

demands on musicians, and stylistic unity had become established in the composers who

imitated Mozart and Haydn. During this decade Mozart composed his most famous
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operas, his six late symphonies which helped to redefine the genre, and a string of piano

concerti which still stand at the pinnacle of these forms.

One composer who was influential in spreading the more serious style that Mozart and

Haydn had formed is Muzio Clementi, a gifted virtuoso pianist who dueled[clarification

needed] Mozart to a draw before the emperor, when they exhibited their compositions in

performance. Clementi's sonatas for the piano circulated widely, and he became the most

successful composer in London during the 1780s. Also in London at this time was Johann

Ladislaus Dussek, who, like Clementi, encouraged piano makers to extend the range and

other features of their instruments, and then fully exploited the newly opened

possibilities. The importance of London in the Classical period is often overlooked, but it

served as the home to the Broadwood's factory for piano manufacturing and as the base

for composers who, while less notable than the "Vienna School", had a decisive influence

on what came later. They were composers of many fine works, notable in their own right.

London's taste for virtuosity may well have encouraged the complex passage work and

extended statements on tonic and dominant.

6. 1790-1825

When Haydn and Mozart began composing, symphonies were played as single

movementsbefore, between, or as interludes within other worksand many of them lasted

only ten or twelve minutes; instrumental groups had varying standards of playing, and the

continuo was a central part of music-making. In the intervening years, the social world of

music had seen dramatic changes: international publication and touring had grown

explosively, concert societies were beginning to be formed, notation had been made more

specific, more descriptive, and schematics for works had been simplified (yet became

more varied in their exact working out). In 1790, just before Mozart's death, with his

reputation spreading rapidly, Haydn was poised for a series of successes, notably his late

oratorios and "London" symphonies. Composers in Paris, Rome, and all over Germany

turned to Haydn and Mozart for their ideas on form.

The moment was again ripe for a dramatic shift. During the 1790s, there emerged of a

new generation of composers, born around 1770, who, while they had grown up with the

earlier styles, found in the recent works of Haydn and Mozart a vehicle for greater

expression. In 1788 Luigi Cherubini settled in Paris and in 1791 composed Lodoiska, an
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opera that rose him to fame. Its style is clearly reflective of the mature Haydn and Mozart,

and its instrumentation gave it a weight that had not yet been felt in the grand opera. His

contemporary tienne Mhul extended instrumental effects with his 1790 opera Euphrosine

et Coradin, from which followed a series of successes.

The most fateful of the new generation was Ludwig van Beethoven, who launched his

numbered works in 1794 with a set of three piano trios, which remain in the repertoire.

Somewhat younger than the others, though equally accomplished because of his youthful

study under Mozart and his native virtuosity, was Johann Nepomuk Hummel. Hummel

studied under Haydn as well; he was a friend to Beethoven and Schubert and a teacher to

Franz Liszt. He concentrated more on the piano than any other instrument, and his time in

London in 1791 and 1792 generated the composition and publication in 1793 of three

piano sonatas, opus 2, which idiomatically used Mozart's techniques of avoiding the

expected cadence, and Clementi's sometimes modally uncertain virtuoso figuration.

Taken together, these composers can be seen as the vanguard of a broad change in style

and the center of music. They studied one another's works, copied one another's gestures

in music, and on occasion behaved like quarrelsome rivals.

The crucial differences with the previous wave can be seen in the downward shift in

melodies, increasing durations of movements, the acceptance of Mozart and Haydn as

paradigmatic, the greater use of keyboard resources, the shift from "vocal" writing to

"pianistic" writing, the growing pull of the minor and of modal ambiguity, and the

increasing importance of varying accompanying figures to bring "texture" forward as an

element in music. In short, the late Classical was seeking a music that was internally more

complex. The growth of concert societies and amateur orchestras, marking the importance

of music as part of middle-class life, contributed to a booming market for pianos, piano

music, and virtuosi to serve as examplars. Hummel, Beethoven, and Clementi were all

renowned for their improvising.

Direct influence of the Baroque continued to fade: the figured bass grew less prominent

as a means of holding performance together, the performance practices of the mid 18th

century continued to die out. However, at the same time, complete editions of Baroque

masters began to become available, and the influence of Baroque style continued to grow,

particularly in the ever more expansive use of brass. Another feature of the period is the

growing number of performances where the composer was not present. This led to
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increased detail and specificity in notation; for example, there were fewer "optional" parts

that stood separately from the main score.

The force of these shifts became apparent with Beethoven's 3rd Symphony, given the

name Eroica, which is Italian for "heroic", by the composer. As with Stravinsky's The

Rite of Spring, it may not have been the first in all of its innovations, but its aggressive

use of every part of the Classical style set it apart from its contemporary works: in length,

ambition, and harmonic resources.

7. Classical influence on later composers

Musical eras seldom disappear at once; instead, features are replaced over time, until the

old is simply felt as "old-fashioned". The Classical style did not "die" so much as

transform under the weight of changes.

One crucial change was the shift towards harmonies centering around "flatward" keys:

shifts in the subdominant direction. In the Classical style, major key was far more

common than minor, chromaticism being moderated through the use of "sharpward"

modulation, and sections in the minor mode were often merely for contrast. Beginning

with Mozart and Clementi, there began a creeping colonization of the subdominant

region. With Schubert, subdominant moves flourished after being introduced in contexts

in which earlier composers would have confined themselves to dominant shifts. This

introduced darker colors to music, strengthened the minor mode, and made structure

harder to maintain. Beethoven contributed to this by his increasing use of the fourth as a

consonance, and modal ambiguity for example, the opening of the D Minor Symphony.

Franz Schubert, Carl Maria von Weber, and John Field are among the most prominent in

this generation of "Classical Romantics", along with the young Felix Mendelssohn. Their

sense of form was strongly influenced by the Classical style, and they were not yet

"learned" (imitating rules which were codified by others), but they directly responded to

works by Beethoven, Mozart, Clementi, and others, as they encountered them. The

instrumental forces at their disposal were also quite "Classical" in number and variety,

permitting similarity with Classical works.
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However, the forces destined to end the hold of the Classical style gathered strength in the

works of each of these composers. The most commonly cited one is harmonic innovation.

However, also important is the increasing focus on having a continuous and rhythmically

uniform accompanying figuration: Beethoven's Moonlight Sonata was the model for

hundreds of later pieces where the shifting movement of a rhythmic figure provides much

of the drama and interest of the work, while a melody drifts above it. Greater knowledge

of works, greater instrumental expertise, increasing variety of instruments, the growth of

concert societies, and the unstoppable domination of the piano which created a huge

audience for sophisticated music all contributed to the shift to the "Romantic" style.

Drawing the line exactly is impossible: there are sections of Mozart's works which, taken

alone, are indistinguishable in harmony and orchestration from music written 80 years

later, and composers continue to write in normative Classical styles into the 20th century.

Even before Beethoven's death, composers such as Louis Spohr were self-described

Romantics, incorporating, for example, more extravagant chromaticism in their works.

However, generally the fall of Vienna as the most important musical center for orchestral

composition is felt to be the occasion of the Classical style's final eclipse, along with its

continuous organic development of one composer learning in close proximity to others.

Franz Liszt and Frdric Chopin visited Vienna when young, but they then moved on to

other vistas. Composers such as Carl Czerny, while deeply influenced by Beethoven, also

searched for new ideas and new forms to contain the larger world of musical expression

and performance in which they lived. Renewed interest in the formal balance and restraint

of 18th century classical music led in the early 20th century to the development of so-

called Neoclassical style, which numbered Stravinsky and Prokofiev among its

proponents.

Topic : Beethoven: Bridge To Romanticism

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Discuss the Rhythm

 Discuss the Size of the orchestra

 Discuss the Beethoven and Romanticism
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Definition/Overview:

The topic discusses that Ludwig van Beethoven is viewed as a pivotal figure in the history of

European classical music, and an important figure both in the Classical and Romantic eras of

musical history. This article covers some of Beethoven's contributions to musical style.

Key Points:

1. Rhythm

Although Beethoven wrote many beautiful and lyrical melodies of his music, compared

especially to that of Mozart and Haydn, is his extensive use of forceful, marked, and even

stark rhythmic patterns throughout his compositions and, in particular Ninth symphonies,

are primarily non-melodic rhythmic figures consisting of notes of a single chord, and the

themes of the last movements of the Third and Seventh symphonies could more

accurately be described as rhythms rather than as melodies. This use of rhythm was

particularly well suited to the primacy of development in Beethoven's music.

2. Size of the orchestra

He also continued another trendtowards larger orchestrasthat went on until the first

decade of the 20th century, and moved the center of the sound downwards in the

orchestra, to the violas and the lower register of the violins and cellos, giving his music a

heavier and darker feel than Haydn or Mozart. Gustav Mahler modified the orchestration

of some of Beethoven's musicmost notably the 3rd and 9th symphonieswith the idea of

more accurately expressing Beethoven's intent in an orchestra that had grown so much

larger than the one Beethoven used: for example, doubling woodwind parts to

compensate for the fact that a modern orchestra has so many more strings than

Beethoven's orchestra did. Needless to say, these efforts remain controversial.

3. Beethoven and Romanticism

Beethoven's place as a transitional figure between the neo-classical period in the arts,

called the "classical" period in music, and the Romantic period was a conscious intention

of the many 19th century writers and composers, who pointed to his work as the radical

departure from the past. As a result, a great deal of literature, including writing by ETA
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Hoffman, Robert Schumann, Richard Wagner and Gustav Mahler, placed his work at the

pinnacle of what they were trying to achieve in music.

Because of his central importance, methods of conducting and playing, as well as music

theory, were centered around his most important works, particularly his symphonies,

concerti, string quartets, piano trios and sonatas for piano or piano and other instrument.

Beginning from his pupil Carl Czerny and moving forward, basic terms such as tonality,

sonata form and Allegro were defined or redefined in reference to his musical practice.

As importantly Beethoven's life was seen as the model for the "heroic artist", who cast his

personal experiences, perceptions and biography into works, which would then be

experienced by the audience members who would be transported to the emotional state of

the artist, and thus participate in a "sublime" experience. That Beethoven had great

difficulties in his life was joined to the sense of struggle and difficulty in his music, and

used as the basis for an entire mythology of the role of the artist in society, and the

difficulties of artistic creation. A biography by Anton Schindler was in accordance with

this sense of Beethoven as Romantic, constantly putting direct emotional symbols into his

work, such as saying "Thus Fate Knocks at the Door!" for the opening of the C Minor

Symphony, number 5. Beethoven as icon can be seen in the efforts to erect a monument

to him, led by Franz Liszt, and in the arguments over whether Johannes Brahms or

Richard Wagner better represented the tradition of music that Beethoven was thought to

have created.

With the 20th century a reaction against this "cult of the Romantic artist" began to be

seen. In a sense it was a continuation of the Romantic cult in a different form: a new

generation of artists wanted to claim Beethoven as their own, and place him in the context

as the pinnacle figure of musical enlightenment and rationality. The emphasis on

harmonic practice led to arguments that Beethoven was not "really" a romantic because of

his general rejection of chromaticism in melodies, and his structural practices in preparing

modulations. By the 1950's it was common to deny that Beethoven was a Romantic at all.

In the late 20th century, the pendulum began to swing back in the other direction, in some

measure because of a revival of interest in Romanticism, and in part because of a change

in the status of musical technique. With the falling out of favor of the idea that music was

about "progress", the need to see Beethoven in technical terms diminished. The
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differences between his work and Mozart's became accentuated, in part because of the

rise of neo-classical styles of playing or historically informed performance. Beethoven

came to many to be seen in relation to contemporaries such as Goethe and Jacques-Louis

David - having both neo-classical and Romantic elements to their work.

In Section 3 of this course you will cover these topics:
The Romantic Style Period (18201900)

Early-Romantic Music

Romantic Opera

Late-Romantic Music

Nationalism

Impressionism

Topic : The Romantic Style Period (18201900)

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Discuss the Characteristics

 Discuss the Romanticism and music

 Discuss the Visual art and literature

 Discuss the Nationalism

 Discuss the Influence of European Romanticism on American Writers

Definition/Overview:

The topic discusses that Romanticism is a complex artistic, literary, and intellectual

movement that originated in the second half of the 18th century in Western Europe, and

gained strength during the Industrial Revolution. It was partly a revolt against aristocratic

social and political norms of the Age of Enlightenment and a reaction against the scientific

rationalization of nature, and was embodied most strongly in the visual arts, music, and

literature.

The movement stressed strong emotion as a source of aesthetic experience, placing new

emphasis on such emotions as trepidation, horror and aweespecially that which is

experienced in confronting the sublimity of untamed nature and its picturesque qualities, both

new aesthetic categories. It elevated folk art and custom to something noble, and argued for a
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"natural" epistemology of human activities as conditioned by nature in the form of language,

custom and usage.

Our modern sense of a romantic character is sometimes based on Byronic or Romantic ideals.

Romanticism reached beyond the rational and Classicist ideal models to elevate medievalism

and elements of art and narrative perceived to be authentically medieval, in an attempt to

escape the confines of population growth, urban sprawl and industrialism, and it also

attempted to embrace the exotic, unfamiliar and distant in modes more authentic than

chinoiserie, harnessing the power of the imagination to envision and to escape.

Although the movement is rooted in German Pietism, which prized intuition and emotion

over Enlightenment rationalism, the ideologies and events of the French Revolution laid the

background from which Romanticism emerged. The confines of the Industrial Revolution

also had their influence on Romanticism, which was in part an escape from modern realities;

indeed, in the second half of the nineteenth century, "Realism" was offered as a polarized

opposite to Romanticism. Romanticism elevated the achievements of what it perceived as

misunderstood heroic individuals and artists that altered society. It also legitimized the

individual imagination as a critical authority which permitted freedom from classical notions

of form in art. There was a strong recourse to historical and natural inevitability, a zeitgeist,

in the representation of its ideas.

Key Points:

1. Characteristics

In a basic sense, the term "Romanticism" has been used to refer to certain artists, poets,

writers, musicians, as well as political, philosophical and social thinkers of the late 18th

and early to mid 19th centuries. It has equally been used to refer to various artistic,

intellectual, and social trends of that era. Despite this general usage of the term, a precise

characterization and specific definition of Romanticism have been the subject of debate in

the fields of intellectual history and literary history throughout the twentieth century,

without any great measure of consensus emerging. Arthur Lovejoy attempted to

demonstrate the difficulty of this problem in his seminal article "On The Discrimination

of Romanticisms" in his Essays in the History of Ideas (1948); some scholars see

romanticism as essentially continuous with the present, some see in it the inaugural
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moment of modernity, some see it as the beginning of a tradition of resistance to the

Enlightenment a Counter-Enlightenment and still others place it firmly in the direct

aftermath of the French Revolution. An earlier definition comes from Charles Baudelaire:

"Romanticism is precisely situated neither in choice of subject nor exact truth, but in the

way of feeling." Many intellectual historians have seen Romanticism as a key movement

in the Counter-Enlightenment, a reaction against the Age of Enlightenment. Whereas the

thinkers of the Enlightenment emphasized the primacy of deductive reason, Romanticism

emphasized intuition, imagination, and feeling, to a point that has led to some Romantic

thinkers being accused of irrationalism.

2. Romanticism and music

In general, the term "Romanticism" when applied to music has come to mean the period

roughly from the 1820s until around 1900. The contemporary application of 'romantic' to

music did not coincide with modern categories, however: in 1810 E.T.A. Hoffmann called

Mozart, Haydn and Beethoven the three "Romantic Composers", and Ludwig Spohr used

the term "good Romantic style" to apply to parts of Beethoven's Fifth Symphony.

Technically, Mozart and Haydn are considered Classical composers, and by most

standards, Beethoven represents the start of the musical Romantic period. By the early

twentieth century, the sense that there had been a decisive break with the musical past led

to the establishment of the nineteenth century as "The Romantic Era," and it is referred to

as such in the standard encyclopedias of music. The traditional modern discussion of the

music of Romanticism includes elements, such as the growing use of folk music, which

are also directly related to the broader current of Romantic nationalism in the arts as well

as aspects already present in eighteenth-century music, such as the cantabile accompanied

melody to which Romantic composers beginning with Franz Schubert applied restless key

modulations.

The heightened contrasts and emotions of Sturm und Drang (German for "Storm and

Stress") seem a precursor of the Gothic novel in literature, or the sanguinary elements of

some of the operas of the period of the French Revolution. The libretti of Lorenzo da

Ponte for Mozart's eloquent music, convey a new sense of individuality and freedom. The

romantic generation viewed Beethoven as their ideal of a heroic artista man who first

dedicated a symphony to Consul Bonaparte as a champion of freedom and then challenged

Emperor Napoleon by striking him out from the dedication of the Eroica Symphony. In
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Beethoven's Fidelio he creates the apotheosis of the 'rescue operas' which were another

feature of French musical culture during the revolutionary period, in order to hymn the

freedom which underlay the thinking of all radical artists in the years of hope after the

Congress of Vienna.

In the contemporary music culture, the romantic musician followed a public career,

depending on sensitive middle-class audiences rather than on a courtly patron, as had been

the case with earlier musicians and composers. Public persona characterized a new

generation of virtuosi who made their way as soloists, epitomized in the concert tours of

Paganini and Liszt.

Beethoven's use of tonal architecture in such a way as to allow significant expansion of

musical forms and structures was immediately recognized as bringing a new dimension to

music. His later piano music and string quartets, especially, showed the way to a

completely unexplored musical universe. E.T.A. Hoffmann was able to write of the

supremacy of instrumental music over vocal music in expressiveness, a concept which

would previously have been regarded as absurd. Hoffmann himself, as a practitioner both

of music and literature, encouraged the notion of music as 'programmatic' or narrative, an

idea which new audiences found attractive. Early nineteenth century developments in

instrumental technologyiron frames for pianos, wound metal strings for string

instrumentsenabled louder dynamics, more varied tone colours, and the potential for

sensational virtuosity. Such developments swelled the length of pieces, introduced

programmatic titles, and created new genres such as the free-standing concert overture or

tone poem, the piano fantasia, nocturne and rhapsody, and the virtuosic concerto, which

became central to musical romanticism.

In opera, a new Romantic atmosphere combining supernatural terror and melodramatic

plot in a folkloric context was most successfully achieved by Weber's Der Freischtz (1817,

revised 1821). Enriched timbre and color marked the early orchestration of Hector Berlioz

in France, and the grand operas of Meyerbeer. Amongst the radical fringe of what became

mockingly characterised (adopting Wagner's own words) as 'artists of the future', Liszt and

Wagner each embodied the Romantic cult of the free, inspired, charismatic, perhaps

ruthlessly unconventional individual artistic personality.
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It is the period of 1815 to 1848 which must be regarded as the true age of Romanticism in

music - the age of the last compositions of Beethoven (d. 1827) and Schubert (d. 1828), of

the works of Schumann (d. 1856) and Chopin (d.1849), of the early struggles of Berlioz

and Richard Wagner, of the great virtuosi such as Paganini (d. 1840), and the young Liszt

and Thalberg. Now that we are able to listen to the work of Mendelssohn (d. 1847)

stripped of the Biedermeier reputation unfairly attached to it, he can also be placed in this

more appropriate context. After this period, with Chopin and Paganini dead, Liszt retired

from the concert platform at a minor German court, Wagner effectively in exile until he

obtained royal patronage in Bavaria, and Berlioz still struggling with the bourgeois

liberalism which all but smothered radical artistic endeavour in Europe, Romanticism in

music was surely past its primegiving way, rather, to the period of musical romantics.

3. Visual art and literature

In visual art and literature, Romanticism found recurrent themes in the evocation or

criticism of the past, the cult of "sensibility" with its emphasis on women and children, the

heroic isolation of the artist or narrator, and respect for a new, wilder, untrammeled and

"pure" nature. Furthermore, several romantic authors, such as Edgar Allan Poe and

Nathaniel Hawthorne, based their writings on the supernatural/occult and human

psychology.

The Scottish poet James Macpherson influenced the early development of Romanticism

with the international success of his Ossian cycle of poems published in 1762, inspiring

both Goethe and the young Walter Scott.

An early German influence came from Johann Wolfgang Goethe whose 1774 novel The

Sorrows of Young Werther had young men throughout Europe emulating its protagonist, a

young artist with a very sensitive and passionate temperament. At that time Germany was

a multitude of small separate states, and Goethe's works would have a seminal influence in

developing a unifying sense of nationalism. Another philosophic influence came from the

German idealism of Johann Gottlieb Fichte and Friedrich Schelling, making Jena (where

Fichte lived, as well as Schelling,Hegel, Schiller and the brothers Schlegel) a center for

early German romanticism ("Jenaer Romantik"). Important writers were Ludwig Tieck,

Novalis (Heinrich von Ofterdingen, 1799), Heinrich von Kleist and Friedrich Hoelderlin.

Heidelberg later became a center of German romanticism, where writers and poets such as
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Clemens Brentano, Achim von Arnim, and Joseph Freiherr von Eichendorff met regularly

in literary circles. Important motifs in German Romanticism are travelling, nature, and

ancient myths. The later German Romanticism of, for example, E. T. A. Hoffmann's Der

Sandmann (The Sandman), 1817, and Joseph Freiherr von Eichendorff's Das Marmorbild

(The Marble Statue), 1819, was darker in its motifs and has gothic elements.

Romanticism in British literature developed in a different form slightly later, mostly

associated with the poets William Wordsworth and Samuel Taylor Coleridge, whose co-

authored book Lyrical Ballads (1798) sought to reject Augustan poetry in favour of more

direct speech derived from folk traditions. Both poets were also involved in utopian social

thought in the wake of the French Revolution. The poet and painter William Blake is the

most extreme example of the Romantic sensibility in Britain, epitomised by his claim I

must create a system or be enslaved by another man's. Blake's artistic work is also strongly

influenced by Medieval illuminated books. The painters J. M. W. Turner and John

Constable are also generally associated with Romanticism. Lord Byron, Percy Bysshe

Shelley, Mary Shelley and John Keats constitute another phase of Romanticism in Britain.

In predominantly Roman Catholic countries Romanticism was less pronounced than in

Germany and Britain, and tended to develop later, after the rise of Napoleon. Franois-Ren

de Chateaubriand is often called the "Father of French Romanticism". In France, the

movement is associated with the nineteenth century, particularly in the paintings of

Thodore Gricault and Eugne Delacroix, the plays, poems and novels of Victor Hugo (such

as Les Misrables and Ninety-Three), and the novels of Stendhal.

In Russia, the principal exponent of Romanticism is Alexander Pushkin. Mikhail

Lermontov attempted to analyse and bring to light the deepest reasons for the Romantic

idea of metaphysical discontent with society and self, and was much influenced by Lord

Byron. The poet Fyodor Tyutchev was also an important figure of the movement in

Russia, and was heavily influenced by the German Romantics.

In the United States, romantic gothic literature made an early appearance with Washington

Irving's Legend of Sleepy Hollow 1820) and Rip Van Winkle (1819), followed from 1823

onwards by the Leatherstocking tales of James Fenimore Cooper, with their emphasis on

heroic simplicity and their fervent landscape descriptions of an already-exotic mythicized

frontier peopled by "noble savages", similar to the philosophical theory of Rousseau,
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exemplified by Uncas, from The Last of the Mohicans. There are picturesque "local color"

elements in Washington Irving's essays and especially his travel books. Edgar Allan Poe's

tales of the macabre and his balladic poetry were more influential in France than at home,

but the romantic American novel developed fully in Nathaniel Hawthorne's atmosphere

and melodrama. Later Transcendentalist writers such as Henry David Thoreau and Ralph

Waldo Emerson still show elements of its influence, as does the romantic realism of Walt

Whitman. But by the 1880s, psychological and social realism was competing with

romanticism in the novel. The poetry of Emily Dickinsonnearly unread in her own

timeand Herman Melville's novel Moby-Dick can be taken as epitomes of American

Romantic literature. As in England, Germany, and France, literary Romanticism had its

counterpart in American visual arts, most especially in the exaltation of untamed America

found in the paintings of the Hudson River School. Painters like Thomas Cole, Albert

Bierstadt and Frederic Edwin Church and others often combined a sense of the sublime

with underlying religious and philosophical themes. Thomas Cole's paintings feature

strong narratives as in The Voyage of Life series painted in the early 1840s that depict

man trying to survive amidst an awesome and immense nature, from the cradle to the

grave.

4. Nationalism

This view of nationalism inspired the collection of folklore by such people as the Brothers

Grimm, the revival of old epics as national, and the construction of new epics as if they

were old, as in the Kalevala, compiled from Finnish tales and folklore, or Ossian, where the

claimed ancient roots were invented. The view that fairy tales, unless contaminated from

outside literary sources, were preserved in the same form over thousands of years, was not

exclusive to Romantic Nationalists, but fit in well with their views that such tales expressed

the primordial nature of a people. For instance, the Brothers Grimm rejected many tales

they collected because of their similarity to tales by Charles Perrault, which they thought

proved they were not truly German tales; Sleeping Beauty survived in their collection

because the tale of Brynhildr convinced them that the figure of the sleeping princess was

authentically German.

Romanticism played an essential role in the national awakening of many Central European

peoples lacking their own national states, not least in Poland, which had recently lost its

independence when Russia's army crushed the Polish Rebellion under Nicholas I. Revival
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and reinterpretation of ancient myths, customs and traditions by Romantic poets and

painters helped to distinguish their indigenous cultures from those of the dominant nations

and crystallise the mythography of Romantic nationalism. Patriotism, nationalism,

revolution and armed struggle for independence also became popular themes in the arts of

this period. Arguably, the most distinguished Romantic poet of this part of Europe was

Adam Mickiewicz, who developed an idea that Poland was the Messiah of Nations,

predestined to suffer just as Jesus had suffered to save all the people.

5. Influence of European Romanticism on American Writers

American Romance embraced the individual and rebelled against the confinement of

neoclassicism and religious tradition. The Romantic movement in America created a new

literary genre that continues to influence modern writers. Novels, short stories, and poems

began to take the place of the sermons and manifestos that were associated with the early

American literary principals. Romantic literature was personal, intense, and portrayed more

emotion than ever seen in neoclassical literature. America's preoccupation with freedom

became a great source of motivation for Romantic writers as many were delighted in free

expression and emotion without so much fear of ridicule and controversy. They also put

more effort into the psychological development of their characters. "Heroes and heroines

exhibited extremes of sensitivity and excitement
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Definition/Overview:

The topic discusses that Romantic music is a musicological term referring to a particular

period, theory, compositional practice, and canon in European music history, from about

1820 to 1910. Romantic music as a movement does not refer to the expression and expansion

of musical ideas established in earlier periods, such as the classical period, nor does it

necessarily refer to romantic love, though that theme was prevalent in many works composed

during this time period. More appropriately, romanticism describes the expansion of formal

structures within a composition, making the pieces more passionate and expressive. Because

of the expansion of form (those elements pertaining to form, key, instrumentation and the

likes) within a typical composition, it became easier to identify an artist based on the work.

For example, Beethoven favored a smooth transition from the 3rd to 4th movement in his

symphonies, and thus his pieces are more distinguishable. Overall, composers during this

time expanded on formal ideas in a new and exciting way.

The era of Romantic music is defined in this article as the period of European classical music

that runs from 1803 when Ludwig Van Beethoven wrote his "Eroica" Symphony to around

the end of the 19th century, as well as music written according to the norms and styles of that

period. The Romantic period was preceded by the classical period, and was followed by the

modernist period. Romantic music is related to romanticism in literature, visual arts, and

philosophy, though the conventional time periods used in musicology are very different from

their counterparts in the other arts, which define "romantic" as running from the 1780s to the

1840s. The Romantic movement held that not all truth could be deduced from axioms, that

there were inescapable realities in the world which could only be reached through emotion,

feeling and intuition. Romantic music struggled to increase emotional expression and power

to describe these deeper truths, while preserving or even extending the formal structures from

the classical period.

Key Points:

1. Musical language

Music theorists of this era established the concept of tonality to describe the harmonic

vocabulary inherited from the Baroque and Classical periods. Composers sought to fuse

the large structural harmonic planning demonstrated by earlier masters such as Bach,
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Haydn,and Mozart with further chromatic innovations, in order to achieve greater fluidity

and contrast, and to meet the needs of longer works. Chromaticism grew more varied, as

did dissonances and their resolution. Composers modulated to increasingly remote keys,

and their music often prepared the listener less for these modulations than the music of

the classical era. Sometimes, instead of a pivot chord, a pivot note was used. The

properties of the diminished seventh and related chords, which facilitate modulation to

many keys, were also extensively exploited. Composers such as Beethoven, and later

Richard Wagner, expanded the harmonic language with previously-unused chords, or

innovative chord progressions. Much has been written, for example, about Wagner's

Tristan chord, found near the opening of Tristan und Isolde, and its precise harmonic

function.

Some composers analogized music to poetry and its rhapsodic and narrative structures,

while creating a more systematic basis for the composing and performing of concert

music. Music theorists of this era codified previous practices, such as the sonata form,

while composers extended them. There was an increasing focus on melodies and themes,

as well as an explosion in the composition of songs. The emphasis on melody found

expression in the increasingly extensive use of cyclic form, which was an important

unifying device for some of the longer pieces that became common during the period.

The greater harmonic elusiveness and fluidity, the longer melodies, poesis as the basis of

expression, and the use of literary inspirations were all present prior to this period.

However, some composers of the Romantic period adopted them as the central pursuit of

music itself. Composers were also influenced by technological advances, including an

increase in the range and power of the piano and the improved chromatic abilities and

greater projection of the instruments of the symphony orchestra.

2. Non-musical influences

One of the controversies that raged through this period was the relationship of music to

external texts or sources. While program music was common before the 19th century, the

conflict between formal and external inspiration became an important aesthetic issue for

some composers.
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During the 1830s Hector Berlioz's Symphonie Fantastique, which was presented with an

extensive program text, caused many critics and academics to pick up their pens.

Prominent among the detractors was Franois-Joseph Ftis, the head of the newly-founded

Brussels Conservatory, who declared that the work was "not music." Robert Schumann

defended the work, but not the program, saying that bad titles would not hurt good music,

but good titles could not save a bad work. Franz Liszt was one of the prominent defenders

of extra-musical inspiration.

This rift grew, with polemics delivered from both sides. For the supporters of "absolute"

music, formal perfection rested on musical expression that obeys the schematics laid down

in previous works, most notably the sonata form then being codified. To the adherents of

program music, the rhapsodic expression of poetry or some other external text was, itself,

a form. They argued that for the artist to bring his life into a work, the form must follow

the narrative. Both sides used Beethoven as inspiration and justification. The rift was

exemplified by the conflict between followers of Johannes Brahms and Richard Wagner:

Brahms' disciples took him to be a pinnacle of absolute music, while Wagnerites put their

faith in the poetic "substance" shaping the harmonic and melodic flow of his music.

Examples of music inspired by literary and artistic sources include Liszt's Faust

Symphony, Dante Symphony, his symphonic poems and his Annees de Pelerinage,

Tchaikovsky's Manfred Symphony, Mahler's First Symphony (based on the novel Titan),

the piano cycles of Robert Schumann and the tone poems of Richard Strauss. Schubert

included material from his Lieder in some of his extended works, and others, such as

Liszt, transcribed opera arias and songs for solo instrumental performance.

Events and changes that happen in society such as ideas, attitudes, discoveries, inventions,

and historical events always affect music (Schmidt-Jones 3). For example, the Industrial

Revolution was in full effect by the late eighteenth early nineteenth centuries (Schmidt-

Jones 3). This event had a very profound effect on music: there were major improvements

in the mechanical valves, and keys that most woodwinds and brass instruments depend on

(Schmidt-Jones 3). The new and innovative instruments could be played with more ease

and they were more reliable (Schmidt-Jones 3). The new instruments often had a bigger,

fuller, better-tuned sound (Schmidt-Jones 3).
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Another development that had an effect on music was the rise of the middle class.

Composers before this period lived on the patronage of the aristocracy (Schmidt-Jones 3).

Many times their audience was small, composed mostly of the upper class and individuals

who were knowledgeable about music (Schmidt-Jones 3). The Romantic composers, on

the other hand, often wrote for public concerts and festivals, with large audiences of

paying customers, who had not necessarily had any music lessons (Schmidt-Jones 3).

Composers of the Romantic Era, like Elgar, showed the world that there should be "no

segregation of musical tastes" (Young, A History of British Music 525) and that the

"purpose was to write music that was to be heard" (Young, A History of British Music

527).

3. 19th-century opera

In opera, the forms for individual numbers that had been established in classical and

baroque opera were more loosely used. By the time Wagner's operas were performed,

arias, choruses, recitatives and ensemble pieces often cannot easily be distinguished from

each other in the continuous, through-composed music. The decline of castrati led to the

heroic leading role in many operas being ascribed to the tenor voice. The chorus was often

given a more important role. In France, operas such as Bizet's Carmen are typical, but

towards the end of the Romantic period, verismo opera became popular, particularly in

Italy. It depicted realistic, rather than historical or mythological, subjects.

4. Nationalism

The increasing importance of nationalism as a political force in the 19th century was

mirrored in music and the other arts. Many composers expressed their nationalism by

incorporating elements unique to their native cultures, such as folk song, dances, and

legendary histories. In addition to these exterior elements, there was an increasing

diversification of musical language, as composers used elements of rhythm, melody, and

modality characteristic of their respective nations.

Many composers wrote nationalist music, especially towards the middle and end of the

19th century. Mikhail Glinka's operas, for example, are on specifically Russian subjects,

while Bedřich Smetana and Antonn Dvořk both used rhythms and themes from Czech folk

dances and songs. Late in the 19th century, Jean Sibelius wrote music based on the
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Finnish epic, the Kalevala and his piece 'Finlandia' became a symbol of Finnish

nationalism. Chopin wrote in forms like the polonaise and mazurka that were derived from

Polish folk music. Many Russian composers, for example Balakirev, Cui, Borodin,

Rimsky-Korsakov shared the common dream to write music that was inspired by Russian

folk music.

5. The main characteristics of Romantic music

 A freedom in form and design; a more intense personal expression of emotion in which

fantasy, imagination and a quest for adventure play an important part.

 Emphasis on lyrical, songlike melodies; adventurous modulation; richer harmonies, often

chromatic, with striking use of discords.

 Denser, weightier textures with bold dramatic contrasts, exploring a wider range of pitch,

dynamics and tone-colours.

 Expansion of the orchestra, sometimes to gigantic proportions; the invention of the valve

system leads to development of the brass section whose weight and power often dominate the

texture.

 Rich variety of types of piece, ranging from songs and fairly short piano pieces to huge

musical canvasses with lengthy time-span structures with spectacular, dramatic, and dynamic

climaxes.

 Closer links with other arts lead to a keener interest in programme music (programme

symphony, symphonic poem, concert overture).

 Shape and unity brought to lengthy works by use of recurring themes (sometimes

transformed/developed): ide fixe (Berlioz), thematic transformations (Liszt), leading-motive

(Wagner), motto theme.

 Greater technical virtuosity especially from pianists and violinists.

 Nationalism: reaction against German influences by composers of other countries (especially

Russia, Bohemia, Norway).

6. Classical roots (1780-1800)

In literature, the Romantic period is often taken to start in 1770s or 1780s Germany with

the movement known as Sturm und Drang ("storm and stress") attended by a greater

regard for Shakespeare and Homer, and for folk sagas, whether genuine or Ossian. It

affected writers including Goethe and Schiller, while in Scotland Robert Burns began
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setting down folk music. This literary movement is reflected in the music of contemporary

composers, including Mozart's German operas, Haydn's so-called Sturm und Drang

symphonies, the lyrics that composers (particularly Schubert) chose for their Lieder, and a

gradual increase in the violence of emotion that music expressed. As long as most

composers relied on royal or court patronage, their opportunity to engage in "romanticism

and revolt" was limited. Mozart's troubles in the banning of his The Marriage of Figaro as

revolutionary are a case in point.

Romanticism drew its fundamental formal substance from the structures of classical

practice. Performing standards improved during the classical era with the establishment of

performing groups of professional musicians. The role of chromaticism and harmonic

ambiguity developed during the classical era. All of the major classical composers used

harmonic ambiguity, and the technique of moving rapidly between different keys. One of

the most famous examples is the "harmonic chaos" at the opening of Haydn's The

Creation, in which the composer avoids establishing a "home" key at all.

By the 1810s, the use of chromaticism and the minor key, and the desire to move into

remote keys to give music a deeper range, were combined with a greater operatic reach.

While Beethoven would later be regarded as the central figure in this movement, it was

composers such as Clementi and Spohr who represented the contemporary taste in

incorporating more chromatic notes into their thematic material. There was a tension

between the desire for more expressive "color" and the desire for classical structure. One

response was in the field of opera, where texts could provide structure in the absence of

formal models. E. T. A. Hoffmann is principally known as a critic these days, but his

opera Undine of 1814 was a radical musical innovation. Another response to the tension

between structure and emotional expression was in shorter musical forms, including novel

ones such as the nocturne.

7. Early Romantic (1800-1850)

By the second decade of the 19th century, the shift towards new sources of musical

inspiration, along with an increasing chromaticism in melody and more expressive

harmony, became a palpable stylistic shift. The forces underlying this shift were not only

musical, but economic, political and social. A new generation of composers emerged in
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post-Napoleonic Europe, among whom were Beethoven, Ludwig Spohr, ETA Hoffman,

Carl Maria von Weber and Franz Schubert.

These composers grew up amidst the dramatic expansion of public concert life during the

late 18th and early 19th centuries, which partly shaped their subsequent styles and

expectations. Beethoven was extremely influential as among the first composers to work

freelance rather than being employed full-time by a royal or ecclesiastic patron. The

chromatic melodies of Muzio Clementi and the stirring operatic works of Rossini,

Cherubini and Mhul, also had an influence. The setting of folk poetry and songs for voice

and piano, to serve a growing market of middle-class homes where private music-making

was becoming an essential part of domestic life, was also becoming an important source of

income for composers.

Works of this group of early Romantics include the song cycles and later symphonies of

Franz Schubert, and the operas of Weber, particularly Oberon, Der Freischtz and

Euryanthe. Schubert's work found limited contemporary audiences, and only gradually

had a wider impact. In contrast, the compositions of John Field quickly became well-

known, partly because he had a gift for creating small "characteristic" piano forms and

dances.

Early-Romantic composers of a slightly later generation included Franz Liszt, Felix

Mendelssohn, Frdric Chopin, and Hector Berlioz. All were born in the 19th century, and

produced works of lasting value early in their careers. Mendelssohn was particularly

precocious, and wrote two string quartets, a string octet, and orchestral music before even

leaving his teens. Chopin was similarly precocious, his famous Op. 10 tudes being written

while still a teen, although he focused on compositions for the piano. Berlioz broke new

ground in his orchestration, and with his programatic symphonies Symphonie Fantastique

and Harold in Italy, the latter based on Byron's Childe Harold's Pilgrimage.

What is now labelled "Romantic Opera" became established at around this time, with a

strong connection between Paris and northern Italy. The combination of French orchestral

virtuosity, Italianate vocal lines and dramatic flare, along with texts drawn from

increasingly popular literature, established a norm of emotional expression which

continues to dominate the operatic stage. The work of Bellini and Donizetti was

immensely popular at this time.
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Virtuoso concerts (or "recitals," as they were called by Franz Liszt) became immensely

popular. This phenomenon was pioneered by Niccol Paganini, the famous violin virtuoso.

The virtuoso piano recital became particularly popular, and often included improvisations

on popular themes, and the performance of shorter compositions as well as longer works

such as the sonatas of Beethoven and Mozart. One of the most prominent exponents of

Beethoven was Clara Wieck, who later married Robert Schumann. The increase in travel,

facilitated by rail and later by steamship, created international audiences for touring piano

virtuosi such as Liszt, Chopin and Thalberg. Concerts and recitals were promoted as

significant events. Such was also the case with other instruments than the piano such as

the harp. The best illustration can be found with the popular and eccentric French

composer and harpist Nicolas Bochsa who travelled most of his life giving hundreds of

harp "recitals" and concerts.

During the late 1830s and 1840s, music of Romantic expression became generally

accepted, even expected. The music of Robert Schumann, Giacomo Meyerbeer and the

young Giuseppe Verdi continued the trends. "Romanticism" was not, however, the only,

or even the dominant, style of music making at the time. A post-classical style exemplified

by the Paris Conservatoire, as well as court music, still dominated concert programs. This

began to change with the rise of performing institutions, along the lines of the

Philharmonic Society of London founded in 1813. Such institutions often promoted

regular concert seasons, a trend promoted by Felix Mendelssohn among others. Listening

to music came to be accepted as a life-enhancing, almost religious, experience. The

public's engagement in the music of the time contrasted with the less formal manners of

concerts in the classical period, where music had often been promoted as a background

diversion.

Also in the 1830s and 1840s Richard Wagner produced his first successful operas. He

argued for a radically expanded conception of "musical drama." A man who described

himself as a revolutionary, and who was in constant trouble with creditors and the

authorities, he began gathering around him a body of like-minded musicians, including

Franz Liszt, who dedicated themselves to making the "Music of the Future." Literary

Romanticism ended in 1848, with the revolutions of that year marking a turning point in

the mood of Europe. With the rise of realism, as well as the deaths of Paganini,
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Mendelssohn and Schumann, and Liszt's retirement from public performance, perceptions

altered of where the cutting edge in music and art lay.

8. Late Romantic Era (1850-1910)

As the 19th century moved into its second half, many social, political and economic

changes set in motion in the post-Napoleonic period became entrenched. Railways and the

electric telegraph bound the European world ever closer together. The nationalism that had

been an important strain of early 19th century Romantic music became formalized by

political and linguistic means. Literature for the middle classes became the publishing

norm, including the rise of the novel as the primary literary form.

In the previous 50 years numerous innovations in instrumentation, including the double

escarpment piano action, the valved wind instrument, and the chin rest for violins and

violas, were no longer novelties but requirements. The dramatic increase in musical

education brought a still wider sophisticated audience, and many composers took

advantage of the greater regularity of concert life, and the greater financial and technical

resources available. These changes brought an expansion in the sheer number of

symphonies, concertos and "tone poems" which were composed, and the number of

performances in the opera seasons in Paris, London and Italy. The establishment of

conservatories and universities also created centers where musicians could forge stable

teaching careers, rather than relying on their own entrepreneurship.

During this late Romantic period, some composers created styles and forms associated

with their national folk cultures. The notion that there were "German" and "Italian" styles

had long been established in writing on music, but the late 19th century saw the rise of a

nationalist Russian style (Glinka, Mussorgsky, Rimsky-Korsakov, Tchaikovsky and

Borodin), and also Czech, Finnish and French nationalist styles of composition. Some

composers were expressly nationalistic in their objectives, seeking to rediscover their

country's national identity in the face of occupation or oppression, as did for example the

Bohemians Bedřich Smetana and Antonn Dvořk, and the Finn Jean Sibelius.
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Topic : Romantic Opera

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Discuss the Age of Bel Canto

 Discuss the Operatic terminology

 Discuss the Baroque era

 Discuss the Reform: Gluck, the attack on the Metastasian ideal, and Mozart

 Discuss the Bel canto, Verdi and verismo

 Discuss the Contemporary, recent, and Modernist trends

Definition/Overview:

The topic discusses that Romantic period, was a period of social upheavals. It was heightened

by Napoleon Bonapartes French Revolution. This together with the bubonic plague,

commonly termed as Black Death, caused the society to plunge into dire states. Romantic

opera was characterised by its expression of the beauty and terror of Nature, the power of evil

and the supernatural, the purity of rural life and the concepts of liberation which every

romantic is preoccupied with.

However, each composer had his own style and the diversity could not be classified into

groups. The music usually reflected the social upheavals and the profound changes due to the

revolution. Their themes incorporated the ideals of the post-aristocratic France. Operas

focused on patriotism, and the released of the common from aristocratic oppression. By this

time, people were quite free to express their desires, questions and amorous feeling. The arts

circle was able to explore illicit affairs, forbidden love and other subjects which were

previously frowned upon.

The composers composed passionate melodies that expressed extreme emotions of a

character. Their lilting melodies were known to bring the audiences into a crying frenzy.

They started writing operas based on novels by William Shakespeare and Sir Walter Scott.

Both of the authors wrote historical dramas and especially Sir Scott who wrote novels based

on the medieval times. The settings of a typical Romantic opera is usually a composers own

country but there came a time which the composers focused of writing exotic melodies to
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depict faraway land and foreign places which they had heard about but never went. Though

there were some composers who kept their operas tiny, most of them loved gigantic

compositions that could dazzle the audiences. Famous examples were: Wagners the Ring

which contains four individual operas linked up by a theme, Puccinis Turandot and etc.

Key Points:

1. The Age of Bel Canto

In the baroque and classical era, the style of virtuosic singing known as the Bel Canto (

literally beautiful singing) first started to flourished. It was sparked off by the new interest

in the castrati singers who could sing demanding passages as if they were a piece of cake.

However, this style of singing was nearly lost in the mid 19th century where composers

and musicians thought was too frivolous and florid.

Bel Canto would be a lost art if Rossini never reintroduced it. He was superseded by

Donizetti and Bellini. They wrote intensely passionate melody that required a singer

withextra powerful vocal chords and a sensitive soul to feel the passions in order to

express the magical feeling to the fullest. It is not over till the fat lady sings!

One of the operas most long-lasting stereotypes was the fat sopranos, though there are

many slim ones nowadays. There is one major joke about one plump singer, whose name

history books declined to mentioned It seemed like she was complaining about everything

and ordering people around. She demanded a mattress, which she was to fall on during an

opera, to be changed, due to its hardness that could bruise her. The exasperated stagehands

then changed the mattress into a trampoline assuring her of a soft fall. During the final act

where she threw herself into the sea, the audience was very surprised that she bounced up

a few times when she was supposed to be in the sea!

It was not until the start of the nineteenth century that the tenor voices were of importance.

A lot of male singers used their falsetto voice to attained high pitches which was thin and

airy. However, Domenico Donzelli devised a method to sing from the chest, which

produced a more powerful sound but was a great strain to the throat. He became a stunt

man of the voice and his revolutionary high C have kept audiences at the edge of their

seats. The high C is still the ultimate test for aspiring tenors of today.
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2. Operatic terminology

The words of an opera are known as the libretto (literally "little book"). Some composers,

notably Richard Wagner, have written their own libretti; others have worked in close

collaboration with their librettists, e.g. Mozart with Lorenzo da Ponte. Traditional opera

consists of two modes of singing: recitative, the plot-driving passages often sung in a non-

melodic style characteristic of opera, and aria (an "air" or formal song) in which the

characters express their emotions in a more structured melodic style. Duets, trios and other

ensembles often occur, and choruses are used to comment on the action. In some forms of

opera, such as Singspiel, opra comique, operetta, and semi-opera, the recitative is mostly

replaced by spoken dialogue. Melodic or semi-melodic passages occurring in the midst of,

or instead of, recitative, are also referred to as arioso. During the Baroque and Classical

periods, recitative could appear in two basic forms: secco (dry) recitative, accompanied

only by "continuo", which was often no more than a harpsichord; or accompagnato (also

known as "strumentato") in which the orchestra provided accompaniment. By the 19th

century, accompagnato had gained the upper hand, the orchestra played a much bigger

role, and Richard Wagner revolutionised opera by abolishing almost all distinction

between aria and recitative in his quest for what he termed "endless melody". Subsequent

composers have tended to follow Wagner's example, though some, such as Stravinsky in

his The Rake's Progress have bucked the trend.

3. The Baroque era

Opera did not remain confined to court audiences for long; in 1637 the idea of a "season"

(Carnival) of publicly-attended operas supported by ticket sales emerged in Venice.

Monteverdi had moved to the city from Mantua and composed his last operas, Il ritorno

d'Ulisse in patria and L'incoronazione di Poppea, for the Venetian theatre in the 1640s. His

most important follower Francesco Cavalli helped spread opera throughout Italy. In these

early Baroque operas, broad comedy was blended with tragic elements in a mix that jarred

some educated sensibilities, sparking the first of opera's many reform movements,

sponsored by Venice's Arcadian Academy which came to be associated with the poet

Metastasio, whose libretti helped crystallize the genre of opera seria, which became the

leading form of Italian opera until the end of the 18th century. Once the Metastasian ideal

had been firmly established, comedy in Baroque-era opera was reserved for what came to

be called opera buffa.
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Before such elements were forced out of opera seria, many libretti had featured a

separately unfolding comic plot as sort of an "opera-within-an-opera." One reason for this

was an attempt to attract members of the growing merchant class, newly wealthy, but still

less cultured than the nobility, to the public opera houses. These separate plots were

almost immediately resurrected in a separately developing tradition that partly derived

from the commedia dell'arte, (as indeed, such plots had always been) a long-flourishing

improvisitory stage tradition of Italy. Just as intermedi had once been performed in-

between the acts of stage plays, operas in the new comic genre of "intermezzi", which

developed largely in Naples in the 1710s and '20s, were initially staged during the

intermissions of opera seria. They became so popular, however, that they were soon being

offered as separate productions.

Opera seria was elevated in tone and highly stylised in form, usually consisting of secco

recitative interspersed with long da capo arias. These afforded great opportunity for

virtuosic singing and during the golden age of opera seria the singer really became the

star. The role of the hero was usually written for the castrato voice; castrati such as

Farinelli and Senesino, as well as female sopranos such as Faustina Bordoni, became in

great demand throughout Europe as opera seria ruled the stage in every country except

France. Indeed, Farinelli was the most famous singer of the 18th century. Italian opera set

the Baroque standard. Italian libretti were the norm, even when a German composer like

Handel found himself writing for London audiences. Italian libretti remained dominant in

the classical period as well, for example in the operas of Mozart, who wrote in Vienna

near the century's close. Leading Italian-born composers of opera seria include Alessandro

Scarlatti, Vivaldi and Porpora.

4. Reform: Gluck, the attack on the Metastasian ideal, and Mozart

Opera seria had its weaknesses and critics, and the taste for embellishment on behalf of

the superbly trained singers, and the use of spectacle as a replacement for dramatic purity

and unity drew attacks. Francesco Algarotti's Essay on the Opera (1755) proved to be an

inspiration for Christoph Willibald Gluck's reforms. He advocated that opera seria had to

return to basics and that all the various elements -- music (both instrumental and vocal),

ballet, and staging -- must be subservient to the overriding drama. Several composers of

the period, including Niccol Jommelli and Tommaso Traetta, attempted to put these ideals

into practice. The first to really succeed and to leave a permanent imprint upon the history
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of opera, however, was Gluck. Gluck tried to achieve a "beautiful simplicity". This is

illustrated in the first of his "reform" operas, Orfeo ed Euridice, where vocal lines lacking

in the virtuosity of (say) Handel's works are supported by simple harmonies and a notably

richer-than-usual orchestral presence throughout.

Gluck's reforms have had resonance throughout operatic history. Weber, Mozart and

Wagner, in particular, were influenced by his ideals. Mozart, in many ways Gluck's

successor, combined a superb sense of drama, harmony, melody, and counterpoint to write

a series of comedies, notably Cos fan tutte, Le Nozze di Figaro, and Don Giovanni (in

collaboration with Lorenzo Da Ponte) which remain among the most-loved, popular and

well-known operas today. But Mozart's contribution to opera seria was more mixed; by his

time it was dying away, and in spite of such fine works as Idomeneo and La Clemenza di

Tito, he would not succeed in bringing the art form back to life again

5. Bel canto, Verdi and verismo

The bel canto opera movement flourished in the early 19th century and is exemplified by

the operas of Rossini, Bellini, Donizetti, Pacini, Mercadante and many others. Literally

"beautiful singing", bel canto opera derives from the Italian stylistic singing school of the

same name. Bel canto lines are typically florid and intricate, requiring supreme agility and

pitch control. The bel canto opera movement flourished in the early 19th century and is

exemplified by the operas of Rossini, Bellini, Donizetti, Pacini, Mercadante and many

others. Literally "beautiful singing", bel canto opera derives from the Italian stylistic

singing school of the same name. Bel canto lines are typically florid and intricate,

requiring supreme agility and pitch control.

Following the bel canto era, a more direct, forceful style was rapidly popularized by

Giuseppe Verdi, beginning with his biblical opera Nabucco. Verdi's operas resonated with

the growing spirit of Italian nationalism in the post-Napoleonic era, and he quickly

became an icon of the patriotic movement (although his own politics were perhaps not

quite so radical). In the early 1850s, Verdi produced his three most popular operas:

Rigoletto, Il trovatore and La traviata. But he continued to develop his style, composing

perhaps the greatest French Grand opera, Don Carlos, and ending his career with two

Shakespeare-inspired works, Otello and Falstaff, which reveal how far Italian opera had

grown in sophistication since the early 19th century.
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After Verdi, the sentimental "realistic" melodrama of verismo appeared in Italy. This was

a style introduced by Pietro Mascagni's Cavalleria Rusticana and Ruggiero Leoncavallo's

Pagliacci that came virtually to dominate the world's opera stages with such popular works

as Giacomo Puccini's La bohme, Tosca, and Madama Butterfly. Later Italian composers,

such as Berio and Nono, have experimented with modernism.

6. Contemporary, recent, and Modernist trends

Perhaps the most obvious stylistic manifestation of modernism in opera is the

development of atonality. The move away from traditional tonality in opera had begun

with Wagner, and in particular the Tristan chord. Composers such as Richard Strauss,

Claude Debussy, Giacomo Puccini, Paul Hindemith and Hans Pfitzner pushed Wagnerian

harmony further with a more extreme use of chromaticism and greater use of dissonance.

Operatic Modernism truly began in the operas of two Viennese composers, Arnold

Schoenberg and his student Alban Berg, both composers and advocates of atonality and its

later development (as worked out by Schoenberg), dodecaphony. Schoenberg's early

musico-dramatic works, Erwartung (1909, premiered in 1924) and Die glckliche Hand

display heavy use of chromatic harmony and dissonance in general. Schoenberg also

occasionally used Sprechstimme, which he described as: "The voice rising and falling

relative to the indicated intervals, and everything being bound together with the time and

rhythm of the music except where a pause is indicated".

The two operas of Schoenberg's pupil Alban Berg, Wozzeck and Lulu (the last left

incomplete at his death) share many of the same characteristics as described above, though

Berg combined his highly personal interpretation of Schoenberg's twelve-tone technique

with melodic passages of a more traditionally tonal nature (quite Mahlerian in character)

which perhaps partially explains why his operas have remained in standard repertory,

despite their controversial music and plots. Schoenberg's theories have influenced (either

directly or indirectly) significant numbers of opera composers ever since, even if they

themselves did not compose using his techniques. Composers thus influenced include the

Englishman Benjamin Britten, the German Hans Werner Henze, and the Russian Dmitri

Shostakovich. (Philip Glass also makes use of atonality, though his style is generally

described as minimalist, usually thought of as another 20th century development.)
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However, operatic modernism's use of dodecaphony sparked a backlash among several

leading composers. Prominent among the vanguard of these was the Russian Igor

Stravinsky. After composing obviously Modernist music for the Diaghilev-produced

ballets Petrushka and The Rite of Spring, in the 1920s Stravinsky turned to Neoclassicism,

culminating in his opera-oratorio Oedipus Rex. When he did compose a full-length opera

that was without doubt an opera (after his Rimsky-Korsakov-inspired works The

Nightingale (1914), and Mavra (1922)), in The Rake's Progress he continued to ignore

serialist techniques and wrote an 18th century-style "number" opera, using diatonicism.

His resistance to serialism (which ended at the death of Schoenberg) proved to be an

inspiration for many other composers.

7. Other trends

A common trend throughout the 20th century, in both opera and general orchestral

repertoire, is the use of smaller orchestras as a cost-cutting measure; the grand Romantic-

era orchestras with huge string sections, multiple harps, extra horns, and exotic percussion

instruments were no longer feasible. As government and private patronage of the arts

decreased throughout the 20th century, new works were often commissioned and

performed with smaller budgets, very often resulting in chamber-sized works, and short,

one-act operas. Many of Benjamin Britten's operas are scored for as few as 13

instrumentalists; Mark Adamo's two-act realization of Little Women is scored for 18

instrumentalists.

Another feature of 20th century opera is the emergence of contemporary historical operas.

The Death of Klinghoffer', Nixon in China and "Doctor Atomic" by John Adams, and

Dead Man Walking by Jake Heggie exemplify the dramatisation on stage of events in

recent living memory, where characters portrayed in the opera were alive at the time of the

premiere performance. Earlier models of opera generally stuck to more distant history, re-

telling contemporary fictional stories (reworkings of popular plays), or mythical/legendary

stories.

The Metropolitan Opera reports that the average age of its patrons is now 60. Many opera

companies have experienced a similar trend, and opera company websites are replete with

attempts to attract a younger audience. This trend is part of the larger trend of greying

audiences for classical music since the last decades of the 20th century. In an effort to
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attract younger audiences, the Met offers a student discount on ticket purchases. Major

opera companies have been better able to weather the funding cutbacks, because they can

afford to hire star singers which draw substantial audiences who want to see if their

favourite singer will be able to hit their high "money notes" in the show.

Smaller companies have a more fragile existence, and they usually depend on a

"patchwork quilt" of support from state and local governments, local businesses, and

fundraisers. Nevertheless, some smaller companies have found ways of drawing new

audiences. Opera Carolina offer discounts and happy hour events to the 2140 year old

demographic. In addition to radio and television broadcasts of opera performances, which

have had some success in gaining new audiences, broadcasts of live performances in HD

to movie theatres have shown the potential to reach new audiences. Since 2006, the Met

has broadcast live performances to several hundred movie screens all over the world.

8. From musicals back towards opera

Also by the late 1930s, some musicals began to be written with a more operatic structure.

These works include complex polyphonic ensembles and reflect musical developments of

their times. Porgy and Bess, influenced by jazz styles, and Candide, with its sweeping,

lyrical passages and farcical parodies of opera, both opened on Broadway but became

accepted as part of the opera repertory.

9. Acoustic enhancement with speakers

A subtle type of sound electronic reinforcement called acoustic enhancement is used in

some concert halls where operas are performed. Acoustic enhancement systems help give

a more even sound in the hall and prevent "dead spots" in the audience seating area by

"...augment[ing] a hall's intrinsic acoustic characteristics." The systems use "...an array of

microphones connected to a computer [which is] connected to an array of loudspeakers."

However, as concertgoers have become aware of the use of these systems, debates have

arisen, because some "...purists maintain that the natural acoustic sound of [Classical]

voices [or] instruments in a given hall should not be altered."

Kai Harada's article "Opera's Dirty Little Secret" states that opera houses began using

electronic acoustic enhancement systems in the 1990s "...to compensate for flaws in a
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venue's acoustical architecture." Despite the uproar that has arisen amongst operagoers,

Harada points out that none of the major opera houses using acoustic enhancement

systems "...use traditional, Broadway-style sound reinforcement, in which most if not all

singers are equipped with radio microphones mixed to a series of unsightly loudspeakers

scattered throughout the theatre." Instead, most opera houses use the sound reinforcement

system for acoustic enhancement, and for subtle boosting of offstage voices, child singers,

onstage dialogue, and sound effects (e.g., church bells in Tosca or thunder effects in

Wagnerian operas).

10. Vocal classifications

Singers and the roles they play are classified by voice type, based on the tessitura, agility,

power and timbre of their voices. Male singers can be loosely classified by vocal range as

bass, bass-baritone, baritone, tenor and countertenor, and female singers as contralto,

mezzo-soprano and soprano. (Men sometimes sing in the "female" vocal ranges, in which

case they are termed sopranist or countertenor. Of these, only the countertenor is

commonly encountered in opera, sometimes singing parts written for castrati -- men

neutered at a young age specifically to give them a higher singing range.) Singers are then

classified by voice type - for instance, a soprano can be described as a lyric soprano,

coloratura, soubrette, spinto, or dramatic soprano. These terms, although not fully

describing a singing voice, associate the singer's voice with the roles most suitable to the

singer's vocal characteristics. A particular singer's voice may change drastically over his

or her lifetime, rarely reaching vocal maturity until the third decade, and sometimes not

until middle age.

11. Historical use of voice parts

The following is only intended as a brief overview. For the main articles, see soprano,

mezzo-soprano, alto, tenor, baritone, bass, countertenor and castrato.

The soprano voice has typically been used as the voice of choice for the female

protagonist of the opera since the latter half of the eighteenth century. Earlier, it was

common for that part to be sung by any female voice, or even a castrato. The current

emphasis on a wide vocal range was primarily an invention of the Classical period. Before

that, the vocal virtuosity, not range, was the priority, with soprano parts rarely extending
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above a high A (Handel, for example, only wrote one role extending to a high C), though

the castrato Farinelli was alleged to possess a top D (his lower range was also

extraordinary, extending to tenor C). The mezzo-soprano, a term of comparatively recent

origin, also has a large repertoire, ranging from the female lead in Purcell's Dido and

Aeneas to such heavyweight roles as Brangne in Wagner's Tristan und Isolde (these are

both roles sometimes sung by sopranos; there is quite a lot of "movement" between these

two voice-types). For the true contralto, the range of parts is more limited, which has

given rise to the insider joke that contraltos only sing "witches, bitches, and britches"

roles. In recent years many of the "trouser roles" from the Baroque era, originally written

for women, and those originally sung by castrati, have been reassigned to countertenors.

The tenor voice, from the Classical era onwards, has traditionally been assigned the role of

male protagonist. Many of the most challenging tenor roles in the repertory were written

during the bel canto era, such as Donizetti's sequence of 9 "C"s above middle C during La

fille du rgiment. With Wagner came an emphasis on vocal heft for his protagonist roles,

with this vocal category described as Heldentenor; this heroic voice had its more Italianate

counterpart in such roles as Calaf in Puccini's Turandot. Basses have a long history

inopera, having been used in opera seria in supporting roles, and sometimes for comic

relief (as well as providing a contrast to the preponderance of high voices in this genre).

The bass repertoire is wide and varied, stretching from the comedy of Leporello in Don

Giovanni to the nobility of Wotan in Wagner's Ring Cycle. In between the bass and the

tenor is the baritone, which also varies in "weight" from say, Guglielmo in Mozart's Cos

fan tutte to Posa in Verdi's Don Carlos; the actual designation "baritone" was not used

until the mid-nineteenth century.

Topic : Late-Romantic Music

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Discuss the Music in the Late Romantic Era

 Discuss the Richard Wagner 1813-1883 Era

 Discuss the Background of Romantic Music

 Discuss the French Revolution

 Discuss the Musical language
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 Discuss the Non-musical influences

Definition/Overview:

The topic discusses that The Late Romantic period saw the blossoming of self-expression in

music. This was especially evident in the music of Tchaikovsky, which reflected the inner

turmoil and anguish of his life. Many composers felt that by the time Wagner died,

Romanticism had reached its limits of expression. Toward the end of the Late Romantic

period, many new and diverse musical styles began to emerge - notably, the nationalism of

composers such as Sibelius and Elgar, the impressionism of Debussy and Ravel, and the

atonal modernism of Schnberg. Grand opera was perhaps the greatest legacy of the Late

Romantic period. In terms of content, there was a world of difference between the deep,

psychological subtexts of Wagner's epic operas, Verdi's dramas of human passion, and

Puccini's realistic portrayals of everyday life. But there was one element common to nearly

all grand opera, namely a dramatic unfolding of events usually ending in tragedy. Wagner's

musical drama Tristan and Isolde is arguably the clearest expression of Late Romantic grand

opera.

Key Points:

1. Music in the Late Romantic Era

Early Romantics sought transcendence, an escape from the banality and ugliness of life in

the newly industrialized cities, and Romantic art became their refuge. By the end of the

19th century, the sentimental and nostalgic aspect of Romanticism had become part of the

middle class sentimentalities. The sources of late Romantic music were mainly Wagner

and the late Beethoven. The works of the era tended to be vast in terms of time and the

musical forces required for their performance. The vast scale and emotional impact of

Richard Wagner's musical dramas seemed to transport this new "romantic" middle class

into a world of myth, romance, and heroic purpose. However, the Wagnerian effects began

to pale with time, and those Late Romantic composers who followed Wagner faced an

increasingly jaded public, one that required of them ever more powerful effects, and even

more potent programs.
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Although Bruckner was born during the late Romantic age, he had almost nothing in

common with it. Instead Bruckner had revitalized the style of the Baroque or even late

Renaissance. Bruckner's attraction to the Baroque era, according to Derek Watson, "is

echoed in the primitive lustre of his brass writings, the boldness and width of his designs,

and the naive joy in polyphony that is magnificently conveyed in all the larger mature

sacred works and which finds its symphonic culmination in the finale of Symphony No.

5."1

Unfortunately, Bruckner's symphonies had "been emblazoned on the shields of Wagner."2

Critics and interpreters of the time did not realize Bruckner's uniqueness. However,

Bruckner cannot be called a Wagnerian. While he worshipped the "Master," Bruckner did

not follow Wagner's artistic theories and his music is rather un-Wagnerian in spirit.

Unfortunately, Bruckner's personality caused him to be persuaded by colleagues and

pupils to change his symphonies and many of Bruckner's friends used Bruckner's music in

the "war" against Brahms. Consequently, Bruckner's symphonies were altered because

they were not "Wagnerian" enough.

2. Richard Wagner 1813-1883

Richard Wagner was one of the most important and ingenious composers of all time. He

was also one of the most controversial. Known for his contribution to the genre of opera,

Wagner is a giant of creative expression. He believed it was his destiny to create the work

of art of the future and tried inexhaustibly to create Gesamtkunstwerk, total work of art,

which united all artistic forms, including music, poetry, dance, painting, and drama.

Wagner was born on May 22, 1813, in Leipzig, Germany, into a family of actors, singers,

painters, and writers. He composed a symphony at the age of 19. When Wagner went to

Paris, he met composers such as Meyerbeer, Berlioz, and Liszt. Because of his

participation in the May Revolution in Germany, he was banished from his home country.

Wagner eventually married Franz Liszt's daughter, Cosima. The two moved to Bayreuth

where they were to await the construction of the Festival Theater intended to solely

perform Wagner's works. Wagner died in Venice on February 13, 1883.

Wagner's revolutionary approach to music was based in his belief that music must be the

handmaid of the drama. Wagner believed that all things German were great and that his
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work could unify Germany culturally and politically. Wagner's operas break with the

traditional structure of arias and recitatives. Instead, his operas contain endless melodic

and dramatic lines, both in the vocal and orchestral components of the work. Wagner used

leitmotivs, or leading motives, to represent characters, scenes, ideas, and themes

throughout the opera. All of Richard Wagner's famous works are operas. In 1834 he

completed his first opera, Die Feen (The Fairies). In 1840 he completed Rienzi, and a year

later he finished Der fliegende Hollander (The Flying Dutchman). Wagner is most famous

for his monumental work Der Ring des Nibelungen, a four-part operatic cycle which

contains over 15 hours of music. The components of The Ring are Das Rheingold, Die

Walkure, Siegfried, and Gotterdammerung. Others of his works include Tannhauser,

Lohengrin, Tristan und Isolde, Die Meistersinger von Nurnberg, and Parsifal. As a whole,

Wagner's works are epic, concerning myth, gods and goddess, and very long.

3. Background of Romantic Music

Romantic music is related to romanticism in literature, visual arts, and philosophy, though

the conventional time periods used in musicology are now very different from their

counterparts in the other arts, which define "romantic" as running from the 1780s to the

1840s. The Romanticism movement held that not all truth could be deduced from axioms,

that there were inescapable realities in the world which could only be reached through

emotion, feeling and intuition. Romantic music struggled to increase emotional expression

and power to describe these deeper truths, while preserving or even extending the formal

structures from the classical period.

The vernacular use of the term "romantic music" applies to music which is thought to

evoke a soft mood or dreamy atmosphere. This usage is rooted in the connotations of the

word "romantic" that were established during the period, but not all "Romantic" pieces fit

this description, with some musical romanticism producing strong, harsh sounds for

agitated emotion. Conversely, music that is "romantic" in the modern everyday usage of

the word (that is, relating to the emotion of romantic love) is not necessarily linked to the

Romantic period.

Prior to the nineteenth century, the Age of Enlightenment, with its predilection for

"natural law" and "practical morality" over supernatural religion and metaphysics,

constituted a major shift in attitudes about music and the arts. Music was no longer
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considered a product of divine origin but rather an unnecessary luxury. The spirit of the

Enlightenment was clearly secular with an eye for the egalitarian in all things. Public

concerts, as opposed to private concert events sponsored by wealthy benefactors, were

becoming more prevalent and as a result musical style underwent changes. Music was to

aspire to simplicity and avoid the complexity of contrapuntal devises and the excessive

elaboration and ornamentation that was characteristic of the music in the Baroque period.

4. The French Revolution

The social upheaval of the French Revolution in 1789 and the attitudes it engendered,

specifically the primacy of individual rights, signified another important cultural change

for music and musicians. Beethoven, who was a child of the French Revolution, asserted

that as a creator he had certain rights and was therefore the equal of, or superior to kings,

clergy and nobles. This quasi-megalomania, coupled with anti-social behavior and self-

absorption would become a defining trait among many great artists of the Romantic era.

This attitude attributes great importance to listener of music. Author Charles Williams

states: "The word Romanticism defines an attitude, a manner of receiving

experience."Frederich Nietzsche echoes this saying: "In order for an event to have

greatness two things must come together: The immense understanding of those who cause

it to happen, and the immense understanding of those who experience it." As musicologist

Daniel J. Grout suggests: "In a very general sense, all art may be said to be Romantic; for,

though it may take its materials from everyday life, it transforms them and thus creates a

new world which is necessarily, to a greater or lesser degree, remote from the every day

world."

Ludwig van Beethoven (1770-1827) personified the attitude that music was "a direct

outpouring" of a composer's personality, his individual triumphs and tragedies. This

became a prevalent Romantic notion and the irony here is that as the egalitarian attitudes

of Romanticism (its Zeitgeist) led to the aforementioned anti-social attitudes among

artists; a condition diametrically opposed to the philosophical tenets of antiquity.

That said, certain aspects of Romanticism are akin to the ancient concept of "microcosmic

relatedness," for Romantic art "aspires to immediate times or occasions, to seize eternity,

to reach back into the past or forward into the future, to range over the expanse of the
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world and outward through the cosmos." Romanticism celebrates metaphor, ambiguity,

suggestion, allusion and symbol and as a result, instrumental music, which was shunned

by the early Church, is now favored over music with words due to its "incomparable

power of suggestion" and mystery. The invisible, vibratory world of instrumental music

corresponds to the unseen incorporeal world.

Schopenhauer believed that music was "the very image and incarnation of the innermost

reality of the world, the immediate expression of the universal feelings and impulsions of

life in concrete, definite form." Goethe's observation that " the head is only able to grasp a

work of art in the company of the heart" could stand as defining axiom for the cultural

attitudes of the nineteenth century

5. Musical language

Music theorists of the Romantic era established the concept of tonality to describe the

harmonic vocabulary inherited from the Baroque and Classical periods. Romantic

composers sought to fuse the large structural harmonic planning demonstrated by earlier

masters such as Bach, Haydn, Mozart, and Beethoven with further chromatic innovations,

in order to achieve greater fluidity and contrast, and to meet the needs of longer works.

Chromaticism grew more varied, as did consonance and dissonance and their resolution.

Composers modulated to increasingly remote keys, and their music often prepared the

listener less for these modulations than the music of the classical era. Sometimes, instead

of a pivot chord, a pivot note was used. The properties of the diminished seventh and

related chords, which facilitate modulation to many keys, were also extensively exploited.

Composers such as Beethoven and, later, Richard Wagner expanded the harmonic

language with previously-unused chords, or innovative chord progressions. Much has

been written, for example, about Wagner's 'Tristan chord', found near the opening of

Tristan und Isolde, and its precise harmonic function.

Some Romantic composers analogized music to poetry and its rhapsodic and narrative

structures, while creating a more systematic basis for the composing and performing of

concert music. Music theorists of the Romantic era codified previous practices, such as the

sonata form, while composers extended them. There was an increasing focus on melodies

and themes, as well as an explosion in the composition of songs. The emphasis on melody
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found expression in the increasingly extensive use of cyclic form, which was an important

unifying device for some of the longer pieces that became common during the period.

The greater harmonic elusiveness and fluidity, the longer melodies, poesis as the basis of

expression, and the use of literary inspirations were all present prior to the Romantic

period. However, some composers of the Romantic period adopted them as the central

pursuit of music itself. Romantic composers were also influenced by technological

advances, including an increase in the range and power of the piano and the improved

chromatic abilities and greater projection of the instruments of the symphony orchestra.

6. Non-musical influences

One of the controversies that raged through the Romantic period was the relationship of

music to external texts or sources. While program music was common before the

nineteenth century, the conflict between formal and external inspiration became an

important aesthetic issue for some composers during the Romantic era. During the 1830s

Hector Berlioz's Symphonie Fantastique, which was presented with an extensive program

text, caused many critics and academics to pick up their pens. Prominent among the

detractors was Franois-Joseph Ftis, the head of the newly-founded Brussels Conservatory,

who declared that the work was "not music." Robert Schumann defended the work, but

not the program, saying that bad titles would not hurt good music, but good titles could

not save a bad work. Franz Liszt was one of the prominent defenders of extra-musical

inspiration.

This rift grew, with polemics delivered from both sides. For the supporters of "absolute"

music, formal perfection rested on musical expression that obeys the schematics laid down

in previous works, most notably the sonata form then being codified. To the adherents of

program music, the rhapsodic expression of poetry or some other external text was, itself,

a form. They argued that for the artist to bring his life into a work, the form must follow

the narrative. Both sides used Beethoven as inspiration and justification. The rift was

exemplified by the conflict between followers of Johannes Brahms and Richard Wagner:

Brahms' disciples took him to be a pinnacle of absolute music, while Wagnerites put their

faith in the poetic "substance" shaping the harmonic and melodic flow of his music.
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Examples of music inspired by literary and artistic sources include Liszt's Faust

Symphony, Dante Symphony, his symphonic poems and his Annees de Pelerinage,

Tchaikovsky's Manfred Symphony, Mahler's First Symphony (based on the novel Titan),

and the tone poems of Richard Strauss. Schubert included material from his Lieder in

some of his extended works, and others, such as Liszt, transcribed opera arias and songs

for solo instrumental performance.

7. Nineteenth-century opera

In opera, the forms for individual numbers that had been established in classical and

baroque opera were more loosely used. By the time Wagner's operas were performed,

arias, choruses, recitatives and ensemble pieces often cannot easily be distinguished from

each other in the continuous, through-composed music.

The decline of castrati led to the heroic leading role in many operas being ascribed to the

tenor voice. The chorus was often given a more important role.

In France, operas such as Bizet's Carmen are typical, but towards the end of the Romantic

period, verismo opera became popular, particularly in Italy. It depicted realistic, rather

than historical or mythological, subjects.

8. Late Romantic Era (1850-1910)

As the nineteenth century moved into its second half, many social, political and economic

changes set in motion in the post-Napoleonic period became entrenched. Railways and the

electric telegraph bound the European world ever closer together. The nationalism that had

been an important strain of early nineteenth century Romantic music became formalized

by political and linguistic means. Literature for the middle classes became the publishing

norm, including the rise of the novel as the primary literary form.

In the previous 50 years numerous innovations in instrumentation, including the double

escarpment piano action, the valved wind instrument, and the chin rest for violins and

violas, were no longer novelties but requirements. The dramatic increase in musical

education brought a still wider sophisticated audience, and many composers took

advantage of the greater regularity of concert life, and the greater financial and technical

resources available. These changes brought an expansion in the sheer number of
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symphonies, concerti and "tone poems" which were composed, and the number of

performances in the opera seasons in Paris, London and Italy. The establishment of

conservatories and universities also created centers where musicians could forge stable

teaching careers, rather than relying on their own entrepreneurship.

During this late Romantic period, some composers created styles and forms associated

with their national folk cultures. The notion that there were "German" and "Italian" styles

had long been established in writing on music, but the late nineteenth century saw the rise

of a nationalist Russian style (Glinka, Mussorgsky, Rimsky-Korsakov, Tchaikovsky and

Borodin), and also Czech, Finnish and French nationalist styles of composition. Some

composers were expressly nationalistic in their objectives, seeking to rediscover their

country's national identity in the face of occupation or oppression, as did for example the

Bohemian Bedřich Smetana and the Finnish Jean Sibelius or the Czech Antonn Dvořk

9. Romanticism in the twentieth century

Many composers born in the nineteenth century continued to compose in a Romantic style

well into the twentieth century, including Sergei Rachmaninoff, Giacomo Puccini and

Richard Strauss. In addition, many composers who would later be identified as musical

modernists composed works in Romantic styles early in their career, including Igor

Stravinsky with his The Firebird ballet, Arnold Schoenberg with Gurrelieder, and Bla

Bartk with Bluebeard's Castle.

The vocabulary and structure of the music of the late 19th century were no mere relics;

composers including Ralph Vaughan Williams, Erich Wolfgang Korngold, Berthold

Goldschmidt and Sergei Prokofiev continued to compose works in recognizably Romantic

styles after 1950. While new tendencies such as neo-classicism and atonal music

challenged the preeminence of the Romantic style, the desire to use a tonally-centered

chromatic vocabulary remained present in major works. Samuel Barber, Benjamin Britten,

Gustav Holst, Dmitri Shostakovich, Malcolm Arnold and Arnold Bax drew frequently

from musical Romanticism in their works, and did not consider themselves old-fashioned.

Musical romanticism reached a rhetorical and artistic nadir around 1960: it seemed as if

the future lay with avant garde styles of composition, or with neo-classicism of some kind.

While Hindemith moved back to a style more recognizably rooted in romanticism, most
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composers moved in the other direction. Only in the conservative academic hierarchy of

the USSR and China did it seem that musical romanticism had a place. However, by the

late 1960's, a revival of music using the surface of musical romanticism began. Composers

such as George Rochberg switched from serialism to models drawn from Gustav Mahler,

a project which found him the company of Nicholas Maw and David DelTredici. This

movement is described as Neo-Romanticism, and includes works such as John

Corigliano's First Symphony.

Another area where the Romantic style has survived, and even flourished, is in film

scoring. Many of the early migres escaping from Nazi Germany were Jewish composers

who had studied, or even studied under, Gustav Mahler's disciples in Vienna. Max

Steiner's lush score for the film, Gone with the Wind provides an example of the use of

Wagnerian leitmotifs and Mahlerian orchestration. The "Golden Age of Hollywood" film

music rested heavily on the work of composers such as Korngold and Steiner as well as

Franz Waxman and Alfred Newman. The next generation of film composers, Alex North,

John Williams, and Elmer Bernstein drew on this tradition to write some of the most

familiar orchestral music of the late twentieth century.

Topic : Nationalism

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Discuss the Background and problems

 Discuss the Issues related to Nationalism

 Discuss the Origins

 Discuss the Civic nationalism

 Discuss the Opposition and critique

Definition/Overview:

The topic discusses that ideology, a sentiment, a form of culture, or a social movement that

focuses on the nation. While there is significant debate over the historical origins of nations,

nearly all specialists accept that nationalism, at least as an ideology and social movement, is a

modern phenomenon originating in Europe. Precisely where and when it emerged is difficult
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to determine, but its development is closely related to that of the modern state and the push

for popular sovereignty that came to a head with the French Revolution in the late 18th

century. Since that time, nationalism has become one of the most significant political and

social forces in history, perhaps most notably as a major influence or cause of World War I

and especially World War II due to the rise of fascism, a radical and authoritarian nationalist

ideology.

Key Points:

1. Background and problems

Specific examples of nationalism are extremely diverse since many types, forms, and

origins exist. The theory of nationalism has always been complicated by this background,

and by the intrusion of nationalist ideology into the theory. There are also national

differences in the theory of nationalism, since people define nationalism on the basis of

their local experience. Theory (and media coverage) may overemphasize conflicting

nationalist movements, and war - diverting attention from many general theoretical

issues; for instance, the characteristics of nation-states.

2. Issues

The first studies of nationalism were generally historical accounts of nationalist

movements. At the end of the 19th century, Marxists and other socialists (such as Rosa

Luxemburg) produced political analyses that were critical of the nationalist movements

then active in central and eastern Europe (though a variety of other contemporary

socialists and communists, from Lenin (a communist) to Jzef Piłsudski (a socialist), were

more sympathetic to national self-determination). Most sociological theories of

nationalism date from after the Second World War. Some nationalism theory is about

issues which concern nationalists themselves, such as who belongs to the nation and who

does not, as well as the precise meaning of 'belonging'.

3. Origins

Recent general theory has looked at underlying issues, and above all the question of

which came first, nations or nationalism. Nationalist activists see themselves as

representing a pre-existing nation, and the primordialist theory of nationalism agrees. It
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sees nations, or at least ethnic groups, as a social reality dating back twenty thousand

years.

The modernist theories imply that until around 1800, almost no-one had more than local

loyalties. National identity and unity were originally imposed from above, by European

states, because they were necessary to modernize economy and society. In this theory,

nationalist conflicts are an unintended side-effect. For example, Ernest Gellner argued

that nations are a by-product of industrialization. Modernization theorists see such things

as the printing press and capitalism as necessary conditions for nationalism.

Unfortunately, this theory falls short of addressing all nationalist efforts, including the

Flemings repulsion of the French in the 14th century, or any nationalist efforts against

empires before 1800.

4. Civic nationalism

Civic or cultural nationalism is focused on cultural rather than hereditary connections

between people. Civic nationalism promotes common cultural values and allows people

different origins to assimilate into the nation.

5. Ethnic nationalism

Ethnic nationalism is based on the hereditary connections of people. Ethnic nationalism

specifically seeks to unite all people of a certain ethnicity heritage together. Ethnic

nationalism does not seek to include people of other ethnicities.

6. Irredentism

Irredentism is a form of nationalism promotes the annexation of territories, which have or

previously had members of the nation residing within them, to a state which composes

most or all of the nation's members.

7. Expansionist nationalism

Expansionist nationalism promoted spreading the nation's members to new territories,

usually on the claimed basis that existing territory which the nation has resided in is too

small or is not able to physically or economically sustain the nation's population.
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8. Ethnocentrism

Nationalism does not necessarily imply a belief in the superiority of one ethnicity over

others, but some people believe that some so-called nationalists support ethnocentric

protectionism or ethnocentric supremacy. Studies have yielded evidence that such

behaviour may be derived from innate preferences in humans from infancy.

In the USA for example, non-indigenous ethnocentric nationalist movements exist for

both so-called "black" and "white" peoples. These forms of "nationalism" often promote

or glorify foreign nations that they believe can serve as an example for their own nation,

see Anglophilia or Afrocentrism.

Explicit biological race theory was influential from the end of the 19th century.

Nationalist and Fascist movements in the first half of the 20th century often appealed to

these theories. The National Socialist ideology was amongst the most comprehensively

"racial" ideologies: the concept of "race" influenced aspects of policy in Nazi Germany.

In the 21st century the term "race" is no longer regarded by many people as a meaningful

term to describe the range of human phenotype clusters; the term ethnocentrism is a more

accurate and meaningful term. Ethnic cleansing is often seen as both a nationalist and

ethnocentrist phenomenon. It is part of nationalist logic that the state is reserved for one

nation, but not all nationalist nation-states expel their minorities.

9. Opposition and critique

Nationalism is sometimes an extremely assertive ideology, making far-reaching, if

sometimes justified, demands, including the disappearance of entire states. It has attracted

vehement opposition. Much of the early opposition to nationalism was related to its

geopolitical ideal of a separate state for every nation. The classic nationalist movements

of the 19th century rejected the very existence of the multi-ethnic empires in Europe. This

resulted in severe repression by the (generally autocratic) governments of those empires.

That tradition of secessionism, repression, and violence continues, although by now a

large nation typically confronts a smaller nation. Even in that early stage, however, there

was an ideological critique of nationalism. That has developed into several forms of anti-

nationalism in the western world. The Islamic revival of the 20th century also produced

an Islamic critique of the nation-state.
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In the liberal political tradition there is widespread criticism of nationalism as a

dangerous force and a cause of conflict and war between nation-states. Nationalism has

often been exploited to encourage citizens to partake in the nations conflicts. Such

examples include The Great War and World War Two, where nationalism was a key

component of propaganda material. Liberals do not generally dispute the existence of the

nation-states. The liberal critique also emphasizes individual freedom as opposed to

national identity, which is by definition collective (see collectivism).

The pacifist critique of nationalism also concentrates on the violence of nationalist

movements, the associated militarism, and on conflicts between nations inspired by

jingoism or chauvinism. National symbols and patriotic assertiveness are in some

countries discredited by their historical link with past wars, especially in Germany.

Famous pacifist Bertrand Russell criticizes nationalism of diminishing individual's

capacity to judge his or hers fatherland's foreign policy. Likewise George Orwell, though

not a pacifist himself, has stated that "The nationalist not only does not disapprove of

atrocities committed by his own side, but he has a remarkable capacity for not even

hearing about them." William Blum has said this in other words: "If love is blind,

patriotism has lost all five senses"[page number needed]

The anti-racist critique of nationalism concentrates on the attitudes to other nations, and

especially on the doctrine that the nation-state exists for one national group, to the

exclusion of others. It emphasizes the chauvinism and xenophobia that have often

resulted from nationalist sentiment

Political movements of the left have often been suspicious of nationalism, again without

necessarily seeking the disappearance of the existing nation-states. Marxism has been

ambiguous towards the nation-state, and in the late 19th century some Marxist theorists

rejected it completely. For some Marxists the world revolution implied a global state (or

global absence of state); for others it meant that each nation-state had its own revolution.

A significant event in this context was the failure of the social-democratic and socialist

movements in Europe to mobilize a cross-border workers' opposition to World War I. At

present most, but certainly not all, left-wing groups accept the nation-state, and see it as

the political arena for their activities.
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In the Western world the most comprehensive current ideological alternative to

nationalism is cosmopolitanism. Ethical cosmopolitanism rejects one of the basic ethical

principles of nationalism: that humans owe more duties to a fellow member of the nation,

than to a non-member. It rejects such important nationalist values as national identity and

national loyalty. However, there is also a political cosmopolitanism, which has a

geopolitical program to match that of nationalism: it seeks some form of world state, with

a world government. Very few people openly and explicitly support the establishment of

a global state, but political cosmopolitanism has influenced the development of

international criminal law, and the erosion of the status of national sovereignty. In turn,

nationalists are deeply suspicious of cosmopolitan attitudes, which they equate with

eradication of diverse national cultures.

While internationalism in the cosmopolitanist context by definition implies cooperation

among nations and states, and therefore the existence of nations, proletarian

internationalism is different, in that it calls for the international working class to follow its

brethren in other countries irrespective of the activities or pressures of the national

government of a particular sector of that class. Meanwhile, most (but not all) anarchists

reject nation-states on the basis of self-determination of the majority social class, and thus

reject nationalism. Instead of nations, anarchists usually advocate the creation of

cooperative societies based on free association and mutual aid without regard to ethnicity

or race.

Topic : Impressionism

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Discuss its Overview

 Discuss its Beginnings

 Discuss its Content and composition

 Discuss its Impressionist techniques
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Definition/Overview:

The topic discusses that Impressionism was a 19th-century art movement that began as a

loose association of Paris-based artists exhibiting their art publicly in the 1860s. The name of

the movement is derived from the title of a Claude Monet work, Impression, Sunrise

(Impression, soleil levant), which provoked the critic Louis Leroy to coin the term in a satiric

review published in Le Charivari. Characteristics of Impressionist paintings include visible

brush strokes, open composition, emphasis on light in its changing qualities (often

accentuating the effects of the passage of time), and ordinary subject matter, the inclusion of

movement as a crucial element of human perception and experience, and unusual visual

angles. The emergence of Impressionism in the visual arts was soon followed by analogous

movements in other media which became known as Impressionist music and Impressionist

literature.

Impressionism also describes art created in this style, but outside of the late 19th century time

period.

Key Points:

1. Overview

Radicals in their time, early Impressionists broke the rules of academic painting. They

began by giving colours, freely brushed, primacy over line, drawing inspiration from the

work of painters such as Eugne Delacroix. They also took the act of painting out of the

studio and into the modern world. Previously, still lifes and portraits as well as landscapes

had usually been painted indoors. The Impressionists found that they could capture the

momentary and transient effects of sunlight by painting en plein air. Painting realistic

scenes of modern life, they emphasized vivid overall effects rather than details. They used

short, "broken" brush strokes of pure and unmixed colour, not smoothly blended, as was

customary, in order to achieve the effect of intense colour vibration.

2. Beginnings

In an atmosphere of change as Emperor Napoleon III rebuilt Paris and waged war, the

Acadmie des Beaux-Arts dominated the French art scene in the middle of the 19th

century. The Acadmie was the upholder of traditional standards for French painting, both
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in content and style. Historical subjects, religious themes, and portraits were valued

(landscape and still life were not), and the Acadmie preferred carefully finished images

which mirrored reality when examined closely. Colour was somber and conservative, and

the traces of brush strokes were suppressed, concealing the artist's personality, emotions,

and working techniques.

The Acadmie held an annual, juried art show, the Salon de Paris, and artists whose work

displayed in the show won prizes, garnered commissions, and enhanced their prestige.

The standards of the juries reflected the values of the Acadmie, represented by the highly

polished works of such artists as Jean-Lon Grme and Alexandre Cabanel. Some younger

artists painted in a lighter and brighter manner than painters of the preceding generation,

extending further the realism of Gustave Courbet and the Barbizon school. They were

more interested in painting landscape and contemporary life than in recreating scenes

from history. Each year, they submitted their art to the Salon, only to see the juries reject

their best efforts in favour of trivial works by artists working in the approved style. A

core group of young realists, Claude Monet, Pierre-Auguste Renoir, Alfred Sisley, and

Frdric Bazille, who had studied under Charles Gleyre, became friends and often painted

together. They soon were joined by Camille Pissarro, Paul Czanne, and Armand

Guillaumin.

Among the artists of the core group (minus Bazille, who had died in the Franco-Prussian

War in 1870), defections occurred as Czanne, followed later by Renoir, Sisley, and

Monet, abstained from the group exhibitions in order to submit their works to the Salon.

Disagreements arose from issues such as Guillaumin's membership in the group,

championed by Pissarro and Czanne against opposition from Monet and Degas, who

thought him unworthy. Degas invited Mary Cassatt to display her work in the 1879

exhibition, but he also caused dissention by insisting on the inclusion of Jean-Franois

Raffalli, Ludovic Lepic, and other realists who did not represent Impressionist practices,

leading Monet in 1880 to accuse the Impressionists of "opening doors to first-come

daubers". The group divided over the invitation of Signac and Seurat to exhibit with them

in 1886. Pissarro was the only artist to show at all eight Impressionist exhibitions.

The individual artists saw few financial rewards from the Impressionist exhibitions, but

their art gradually won a degree of public acceptance. Their dealer, Durand-Ruel, played

a major role in this as he kept their work before the public and arranged shows for them in
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London and New York. Although Sisley would die in poverty in 1899, Renoir had a great

Salon success in 1879. Financial security came to Monet in the early 1880s and to

Pissarro by the early 1890s. By this time the methods of Impressionist painting, in a

diluted form, had become commonplace in Salon art.

3. Content and composition

Prior to the Impressionists, other painters, notably such 17th-century Dutch painters as Jan

Steen, had focused on common subjects, but their approaches to composition were

traditional. They arranged their compositions in such a way that the main subject

commanded the viewer's attention. The Impressionists relaxed the boundary between

subject and background so that the effect of an Impressionist painting often resembles a

snapshot, a part of a larger reality captured as if by chance. Photography was gaining

popularity, and as cameras became more portable, photographs became more candid.

Photography inspired Impressionists to capture the moment, not only in the fleeting lights

of a landscape, but in the day-to-day lives of people.

The rise of the impressionist movement can be seen in part as a reaction by artists to the

newly established medium of photography. The taking of fixed or still images challenged

painters by providing a new medium with which to capture reality. Initially photography's

presence seemed to undermine the artist's depiction of nature and their ability to mirror

reality. Both portrait and landscape paintings were deemed somewhat deficient and

lacking in truth as photography "produced lifelike images much more efficiently and

reliably".

In spite of this, photography actually inspired artists to pursue other means of artistic

expression, and rather than competing with photography to emulate reality, artists focused

"on the one thing they could inevitably do better than the photograph by further

developing into an art form its very subjectivity in the conception of the image, the very

subjectivity that photography eliminated". The Impressionists sought to express their

perceptions of nature, rather than create exacting reflections or mirror images of the world.

This allowed artists to subjectively depict what they saw with their "tacit imperatives of

taste and conscience". Photography encouraged painters to exploit aspects of the painting

medium, like colour, which photography then lacked; "the Impressionists were the first to

consciously offer a subjective alternative to the photograph".
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4. Impressionist techniques

French painters who prepared the way for Impressionism include the Romantic colourist

Eugne Delacroix, the leader of the realists Gustave Courbet, and painters of the Barbizon

school such as Thodore Rousseau. The Impressionists learned much from the work of

Jean-Baptiste-Camille Corot and Eugne Boudin, who painted from nature in a style that

was close to Impressionism, and who befriended and advised the younger artists.

Impressionists took advantage of the mid-century introduction of premixed paints in lead

tubes (resembling modern toothpaste tubes) which allowed artists to work more

spontaneously, both outdoors and indoors. Previously, painters made their own paints

individually, by grinding and mixing dry pigment powders with linseed oil, which were

then stored in animal bladders.

In Section 4 of this course you will cover these topics:
Modernism And Post-Modernism

Stravinsky: Into The Twentieth Century

Expressionism: Atonal Music

Neoclassicism: Mainstream Music

Experimental And Technological Music

Classical Music In North America

Topic : Modernism And Post-Modernism

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Discuss the Reaction to modernism

 Discuss History of the term

 Discuss the Influence and distinction from pos-tmodernity

 Discuss the usage and extent of the concept of postmodernism

 Discuss Development of postmodernism

 Discuss the Turn of the century

 Discuss the Modernism after World War II (The visual and performing arts)
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Definition/Overview:

The topic discusses that Postmodernism literally means 'after the modernist movement'.

While "modern" itself refers to something "related to the present", the movement of

modernism and the following reaction of postmodernism are defined by a set of perspectives.

It is used in critical theory to refer to a point of departure for works of literature, drama,

architecture, cinema and design, as well as in marketing and business and the interpretation of

history, law and culture in the late 20th century.

Postmodernism is an aesthetic, literary, political or social philosophy, which was the basis of

the attempt to describe a condition, or a state of being, or something concerned with changes

to institutions and conditions (as in Giddens, 1990) as post-modernity. In other words,

postmodernism is the "cultural and intellectual phenomenon", especially since the 1920s' new

movements in the arts, while post-modernity focuses on social and political out workings and

innovations globally, especially since the 1960s in the West.

The Compact Oxford English Dictionary refers to postmodernism as "a style and concept in

the arts characterized by distrust of theories and ideologies and by the drawing of attention to

conventions." The term postmodern is described by Merriam-Webster as meaning either "of,

relating to, or being an era after a modern one" or "of, relating to, or being any of various

movements in reaction to modernism that are typically characterized by a return to traditional

materials and forms (as in architecture) or by ironic self-reference and absurdity (as in

literature)", or finally "of, relating to, or being a theory that involves a radical reappraisal of

modern assumptions about culture, identity, history, or language".

The American Heritage Dictionary describes the meaning of the same term as "Of or relating

to art, architecture, or literature that reacts against earlier modernist principles, as by

reintroducing traditional or classical elements of style or by carrying modernist styles or

practices to extremes: It [a roadhouse] is so architecturally interesting with its postmodern

wooden booths and sculptural clock

Modernism, in its broadest definition, is modern thought, character, or practice. More

specifically, the term describes both a set of cultural tendencies and an array of associated

cultural movements, originally arising from wide-scale and far-reaching changes to Western

society in the late nineteenth and early twentieth century. The term encompasses the activities
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and output of those who felt the "traditional" forms of art, architecture, literature, religious

faith, social organization and daily life were becoming outdated in the new economic, social

and political conditions of an emerging fully industrialized world.

Modernism rejected the lingering certainty of Enlightenment thinking, and also that of the

existence of a compassionate, all-powerful Creator. This is not to say that all Modernists or

Modernist movements rejected either religion or all aspects of Enlightenment thought, rather

that Modernism can be viewed as a questioning of the axioms of the previous age.

A salient characteristic of Modernism is self-consciousness. This often led to experiments

with form, and work that draws attention to the processes and materials used (and to the

further tendency of abstraction). The poet Ezra Pound's paradigmatic injunction was to

"Make it new!" However, the break from the past was not a clean break. Pound's phrase

identified one Modernist objective, even as T.S. Eliot emphasized the relation of the artist to

tradition

Key Points:

1. Reaction to modernism

Postmodernism was originally a reaction to modernism. Largely influenced by the

Western European "disillusionment" induced by World War II, postmodernism tends to

refer to a cultural, intellectual, or artistic state lacking a clear central hierarchy or

organizing principle and embodying extreme complexity, contradiction, ambiguity,

diversity, interconnectedness or interreferentiality, in a way that is often indistinguishable

from a parody of itself. It has given rise to charges of fraudulence.

Post-modernity is a derivative referring to non-art aspects of history that were influenced

by the new movement, namely developments in society, economy and culture since the

1960s. When the idea of a reaction or rejection of modernism was borrowed by other

fields, it became synonymous in some contexts with post-modernity. The term is closely

linked with post-structuralism (cf. Michel Foucault) and with modernism, in terms of a

rejection of its bourgeois, elitist culture.
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2. History of the term

The term was first used around the 1870s in various areas. For example, John Watkins

Chapman avowed "a postmodern style of painting" to get beyond French Impressionism

Then, J.M.Thompson, in his 1914 article in The Hibbert Journal (a quarterly

philosophical review), used it to describe changes in attitudes and beliefs in the critique of

religion: "The raison d'etre of Post-Modernism is to escape from the double-mindedness

of Modernism by being thorough in its criticism by extending it to religion as well as

theology, to Catholic feeling as well as to Catholic tradition" ('Post-Modernism,

J.M.Thompson, The Hibbert Journal Vol XII No.4 July 1914 p.733).

In 1917 Rudolf Pannwitz used the term to describe a philosophically oriented culture.

Pannwitz's idea of post-modernism came from Nietzsche's analysis of modernity and its

ends of decadence and nihilism. Overcoming the modern human would be the post-

human. But, contrary to Nietzsche, Pannwitz also includes nationalist and mythical

elements.

It was used later in 1926 by B.I.Bell in his "Postmodernism & other Ess." In 1925 and

1921 it had been used to describe new forms of art and music. In 1942 H. R. Hays used it

for a new literary form but as a general theory of a historical movement it was first used

in 1939 by the historian Arnold J. Toynbee: "Our own Post-Modern Age has been

inaugurated by the general war of 1914-1918."

In 1949 it was used to describe dissatisfaction with modern architecture, leading to the

postmodern architecture movement. Postmodernism in architecture is marked by the re-

emergence of surface ornament, reference to surrounding buildings in urban architecture,

historical reference in decorative forms, and non-orthogonal angles. It may be a response

to the modernist architectural movement known as the International Style.

The term was applied to a whole host of movements, many in art, music, and literature,

that reacted against modernism, and are typically marked by revival of traditional

elements and techniques. Walter Truett Anderson identifies postmodernism as one of four

world views. These four worldviews are the postmodern-ironist, which sees the truth as

socially constructed, the scientific-rational in which truth is found through methodical,

disciplined inquiry, the social-traditional in which truth is found in the heritage of
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American and Western civilisation and the neo-romantic in which truth is found either

through attaining harmony with nature and/or spiritual exploration of the inner self.

3. Influence and distinction from postmodernity

Postmodernist ideas in philosophy and analysis of culture and society expanded the

importance of critical theory and has been the point of departure for works of literature,

architecture, and design, as well as being visible in marketing/business and the

interpretation of history, law and culture, starting in the late 20th century. These

developments re-evaluation of the entire Western value system (love, marriage, popular

culture, shift from industrial to a service economy) that took place since 1950's and

1960's, with a peak in the Social Revolution of 1968 are described with the term

postmodernity, as opposed to postmodernism, a term referring to an opinion or

movement. Whereas something being "postmodernist" would make it part of the

movement, its being "postmodern" would place it in the period of time since the 1950s,

making it a part of contemporary history.

Notwithstanding the foregoing distinctions, both terms can be synonymous and

interchangeable in common parlance, given the fluidity and ongoing evolution of their

definitions.

4. The usage and extent of the concept of postmodernism

Whether postmodernism is seen as a critical concept or merely a buzzword, one cannot

deny its range. Dick Hebdige, in his Hiding in the Light illustrates this: When it becomes

possible for a people to describe as postmodern the dcor of a room, the design of a

building, the diegesis of a film, the construction of a record, or a scratch video, a

television commercial, or an arts documentary, or the intertextual relations between them,

the layout of a page in a fashion magazine or critical journal, an anti-teleological

tendency within epistemology, the attack on the metaphysics of presence a general

attenuation of feeling, the collective chagrin and morbid projections of a post-War

generation of baby boomers confronting disillusioned middle-age, the predicament of

reflexitivity, a group of rhetorical tropes, a proliferation of surfaces, a new phase in

commodity fetishism, a fascination for images, codes and styles, a process of cultural,

political or existential fragmentation and/or crisis, the de-centring of the subject, an
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incredulity towards metanarratives, the replacement of unitary power axes by a plurality

of power/discourse formations, the implosion of meaning, the collapse of cultural

hierarchies, the dread engendered by the threat of nuclear self-destruction, the decline of

the university, the functioning and effects of the new miniaturised technologies, broad

societal and economic shifts into a media, consumer or multinational phase, a sense

(depending on who you read) of placelessness or abandonment of placelessness (critical

regionalism) or (even) a generalised substitution of spatial for temporal coordinates: when

it becomes possible to describe all these things as postmodern (or more simply using a

current abbreviation as post or very post) then its clear we are in the presence of a

buzzword.

5. Development of postmodernism

The movement of Postmodernism began with architecture, as a reactionary movement

against the perceived blandness and hostility present in the Modern movement. Modern

Architecture as established and developed by masters such as Walter Gropius and Philip

Johnson was focused on the pursuit of an ideal perfection, harmony of form and function

and dismissal of frivolous ornament. Critics of modernism argued that the attributes of

perfection and minimalism themselves were subjective, and pointed out anachronisms in

modern thought and questioned the benefits of its philosophy. Definitive postmodern

architecture such as the work of Michael Graves rejects the notion of a 'pure' form or

'perfect' architectonic detail, instead conspicuously drawing from all methods, materials,

forms and colors available to architects. Postmodern architecture began the reaction

against the almost totalitarian qualities of Modernist thought, favoring personal

preferences and variety over objective, ultimate truths or principles. It is this atmosphere

of criticism, skepticism and subjectivity that defines the postmodern philosophy.

6. Present-day perspectives

Some commentators approach Modernism as an overall socially progressive trend of

thought, that affirms the power of human beings to create, improve, and reshape their

environment, with the aid of practical experimentation, scientific knowledge or

technology. From this perspective, Modernism encouraged the re-examination of every

aspect of existence, from commerce to philosophy, with the goal of finding that which

was 'holding back' progress, and replacing it with new ways of reaching the same end.
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Others focus on Modernism as an aesthetic introspection. This facilitates consideration of

specific reactions to the use of technology in The First World War, and anti-technological

and nihilistic aspects of the works of diverse thinkers and artists spanning the period from

Nietzsche to Samuel Beckett.

7. Turn of the century

In the 1890s a strand of thinking began to assert that it was necessary to push aside

previous norms entirely, instead of merely revising past knowledge in light of current

techniques. The growing movement in art paralleled such developments as the Theory of

Relativity in physics; the increasing integration of the internal combustion engine and

industrialization; and the increased role of the social sciences in public policy. It was

argued that, if the nature of reality itself was in question, and if restrictions which had

been in place around human activity were falling, then art, too, would have to radically

change. Thus, in the first fifteen years of the twentieth century a series of writers,

thinkers, and artists made the break with traditional means of organizing literature,

painting, and music.

Powerfully influential in this wave of modernity were the theories of Sigmund Freud and

Ernst Mach, who argued, beginning in the 1880s, that the mind had a fundamental

structure, and that subjective experience was based on the interplay of the parts of the

mind. All subjective reality was based, according to Freud's ideas, on the play of basic

drives and instincts, through which the outside world was perceived. Ernst Mach

developed a well-known philosophy of science, often called "positivism", according to

which the relations of objects in nature were not guaranteed but only known through a

sort of mental shorthand. This represented a break with the past, in that previously it was

believed that external and absolute reality could impress itself, as it was, on an individual,

as, for example, in John Locke's empiricism, with the mind beginning as a tabula rasa.

Freud's description of subjective states, involving an unconscious mind full of primal

impulses and counterbalancing self-imposed restrictions, was combined by Carl Jung

with a belief in natural essence to stipulate a collective unconscious that was full of basic

typologies that the conscious mind fought or embraced. Jung's view suggested that

people's impulses towards breaking social norms were not the product of childishness or

ignorance, but were instead essential to the nature of the human animal, the ideas of

Darwin having already introduced the concept of "man, the animal" to the public mind.
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Friedrich Nietzsche championed a philosophy in which forces, specifically the 'Will to

power', were more important than facts or things. Similarly, the writings of Henri

Bergson championed the vital 'life force' over static conceptions of reality. What united

all these writers was a romantic distrust of the Victorian positivism and certainty. Instead

they championed, or, in the case of Freud, attempted to explain, irrational thought

processes through the lens of rationality and holism. This was connected with the century-

long trend to thinking in terms of holistic ideas, which would include an increased interest

in the occult, and "the vital force".

Out of this collision of ideals derived from Romanticism, and an attempt to find a way for

knowledge to explain that which was as yet unknown, came the first wave of works,

which, while their authors considered them extensions of existing trends in art, broke the

implicit contract that artists were the interpreters and representatives of bourgeois culture

and ideas. These "modernist" landmarks include Arnold Schoenberg's atonal ending to his

Second String Quartet in 1908, the expressionist paintings of Wassily Kandinsky starting

in 1903 and culminating with his first abstract painting and the founding of the Blue

Rider group in Munich in 1911, and the rise of cubism from the work of Picasso and

Georges Braque in 1908.

8. Modernism after World War II (The visual and performing arts)

In Britain and America, Modernism as a literary movement is generally considered to be

relevant up to the early 1930s, and "Modernist" is rarely used to describe authors

prominent after 1945. This is somewhat true for all areas of culture, with the exception of

the visual and performing arts.

The Post war period left the capitals of Europe in upheaval with an urgency to

economically and physically rebuild and to politically regroup. In Paris (the former center

of European culture and the former capital of the art world) the climate for art was a

disaster. Important collectors, dealers, and modernist artists, writers, and poets had fled

Europe for New York and America. The Surrealists, and modern artists from every

cultural center of Europe had fled the onslaught of the Nazis for safe haven in the United

States. Many of those that didn't flee perished. A few artists, notably Pablo Picasso, Henri

Matisse, and Pierre Bonnard, remained in France and survived.
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The 1940s in New York City heralded the triumph of American Abstract expressionism, a

modernist movement that combined lessons learned from Henri Matisse, Pablo Picasso,

Surrealism, Joan Mir, Cubism, Fauvism, and early Modernism via great teachers in

America like Hans Hofmann and John D. Graham. American artists benefited from the

presence of Piet Mondrian, Fernand Lger, Max Ernst and the Andr Breton group, Pierre

Matisse's gallery, and Peggy Guggenheim's gallery The Art of This Century, as well as

other factors.

9. Pop Art

In 1962 the Sidney Janis Gallery mounted The New Realists the first major Pop Art group

exhibition in an uptown art gallery in New York City. Sidney Janis mounted the

exhibition in a 57th Street storefront near his gallery at 15 E. 57th Street. The show sent

shockwaves through the New York School and reverberated worldwide. Earlier in

England in 1958 the term "Pop Art" was used by Lawrence Alloway to describe paintings

that celebrated consumerism of the post World War II era. This movement rejected

Abstract expressionism and its focus on the hermeneutic and psychological interior, in

favor of art which depicted, and often celebrated material consumer culture, advertising,

and iconography of the mass production age. The early works of David Hockney and the

works of Richard Hamilton and Eduardo Paolozzi were considered seminal examples in

the movement. While in the downtown scene in New York's East Village 10th Street

galleries artists were formulating an American version of Pop Art. Claes Oldenburg had

his storefront, and the Green Gallery on 57th Street began to show Tom Wesselmann and

James Rosenquist. Later Leo Castelli exhibited other American artists, including Andy

Warhol and Roy Lichtenstein for most of their careers. There is a connection between the

radical works of Marcel Duchamp and Man Ray, the rebellious Dadaists with a sense of

humor, and Pop Artists like Claes Oldenburg, Andy Warhol, and Roy Lichtenstein, whose

paintings reproduce the look of Benday dots, a technique used in commercial

reproduction.

10. Goals of the movement

Many modernists believed that by rejecting tradition they could discover radically new

ways of making art. Arnold Schoenberg believed that by rejecting traditional tonal

harmony, the hierarchical system of organizing works of music which had guided music
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making for at least a century and a half, and perhaps longer, he had discovered a wholly

new way of organizing sound, based in the use of twelve-note rows (See Twelve-tone

technique). Abstract artists, taking as their examples the Impressionists, as well as Paul

Czanne and Edvard Munch, began with the assumption that color and shape formed the

essential characteristics of art, not the depiction of the natural world. Wassily Kandinsky,

Piet Mondrian, and Kazimir Malevich all believed in redefining art as the arrangement of

pure color. The use of photography, which had rendered much of the representational

function of visual art obsolete, strongly affected this aspect of modernism. However,

these artists also believed that by rejecting the depiction of material objects they helped

art move from a materialist to a spiritualist phase of development.

11. Criticisms of modernism

The most controversial aspect of the modern movement was, and remains, its rejection of

tradition. Modernism's stress on freedom of expression, experimentation, radicalism, and

primitivism disregards conventional expectations. In many art forms this often meant

startling and alienating audiences with bizarre and unpredictable effects: the strange and

disturbing combinations of motifs in Surrealism, or the use of extreme dissonance and

atonality in modernist music. In literature this often involved the rejection of intelligible

plots or characterisation in novels, or the creation of poetry that defied clear

interpretation.

The Soviet Communist government rejected modernism after the rise of Stalin on the

grounds of alleged elitism, although it had previously endorsed Futurism and

Constructivism; and the Nazi government in Germany deemed it narcissistic and

nonsensical, as well as "Jewish" and "Negro" (see Anti-semitism). The Nazis exhibited

modernist paintings alongside works by the mentally ill in an exhibition entitled

Degenerate art (Louis A. Sass (Bauer 2004) compares madness, specifically

schizophrenia, and modernism in a less fascist manner by noting their shared disjunctive

narratives, surreal images, and incoherence). Accusations of "formalism" could lead to

the end of a career, or worse. For this reason many modernists of the post-war generation

felt that they were the most important bulwark against totalitarianism, the "canary in the

coal mine", whose repression by a government or other group with supposed authority

represented a warning that individual liberties were being threatened.
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In fact, modernism flourished mainly in consumer/capitalist societies, despite the fact that

its proponents often rejected consumerism itself. However, high modernism began to

merge with consumer culture after World War II, especially during the 1960s. In Britain,

a youth sub-culture even called itself "modernists", though usually shortened to Mods,

following such representative music groups as The Who and The Kinks. The likes of Bob

Dylan, Serge Gainsbourg and The Rolling Stones combined popular musical traditions

with modernist verse, adopting literary devices derived from James Joyce, Samuel

Beckett, James Thurber, T. S. Eliot, Guillaume Apollinaire, Allen Ginsberg, and others.

The Beatles developed along similar lines, creating various modernist musical effects on

several albums, while musicians such as Frank Zappa, Syd Barrett and Captain Beefheart

proved even more experimental. Modernist devices also started to appear in popular

cinema, and later on in music videos. Modernist design also began to enter the

mainstream of popular culture, as simplified and stylized forms became popular, often

associated with dreams of a space age high-tech future.

This merging of consumer and high versions of modernist culture led to a radical

transformation of the meaning of "modernism". Firstly, it implied that a movement based

on the rejection of tradition had become a tradition of its own. Secondly, it demonstrated

that the distinction between elite modernist and mass consumerist culture had lost its

precision. Some writers declared that modernism had become so institutionalized that it

was now "post avant-garde", indicating that it had lost its power as a revolutionary

movement. Many have interpreted this transformation as the beginning of the phase that

became known as Postmodernism. For others, such as, for example, art critic Robert

Hughes, postmodernism represents an extension of modernism.

"Anti-modern" or "counter-modern" movements seek to emphasize holism, connection

and spirituality as being remedies or antidotes to modernism. Such movements see

Modernism as reductionist, and therefore subject to the failure to see systemic and

emergent effects. Many Modernists came to this viewpoint, for example Paul Hindemith

in his late turn towards mysticism. Writers such as Paul H. Ray and Sherry Ruth

Anderson, in The Cultural Creatives (2000), Fredrick Turner in A Culture of Hope and

Lester Brown in Plan B, have articulated a critique of the basic idea of modernism itself

that individual creative expression should conform to the realities of technology. Instead,

they argue, individual creativity should make everyday life more emotionally acceptable.
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In some fields the effects of modernism have remained stronger and more persistent than

in others. Visual art has made the most complete break with its past. Most major capital

cities have museums devoted to 'Modern Art' as distinct from post-Renaissance art (circa

1400 to circa 1900). Examples include the Museum of Modern Art in New York, the Tate

Modern in London, and the Centre Pompidou in Paris. These galleries make no

distinction between modernist and postmodernist phases, seeing both as developments

within 'Modern Art'.

12. Differences between Modernism and Postmodernism

Modernism is an encompassing label for a wide variety of cultural movements.

Postmodernism is essentially a centralized movement that named itself, based on socio-

political theory, although the term is now used in a wider sense to refer to activities from

the 20th Century onwards which exhibit awareness of and reinterpret the modern.

Postmodern theory would assert that the attempt to canonise Modernism "after the fact" is

doomed to undisambiguable contradictions.

In a narrower sense, what was Modernist was not necessarily also Postmodern. Those

elements of Modernism which accentuated the benefits of rationality and socio-

technological progress were only Modernist. In our postmodern world, the two terms are

co-dependent

Topic : Stravinsky: Into The Twentieth Century

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Discuss the 'Russian' Period (c.1908-1919)

 Discuss the Neoclassical Period (c.1920-1954)

 Discuss the Serial Period (1954-1968)

 Discuss the Reception

 Discuss the Recordings
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Definition/Overview:

The topic discusses that Igor Fyodorovich Stravinsky (Russian: Игорь Фёдорович

Стравинский,Igor' Fjodorovič Stravinskij) (17 June [O.S. 5 June] 1882 6 April 1971) was a

Russian-born composer, considered by many to be the most influential composer of 20th

century music. He was a quintessentially cosmopolitan Russian who was named by Time

magazine as one of the 100 most influential people of the century. In addition to the

recognition he received for his compositions, he also achieved fame as a pianist and a

conductor, often at the premieres of his works. Stravinsky's compositional career was notable

for its stylistic diversity. He first achieved international fame with three ballets commissioned

by the impresario Sergei Diaghilev and performed by Diaghilev's Ballets Russes (Russian

Ballets): L'Oiseau de feu ("The Firebird") (1910), Petrushka (1911/1947), and Le Sacre du

printemps ("The Rite of Spring") (1913). The Rite, whose premiere provoked a riot,

transformed the way in which subsequent composers thought about rhythmic structure, and

was largely responsible for Stravinky's enduring reputation as a musical revolutionary,

pushing the boundaries of musical design. After this first Russian phase Stravinsky turned to

neoclassicism in the 1920s. The works from this period tended to make use of traditional

musical forms (concerto grosso, fugue, symphony), frequently concealed a vein of intense

emotion beneath a surface appearance of detachment or austerity, and often paid tribute to the

music of earlier masters, for example J. S. Bach and Tchaikovsky.

Key Points:

1. 'Russian' Period (c.1908-1919)

The first period (excluding some early minor works) began with Feu d'artifice and

achieved prominence with the three ballets composed for Diaghilev. These three works

have several characteristics in common: they are scored for an extremely large orchestra;

they use Russian folk themes and motifs; and they are influenced by Rimsky-Korsakov's

imaginative scoring and instrumentation. They also exhibit considerable stylistic

development: from the L'oiseau de feu, which emphasizes certain tendencies in Rimsky-

Korsakov and features pandiatonicism conspicuously in the third movement, to the use of

polytonality in Petrushka, and the intentionally brutal polyrhythms and dissonances of Le

Sacre du printemps.
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The first of the ballets, L'Oiseau de feu, is noted for its imaginative orchestration, evident

at the outset from the introduction in 12/8 meter, which exploits the low register of the

double bass. Petrushka, the first of Stravinsky's ballets to draw on folk mythology, is also

distinctively scored. In the third ballet, The Rite of Spring, the composer attempted to

depict musically the brutality of pagan Russia, which inspired the violent motifs that recur

throughout the work. To this day its vision of pagan rituals, enacted in an imaginary

ancient Russia continues to dazzle and overwhelm audiences. Once again, Stravinsky's

originality is evident: the opening theme, played on a bassoon at the very top of its

register, has become one of the most famous passages in Western art music, as has the

pulsing syncopated eighth-note motif in the strings, its accents marked by horn.

If Stravinsky's stated intention was "to send them all to hell", then he may have rated the

1913 premiere of Le sacre du printemps as a success: it is among the most famous

classical music riots, and Stravinsky referred to it frequently as a "scandale" in his

autobiography. There were reports of fistfights among the audience, and the need for a

police presence during the second act. The real extent of the tumult, however, is open to

debate, and these reports may be apocryphal.

Stravinsky later commented about the premire of The Rite: "As for the actual

performance, I am not in a position to judge, as I left the auditorium at the first bars of the

prelude, which had at once evoked derisive laughter. I was disgusted. These

demonstrations, at first isolated, soon became general, provoking counter-demonstrations

and very quickly developing into a terrific uproar. During the whole performance I was at

Nijinsky's side in the wings. He was standing on a chair, screaming 'Sixteen, seventeen,

eighteen'--they had their own method of counting to keep time. Naturally the poor

dancers could hear nothing by reason of the row in the auditorium and the sound of their

own dance-steps. I had to hold Nijinsky by his clothes, for he was furious, and ready to

dash on to the stage at any moment and create a scandal. Diaghilev kept ordering the

electricians to turn the lights on or off, hoping in that way to put a stop to the noise. That

is all I can remember about that first performance." Other pieces from this period include:

Le Rossignol (The Nightingale); Renard (1916); Histoire du soldat (The Soldier's Tale)

(1918); and Les Noces (The Wedding) (1923).
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2. Neoclassical Period (c.1920-1954)

The next phase of Stravinsky's compositional style extended from roughly 1920 to about

1954, when he began using serial techniques. Pulcinella (1920) and the Octet (1923) for

wind instruments are Stravinsky's first compositions to feature his re-examination of the

classical music of Mozart and Bach and their contemporaries. For this "neo-classical"

style Stravinsky abandoned the large orchestras demanded by the ballets, and turned

instead largely to wind instruments, the piano, and choral and chamber works.

Other works such as Oedipus Rex (1927), Apollon musagte (1928, for the Russian Ballet)

and the Dumbarton Oaks Concerto (193738) continued this re-thinking of eighteenth-

century musical styles.

Works from this period include the three symphonies: the Symphonie des Psaumes

(Symphony of Psalms) (1930), Symphony in C (1940) and Symphony in Three

Movements (1945). Apollon, Persephone (1933) and Orpheus (1947) exemplify not only

Stravinsky's return to music of the Classical period, but also his exploration of themes

from the ancient Classical world such as Greek mythology.

Stravinsky completed his last neo-classical work, the opera The Rake's Progress, in 1951,

to a libretto by W. H. Auden based on the etchings of Hogarth. It was almost ignored after

it was staged by the Metropolitan Opera in 1953. It was presented by the Santa Fe Opera

in its first season in 1957 with Stravinsky in attendance, and this marked the beginning of

his long association with the company. The music is direct but quirky; it borrows from

classic tonal harmony but also interjects surprising dissonances; it features Stravinsky's

trademark off-rhythms; and it harks back to the operas and themes of Monteverdi, Gluck

and Mozart. The opera was revived by the Metropolitan Opera in 1997.

3. Serial Period (1954-1968)

Stravinsky began using serial compositional techniques, including dodecaphony, the

twelve-tone technique originally devised by Arnold Schoenberg, in the early 1950s (after

Schoenberg's death). Robert Craft encouraged this undertaking. He first experimented

with non-twelve-tone serial technique in small-scale vocal and chamber works such as the

Cantata (1952), Septet (1953), and Three Songs from Shakespeare (1953), and his first
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composition to be fully based on these non-twelve-tone serial techniques is In Memoriam

Dylan Thomas (1954). Agon (195457) is his first work to include a twelve-tone series,

and Canticum Sacrum (1955) is his first piece to contain a movement entirely based on a

tone row ("Surge, aquilo"). Stravinsky later expanded his use of dodecaphony in works

including Threni (1958), A Sermon, a Narrative, and a Prayer (1961), and The Flood

(1962), which are based on biblical texts.

Agon, written from 1954 to 1957, is a ballet choreographed for twelve dancers. It is an

important transitional composition between Stravinsky's neo-classical period and his

serial style. Some numbers of Agon are reminiscent of the "white-note" tonality of his

neo-classic period, while others (for example Bransle Gay) display his re-interpretation of

serial methods.

4. Reception

Erik Satie wrote an article about Igor Stravinsky that was published in Vanity Fair (1922).

Satie had met Stravinsky for the first time in 1910. Satie's attitude towards the Russian

composer is marked by deference, as can be seen from the letters he wrote him in 1922,

preparing for the Vanity Fair article. With a touch of irony, he concluded one of these

letters "I admire you: are you not the Great Stravinsky? I am but little Erik Satie." In the

published article, Satie argued that measuring the "greatness" of an artist by comparing

him to other artists, as if speaking about some "truth", is illusory: every piece of music

should be judged on its own merits, not by comparing it to the standards of other

composers. That was exactly what Jean Cocteau had done, when commenting

deprecatingly on Stravinsky in his 1918 book Le Coq et l'Arlequin.

Composer Constant Lambert described pieces such as Histoire du soldat (The Soldier's

Tale) as containing "essentially cold-blooded abstraction". Lambert continued, "melodic

fragments in Histoire du Soldat are completely meaningless themselves. They are merely

successions of notes that can conveniently be divided into groups of three, five, and seven

and set against other mathematical groups", and he described the cadenza for solo drums

as "musical purity...achieved by a species of musical castration". He compared

Stravinsky's choice of "the drabbest and least significant phrases" to Gertrude Stein's:

"Everyday they were gay there, they were regularly gay there everyday" ("Helen Furr and
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Georgine Skeene", 1922), "whose effect would be equally appreciated by someone with

no knowledge of English whatsoever".

In his book Philosophy of Modern Music (1949), Theodor Adorno called Stravinsky an

acrobat, a civil servant, a tailor's dummy, hebephrenic, psychotic, infantile, fascist, and

devoted to making money.[cite this quote] Part of the composer's error, in Adorno's view,

was his neo-classicism, but more important was his music's "pseudomorphism of

painting," playing off le temps espace (time-space) rather than le temps dure (time-

duration) of Henri Bergson. "One trick characterizes all of Stravinsky's formal endeavors:

the effort of his music to portray time as in a circus tableau and to present time complexes

as though they were spatial. This trick, however, soon exhausts itself." His "rhythmic

procedures closely resemble the schema of catatonic conditions. In certain

schizophrenics, the process by which the motor apparatus becomes independent leads to

infinite repetition of gestures or words, following the decay of the ego." Stravinsky's

reception in Russia and the USSR went back and forth. Performances of his music

stopped from around 1933 until the early 1960s, at which point the official position

became that one must appreciate Stravinsky[ According to Paul Griffiths, The Rake's

Progress "gives justification in terms of human psychology, and of the realities of the

world, for that obsessional need to repeat and return".

While Stravinsky's music has been criticized for its range of styles scholars had,

"gradually begun to perceive unifying elements in Stravinsky's music," by the 1980s

including a, "'seriousness' of 'tone' or of 'purpose'

5. Recordings

Igor Stravinsky found recordings a practical and useful tool in preserving his own

thoughts on the interpretation of his music. As a conductor of his own music, he recorded

primarily for Columbia Records, beginning in 1928 with a performance of the original

suite from The Firebird and concluding in 1967 with the 1945 suite from the same ballet.

In the late 1940s, he made several recordings for RCA Victor at the Republic Studios in

Los Angeles. Although most of his recordings were made with studio musicians, he also

worked with the Chicago Symphony Orchestra, the Cleveland Orchestra, the CBC

Symphony Orchestra, the New York Philharmonic Orchestra, and the Royal Philharmonic

Orchestra. During his lifetime, Stravinsky appeared on several telecasts, including the
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world premiere of The Flood on CBS television. Numerous films and videos of the

composer have been preserved. His associate Robert Craft participated in a documentary,

released on home video, which featured extensive clips of the composer.

Topic : Expressionism: Atonal Music

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Discuss the 1909 Era

 Discuss the 1908-1913 Era

 Discuss the Webern's music Era

 Discuss the Atonality

 Discuss the Free atonality

 Discuss the Strict atonality

Definition/Overview:

The topic discusses that Expressionism is a musical piece of cowpat is notoriously difficult to

exactly define. It is, however, one of the most important movements of 20th Century music.

The central figures of musical expressionism are Arnold Schoenberg and his pupils, Anton

Webern and Alban Berg, the so-called Second Viennese School. The expressionist period can

be associated loosely with Schoenberg's atonal period, which can be found after he finally

rejected tonality, but before he began composing according to the twelve-tone technique,

although the extent to which clear divisions between periods can be made is debatable.

Roughly speaking, musical expressionism can be said to begin with Schoenberg's Second

String Quartet (written 1907-08) in which each of the four movements gets progressively less

tonal. The third movement is arguably atonal and the introduction to the finale is very

chromatic, arguably has no tonal centre, and features a soprano singing "Ich fhle Luft von

anderem Planeten" ("I feel the air of another planet"), taken from a poem by Stefan George.

This may be representative of Schoenberg entering the 'new world' of atonality.

In 1909, Schoenberg composed the one act 'monodrama' Erwartung (Expectation). This is a

thirty minute, highly expressionist work in which atonal music accompanies a musical drama
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centered around a nameless woman. Having stumbled through a disturbing forest, trying to

find her lover, she reaches open countryside. She stumbles across the corpse of her lover near

the house of another woman, and from that point on the drama is purely psychological: the

woman denies what she sees and then worries that it was she who killed him. The plot is

entirely played out from the subjective point of view of the woman, and her emotional

distress is reflected in the music. The plot to Erwartung has some grounding in reality in the

true story of the lunatic Anna O. (real name Bertha Pappenheim). Her sister, Marie, is the

author of the libretto.

Key Points:

1. 1909

In 1909, Schoenberg composed the one act 'monodrama' Erwartung (Expectation). This is

a thirty minute, highly expressionist work in which atonal music accompanies a musical

drama centered around a nameless woman. Having stumbled through a disturbing forest,

trying to find her lover, she reaches open countryside. She stumbles across the corpse of

her lover near the house of another woman, and from that point on the drama is purely

psychological: the woman denies what she sees and then worries that it was she who

killed him. The plot is entirely played out from the subjective point of view of the

woman, and her emotional distress is reflected in the music. The plot to Erwartung has

some grounding in reality in the true story of the lunatic Anna O. (real name Bertha

Pappenheim). Her sister, Marie, is the author of the libretto.

In 1909, Schoenberg completed the Five Orchestral Pieces. These were constructed

freely, based upon the subconscious will, unmediated by the conscious, anticipating the

main shared ideal of the composer's relationship with the painter Wassily Kandinsky. As

such, the works attempt to avoid a recognisable form, although the extent to which they

achieve this is debatable.

2. 1908-1913

Between 1908-1913, Schoenberg was also working on a musical drama, Die Glckliche

Hand. The music is again atonal. The plot begins with an unnamed man, cowered in the

centre of the stage with a beast upon his back. The man's wife has left him for another
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man; he is in anguish. She attempts to return to him, but in his pain he does not see her.

Then, to prove himself, the man goes to a forge, and in a strangely Wagnerian scene

(although not musically), forges a masterpiece, even with the other blacksmiths showing

aggression towards him. The woman returns, and the man implores her to stay with him,

but she kicks a rock upon him, and the final image of the act is of the man once again

cowered with the beast upon his back.

This plot is highly symbolic, written as it was by Schoenberg himself, at around the time

when his wife had left him for a short while for the painter Richard Gerstl. Though by the

time Schoenberg began the work, she had returned, their relationship was far from easy.

The central forging scene is seen as representative of Schoenberg's disappointment at the

negative popular reaction to his works. His desire was to create a masterpiece, as the

protagonist does. Once again, Schoenberg is expressing his real life difficulties. At

around 1911, the painter Wassily Kandinsky wrote a letter to Schoenberg, which initiated

a long lasting friendship and working relationship. The two artists shared a similar

viewpoint, that art should express the subconscious (the 'inner necessity') unfettered by

the conscious. Kandinsky's Concerning The Spiritual In Art (1914) expounds this view.

The two exchanged their own paintings with each other, and Schoenberg contributed

articles to Kandinsky's publication Der Blaue Reiter. This inter-disciplinary relationship

is perhaps the most important relationship in musical expressionism, other than that

between the members of the Second Viennese School. The inter-disciplinary nature of

expressionism found an outlet in Schoenberg's paintings, encouraged by Kandinsky. An

example is the self portrait Red Gaze (see ), in which the red eyes are the window to

Schoenberg's subconscious.

3. Webern's music

Webern's music was close in style to Schoenberg's expressionism for only a short while,

c. 1909-13. His Five Pieces for Orchestra, Op. 10 (1911-13) are an example of his

expressionist output, and might be compared to Schoenberg's Five Orchestral Pieces, Op.

16, composed 1909. Berg's contribution includes his Op. 1 Piano Sonata, and the Four

Songs of Op. 2. His major contribution to the genre, however, is the opera Wozzeck,

composed between 1914-25, a very late addition to the genre. The opera is highly

expressionist in subject material in that it expresses mental anguish and suffering and is

not objective, presented, as it is, largely from Wozzeck's point of view, but it presents this
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expressionism within a cleverly constructed form. The opera is divided into three acts, the

first of which serves as an exposition of characters. The second develops the plot, while

the third is a series of musical variations (upon a rhythm, or a key for example). Berg

unashamedly uses sonata form in one scene in the second act, describing himself how the

first subject represents Marie (Wozzeck's mistress), while the second subject coincides

with the entry of Wozzeck himself. This heightens the immediacy and intelligibility of the

plot, but is somewhat contradictory with the ideals of Schoenberg's expressionism, which

seeks to express musically the subconscious unmediated by the conscious. While

Wozzeck helped to popularise the genre, it did so at the expense of the ideals. Indeed, by

the time Wozzeck was performed in 1925, Schoenberg had introduced his twelve-tone

technique to his pupils, representing the end of his expressionist period (in 1923). As

such, musical expressionism can be said to be chiefly centred upon the ideas and work of

Arnold Schoenberg (1907-1923), although Berg and Webern did also contribute

significantly to the genre. It was a significant, if not altogether popular style, and some of

its influences can be seen in Bla Bartk's opera Bluebeard's Castle (1911), with its

emphasis on psychological drama represented in music.

4. Atonality

Atonality in its broadest sense describes music that lacks a tonal center, or key. Atonality

in this sense usually describes compositions written from about 1908 to the present day

where a hierarchy of pitches focusing on a single, central tone is not used and the notes of

the chromatic scale function independently of one another. More narrowly, the term

describes music that does not conform to the system of tonal hierarchies that

characterized classical European music between the seventeenth and nineteenth centuries.

More narrowly still, the term is used to describe music that is neither tonal nor serial,

especially the pre-twelve-tone music of the Second Viennese School, principally Alban

Berg, Arnold Schoenberg, and Anton Webern. Composers such as Alexander Scriabin,

Claude Debussy, Bla Bartk, Paul Hindemith, Sergei Prokofiev, Igor Stravinsky, and

Edgard Varse, however, have written music that has been described, in full or in part, as

atonal

While music without a tonal center had been written previously, for example Franz Liszt's

Bagatelle sans tonalit of 1885, it is with the twentieth century that the term atonality
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began to be applied to pieces, particularly those written by Arnold Schoenberg and The

Second Viennese School.

Their music arose from what was described as the crisis of tonality between the late

nineteenth century and early twentieth century in classical music. This situation had come

about historically through the increasing use over the course of the nineteenth century of

ambiguous chords, less probable harmonic inflections, and the more unusual melodic and

rhythmic inflections possible within the style[s] of tonal music. The distinction between

the exceptional and the normal became more and more blurred; and, as a result, there was

a concomitant loosening of the syntactical bonds through which tones and harmonies had

been related to one another. The connections between harmonies were uncertain even on

the lowestchord-to-chordlevel. On higher levels, long-range harmonic relationships and

implications became so tenuous that they hardly functioned at all. At best, the felt

probabilities of the style system had become obscure; at worst, they were approaching a

uniformity which provided few guides for either composition or listening.

5. Free atonality

The twelve tone technique was preceded by Schoenberg's "freely" atonal pieces of

19081923 which, though "free", often have as an "integrative element...a minute

intervallic cell" which in addition to expansion may be transformed as with a tone row,

and in which individual notes may "function as pivotal elements, to permit overlapping

statements of a basic cell or the linking of two or more basic cells". The twelve tone

technique was also preceded by "nondodecaphonic serial composition" used

independently in the works of Alexander Scriabin, Igor Stravinsky, Bla Bartk, Carl

Ruggles, and others. "Essentially, Schoenberg and Hauer systematized and defined for

their own dodecaphonic purposes a pervasive technical feature of 'modern' musical

practice, the ostinato".

6. Strict atonality

Twelve-tone techniques shares with free atonality premises including the general

avoidance of a key or the overemphasis of one note, and some of the rules of twelve-tone

technique are designed to ensure this, such as the non-repetition of a pitch before the
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statement of all other pitches in the row. Twelve-tone practices differ from previous

atonal practices in two important ways: all pitches are used and ordered.

Topic : Neoclassicism: Mainstream Music

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Discuss the Artistic description

 Discuss the People and works

 Discuss the Covert neoclassicism in Modern styles

 Discuss the Neoclassicism Part II: Between the Wars

 Discuss the Soviet Neoclassicism

Definition/Overview:

The topic discusses that Neoclassicism in music was a 20th century development,

particularly popular in the period between the two World Wars, in which composers drew

inspiration from music of the 18th century, though some of the inspiring canon was drawn as

much from the Baroque period as the Classical period for this reason, music which draws

influence specifically from the Baroque is sometimes termed neo-baroque.

Key Points:

1. Artistic description

Neoclassicism was born at the same time as the general return to rational models in the

arts in response to World War I. Smaller, more spare, more orderly was conceived of as

the response to the overwrought emotionalism which many felt had herded people into

the trenches. Since economics also favored smaller ensembles, the search for doing "more

with less" took on a practical imperative as well.

Neoclassicism can be seen as a reaction against the prevailing trend of 19th century

Romanticism to sacrifice internal balance and order in favor of more overtly emotional

writing. Neoclassicism makes a return to balanced forms and often emotional restraint, as

well as 18th century compositional processes and techniques. However, in the use of
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modern instrumental resources such as the full orchestra, which had greatly expanded

since the 18th century, and advanced harmony, neoclassical works are distinctly 20th

century.

It is not that interest in 18th century music wasn't fairly well sustained through the 19th

century, with pieces such as Franz Liszt's la Chapelle Sixtine (1862), Edvard Grieg's

Holberg Suite (1884), Pyotr Ilyich Tchaikovsky's divertissement from The Queen of

Spades (1890), and Max Reger's Concerto in the Old Style (1912), "dressed up their

music in old clothes in order to create a smiling or pensive evocation of the past"

(Albright 2004, p.276). It was that the 20th century had a different view of 18th century

norms and forms, instead of being an immediately antique style contrasted against the

present, 20th century neoclassicism focused on the 18th century as a period which had

virtues which were lacking in their own time.

2. People and works

Igor Stravinsky, Paul Hindemith, Sergei Prokofiev, Bla Bartk are usually listed[weasel

words] as the most important composers in this mode, but also the prolific Darius

Milhaud and his contemporary Francis Poulenc.

Neoclassicism was instigated by Igor Stravinsky, according to himself,[cite this quote]

but attributed by others[weasel words] to composers including Ferruccio Busoni (who

wrote "Junge Klassizitt" or "New Classicality" in 1920), Sergei Prokofiev, Maurice

Ravel, and others. Igor Stravinsky composed some of the best known neoclassical

works[weasel words] in his ballet Pulcinella, for example, he used themes which he

believed to be by Giovanni Pergolesi (it later transpired that many of them were not,

though they were by contemporaries). Paul Hindemith was another neoclassicist (and

New Objectivist), as was Bohuslav Martinů, who revived the Baroque concerto grosso

form in his works.

Stravinsky's Mavra (192122) is regarded as the start of his neo-classicism. Later examples

are his Dumbarton Oaks Concerto, Symphony in C, and Symphony in Three Movements,

as well as the ballets Orpheus and Apollo. Stravinsky's neoclassicism culminated with his

opera The Rake's Progress, with a libretto by the modernist poet W. H. Auden.

Stravinsky's rival for a time in neoclassicism was the German Paul Hindemith, who
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mixed spiky dissonance, polyphony and free ranging chromaticism into a style which was

"useful," a style that became known as Gebrauchsmusik. He produced both chamber

works and orchestral works in this style, perhaps most famously "Mathis der Maler". His

chamber output includes his Sonata for Horn, an expressionistic work filled with dark

detail and internal connections.

Sergei Prokofiev's Symphony No. 1 (1917), which remains his most popular work

(according to the Prokofiev Page ), is generally considered[weasel words] to be the

composition that first brought this renewed interest in the classical music era in audible

form to a wide public. Busoni wrote in a letter to Paul Bekker, "By 'Young Classicalism' I

mean the mastery, the sifting and the turning to account of all the gains of previous

experiments and their inclusion in strong and beautiful forms". Roman Vlad has

contrasted the "classicism" of Stravinsky, external forms and patterns used in works, with

the "classicality" of Busoni, internal disposition and attitude of the artist towards works.

Neoclassicism found a welcome audience in America, the school of Nadia Boulanger

promulgated ideas about music based on her understanding of Stravinsky's music.

Boulanger's students include neoclassicists Elliott Carter (in his early years), Aaron

Copland, Roy Harris, Darius Milhaud, stor Piazzolla and Virgil Thomson. Arnold

Schoenberg's works after 1920 have been described as neoclassical, because of his clear

return to classical forms following his free-atonal period, beginning with the Serenade,

op. 24, and the Suite for piano, op. 25. In Spain virtuosic harpsichordist Wanda

Landowska began a revival of baroque music playing a modernized version of the

harpsichord in Bach's St. Matthew Passion. Spanish composer Manuel de Falla, being

influenced by Stravinsky also began to turn "back to Bach". The first movement of his

Harpsichord Concerto is more of an anti-concerto that redefines the baroque ideas of

soli/tutti use. It also quotes a sixteenth-century song by Juan Vzquez and uses thematic

material from it throughout the concerto.

3. Covert neoclassicism in Modern styles

Meanwhile, conservative modernist architects like Charles Perret in France kept the

rhythms and spacing of columnar architecture even in factory buildings. Where a

colonnade would have been decried as "reactionary," a building's pilaster-like fluted

panels under a repeating frieze looked "progressive." Pablo Picasso experimented with
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classicizing motifs in the years immediately following World War I, and the Art Deco

style that peaked in the 1925 Paris Exposition des Arts Dcoratifs often drew on

neoclassical motifs without expressing them overtly: severe, blocky commodes by E. J.

Ruhlmann or Sue et Mare; crisp, extremely low-relief friezes of damsels and gazelles in

every medium; fashionable dresses that were draped or cut on the bias to recreate Grecian

lines; the art dance of Isadora Duncan; the Streamline Moderne styling of US post offices

and county court buildings built as late as 1950; and the Roosevelt dime. Neoclassic

themes can even be detected in the Smith Tower, Seattle.

4. Neoclassicism Part II: Between the Wars

There was an entire 20th century movement in the Arts which was also called Neo-

classicism. It encompassed at least music, philosophy, and literature. It was between the

end of World War I and the end of World War II. For information on the musical aspects,

see 20th century classical music and Neoclassicism (music). For information on the

philosophical aspects, see Great Books.

This literary neo-classical movement rejected the extreme romanticism of (for example)

dada, in favour of restraint, religion (specifically Christianity) and a reactionary political

program. Although the foundations for this movement in English literature were laid by

T. E. Hulme, the most famous neoclassicists were T. S. Eliot and Wyndham Lewis. In

Russia, the movement crystallized as early as 1910 under the name of Acmeism, with

Anna Akhmatova and Osip Mandelshtam as the leading representatives.

5. Soviet Neoclassicism

In 1905-1914 Russian arhitecture passed through a brief but influential period of

neoclassical revival; the trend began with recreation of Empire style of alexandrine period

and quickly expanded into a variety of neo-Renaissance, palladian and modernized, yet

recognizably classical schools. They were led by architects born in 1870s, who reached

creative peak before World War I like Ivan Fomin, Vladimir Shchuko, Ivan Zholtovsky.

When economy recovered in 1920s, these architects and their followers continued

working in primarily modernist environment; some (Zholtovsky) strictly followed the

classical canon, others (Fomin, Schuko, Ilya Golosov) developed their own modernized

styles.
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With the crackdown on architects' independence and official denial of modernism (1932),

demonstrated by the international contest for the Palace of Soviets, neoclassicism was

instantly promoted as one of the choices in stalinist architecture, although not the only

one. It coexisted with moderately modernist architecture of Boris Iofan, bordering with

contemporary Art Deco (Schuko); again, the purest examples of the style were produced

by Zholtovsky school that remained an isolated phenomena. The political intervention

was a disaster for constructivist leaders yet was sincerely welcomed by architects of the

classical schools.

Neoclassicism was an easy choice for the USSR since it did not rely on modern

construction techologies (steel frame or reinforced concrete) and could be reproduced in

traditional masonry. Thus the designs of Zholtovsky, Fomin and other old masters were

easily replicated in remote towns under strict material rationing. Improvement of

construction techology after World War II permitted stalinist architects to venture into

skyscraper construction, although stilistically these skyscrapers (including "exported"

architecture of Palace of Culture and Science, Warsaw and the Shanghai International

Convention Centre) share little with the classical models. Neoclassicism and neo-

Renaissance persisted in less demanding residential and office projects until 1955, when

Nikita Khrushchev put an end to expensive stalinist architecture.

Topic : Experimental And Technological Music

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Discuss the Concept of Experimental and Technological Music

 Discuss the Computer Age

 Discuss the Sequencer software

Definition/Overview:

The topic discusses that Music Technology is a term that refers to all forms of technology

involved with the musical arts, particularly the use of electronic devices and computer

software to facilitate playback, recording, composition, storage, and performance. This

subject is taught in many colleges and universities today. Furthermore, music technology
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encompasses the technical and scientific aspects of the music such as acoustic science,

programming, music psychology & sociology, and music industry business practices.

Key Points:

1. Concept

The concept of music technology is intimately connected to both musical and

technological creativity. People are constantly striving to devise new forms of expression

through music, and physically creating new devices to enable them to do so. Because of

this, our definition of what music technology encompasses must continually expand.

Although the term is nowadays most commonly used in reference to modern electronic

devices, such as a monome, it is worth noting that the piano and guitar are also examples

of music technology.

2. Computer Age

In the computer age, the ontological range of music technology has greatly increased. It

may now be mechanical, electronic, software or indeed even purely conceptual.

Sequencer software is perhaps the most widely-used form of software music technology.

Such programs allow the user to record audio or MIDI musical sequences, which then

may be organized along a time line. Musical segments can be copied and duplicated ad

infinitum, edited and processed using a variety of audio effects. Music Technology

includes many forms of music reproduction. Music technology and sound technology

both refer to the use of sound engineering in a commercial or leisurely manner. The two

may sometimes be classed as one in the same but actually refer to different fields of work,

the names of which are self explanatory but where sound engineering may refer primarily

to the use of sound technology for media logical purposes.

3. Sequencer software

Sequencer software is perhaps the most widely-used form of software music technology.

Such programs allow the user to record audio or MIDI musical sequences, which then

may be organized along a time line. Musical segments can be copied and duplicated ad

infinitum, edited and processed using a variety of audio effects. Music Technology
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includes many forms of music reproduction. Music technology and sound technology

both refer to the use of sound engineering in a commercial or leisurely manner. The two

may sometimes be classed as one in the same but actually refer to different fields of work,

the names of which are self explanatory but where sound engineering may refer primarily

to the use of sound technology for media logical purposes.

Topic : Classical Music In North America

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Discuss the Beginning of Classical Music

 Discuss the Second New England School

 Discuss Scott Joplin Era

 Discuss the 20th century Era

 Discuss the Philip Glass

Definition/Overview:

The topic discusses that North American classical music is music written in the United States

but in the European classical music tradition. In many cases, beginning in the 18th century, it

has been influenced by American folk music styles; and from the 20th century to the present

day it has often been influenced by folk, jazz, blues, and pop styles. Jazz music is sometimes

referred to as American classical music, mainly by jazz musicians. They feel that, being as

jazz originated in America, jazz is the true American classical music. Sometimes the later

Rock & Roll is referred to as American "classic" music, since it too originated in the United

States.

Key Points:

1. Beginnings

If "classical" can be taken to mean what it often in fact means, "serious", then the earliest

American classical music consists of part-songs used in religious services during Colonial

times. The first music of this type in America were the psalm books, such as the

Ainsworth Psalter, brought over from Europe by the settlers of the Massachusetts Bay
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Colony. The first music publication in English-speaking North America indeed the first

publication of any kind was the Bay Psalm Book of 1640. Many American composers of

this period worked (like Benjamin West and the young Samuel Morse in painting)

exclusively with European models, while others, such as William Billings, Supply

Belcher, Daniel Read, Oliver Holden, and Justin Morgan, also known as the First New

England School, developed a native style almost entirely independently of European

models. Many of these composers were amateurs, and many were singers: they developed

new forms of sacred music, such as the fuguing tune, suitable for performance by

amateurs, and often using harmonic methods which would have been considered bizarre

by contemporary European standards. Some of the most unusual innovators were

composers such as Anthony Philip Heinrich, who received some formal instrumental

training but were entirely self-taught in composition. Heinrich traveled extensively

throughout the interior of the young United States in the early 19th century, recording his

experiences with colorful orchestral and chamber music which had almost nothing in

common with the music being composed in Europe. Heinrich was the first American

composer to write for symphony orchestra, as well as the first to conduct a Beethoven

symphony in the United States

2. Second New England School

During the mid to late 19th century, a vigorous tradition of home-grown classical music

developed, especially in New England. The composers of the Second New England

School included such figures as George Whitefield Chadwick, Amy Beach, Edward

MacDowell, and Horatio Parker, who was the teacher of Charles Ives. Many of these

composers went to Europe especially Germany to study, but returned to the United States

to compose, perform, and acquire students. Some of their stylistic descendants include

20th century composers such as Howard Hanson, Walter Piston, and Roger Sessions.

3. Scott Joplin

African-American composer Scott Joplin was one of the most significant self-defined

classical composers of the late 19th and early 20th centuries. Although first revived after

the end of the Jim Crow era by Samuel B. Charters, Joshua Rifkin and William Bolcom

as the leading exponent of the popular genre ragtime, it is clear from Joplin's Maple Leaf

Rag and his opera Treemonisha, that he intended to join a classical tradition. A "popular"
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song maintains consistency, but the Maple Leaf rag explores tonality and pacing, and

Treemonisha set itself to a serious subject, which for Joplin was the betterment of his

people as a nation.

4. 20th century

In the early 20th century, George Gershwin was greatly influenced by African American

music however, this was during an era of legally enforced Jim Crow racial segregation

during which his music perhaps enjoyed undue fame owing to the refusal of white

listeners to listen to music that formed Gershwin's sources.On the other hand, he created a

convincing synthesis of music from several traditions once considered to be

irreconcilable, and which continues to enjoy enormous popularity. Many of the major

classical composers of the 20th century were influenced by folk traditions, none more

quintessentially, perhaps, than Aaron Copland. Other composers adopted features of folk

music, from the Appalachians, the plains and elsewhere, including Roy Harris, Elmer

Bernstein, William Schuman, David Diamond, Elie Siegmeister, and others. Yet other

early to mid-20th century composers continued in the more experimental traditions,

including such figures as Charles Ives, George Antheil, John Cage and Henry Cowell.

5. Philip Glass

In the 1980s, after a period during which self-defined American "classical" composers

like John Cage adopted atonal structures and thought of themselves less American than

Modern composers, Philip Glass revived tonality and traditional genres, such as opera in

works like Einstein on the Beach. Glass re-created a semi-mass market for "classical"

music, made in America because audiences outside of an avant-garde had simply refused

to sit still for Modernist, atonal music, whether from America or Europe. A pessimist

model, shared by Aldous Huxley and Theodor Adorno, of the classical tradition in Europe

was that it peaked with Beethoven. Aldous Huxley believed that subsequent classical

music was vulgarized with the re-entry of the unsublimated erotic, and Adorno believed

that commodification entered with Wagner. The problem for "American classical music"

is that it flourished much after Beethoven and was informed by a declining tradition.

Gershwin and Copland gave it new life in a similar fashion to the "national" classical

composers of Europe like Sibelius and Bartk, by injecting folk themes. But by Glass's

time, American folk had ceased to be a viable option since the "folk" listened to
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electronically based music. Glass, in order to gain a mass audience, used a stratagem of

"prettification" very similar to that of Igor Stravinsky, who while he adopted some

Modernist practices, sugar-coated its severity. A Time magazine article of the 1980s

describes "happy sighs" of the American audience during the first notes of a Glass

concert, for in the 1980s it was no longer quite fashionable to be patient with atonality,

and it had become fashionable in classical circles to demand more immediate

gratification.

In Section 5 of this course you will cover these topics:
Jazz: The Great American Art Form

Popular Music: Times, They Are A-Changin

Broadway Musical Theater

Music In The Movies

Contributions Of World Cultures

Topic : Jazz: The Great American Art Form

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Identify the important social, political, and technological developments of the 20th century

and determine their influence on the creation and evolution of jazz.

 Determine how aspects of past musical eras were incorporated or avoided in jazz, and

identify new artistic innovations that have led, and continue to lead, us into the future.

 Recognize principal jazz composers and performers, along with their primary influences and

individual contributions.

 Identify specific masterworks of jazz and discuss the social milieu, personal lives, and

creative processes of the composers who created them and the performers who performed

them.

Definition/Overview:

Jazz is a primarily American musical art form which originated at the beginning of the 20th

century in African American communities in the Southern United States from a confluence of

African and European music traditions. The style's West African pedigree is evident in its use

of blue notes, improvisation, polyrhythms, syncopation, and the swung note. From its early
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development until the present, jazz has also incorporated music from 19th and 20th century

American popular music. The word jazz began as a West Coast slang term of uncertain

derivation and was first used to refer to music in Chicago in about 1915; for the origin and

history, see Jazz (word). Jazz has, from its early 20th century inception, spawned a variety of

subgenres, from New Orleans Dixieland dating from the early 1910s, big band-style swing

from the 1930s and 1940s, bebop from the mid-1940s, a variety of Latin jazz fusions such as

Afro-Cuban and Brazilian jazz from the 1950s and 1960s, jazz-rock fusion from the 1970s

and late 1980s developments such as acid jazz, which blended jazz influences into funk and

hip-hop. As the music has spread around the world it has drawn on local national and

regional musical cultures, its aesthetics being adapted to its varied environments and giving

rise to many distinctive styles.

Key Points:

1. History of Jazz

Jazz is a primarily American musical art form which originated at the beginning of the

20th century in African American communities in the Southern United States from a

confluence of African and European music traditions. The style's West African

pedigree is evident in its use of blue notes, improvisation, polyrhythms, syncopation,

and the swung note. From its early development until the present, jazz has also

incorporated music from 19th and 20th century American popular music. The word

jazz began as a West Coast slang term of uncertain derivation and was first used to

refer to music in Chicago in about 1915.

Jazz has, from its early 20th century inception, spawned a variety of subgenres, from

New Orleans Dixieland dating from the early 1910s, big band-style swing from the

1930s and 1940s, bebop from the mid-1940s, a variety of Latin jazz fusions such as

Afro-Cuban and Brazilian jazz from the 1950s and 1960s, jazz-rock fusion from the

1970s and late 1980s developments such as acid jazz, which blended jazz influences

into funk and hip-hop. As the music has spread around the world it has drawn on local

national and regional musical cultures, its aesthetics being adapted to its varied

environments and giving rise to many distinctive styles.
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2. Origins

By 1808 the Atlantic slave trade had brought almost half a million Africans to the

United States. The slaves largely came from West Africa and brought strong tribal

musical traditions with them. Lavish festivals featuring African dances to drums were

organized on Sundays at Place Congo, or Congo Square, in New Orleans until 1843,

as were similar gatherings in New England and New York. African music was largely

functional, for work or ritual, and included work songs and field hollers. The African

tradition made use of a single-line melody and call-and-response pattern, but without

the European concept of harmony. Rhythms reflected African speech patterns, and the

African use of pentatonic scales led to blue notes in blues and jazz.

3. New Orleans music

The music of New Orleans had a profound effect on the creation of early jazz. Many

early jazz performers played in the brothels and bars of red-light district around Basin

Street called "Storyville." In addition, numerous marching bands played at lavish

funerals arranged by the African American community. The instruments used in

marching bands and dance bands became the basic instruments of jazz: brass and

reeds tuned in the European 12-tone scale and drums. Small bands of primarily self-

taught African American musicians, many of whom came from the funeral-procession

tradition of New Orleans, played a seminal role in the development and dissemination

of early jazz, traveling throughout Black communities in the Deep South and, from

around 1914 on, Afro-Creole and African American musicians playing in vaudeville

shows took jazz to western and northern US cities.

4. 1920s and 1930s

Prohibition in the United States (from 1920 to 1933) banned the sale of alcoholic

drinks, resulting in illicit speakeasies becoming lively venues of the "Jazz Age", an

era when popular music included current dance songs, novelty songs, and show tunes.

Jazz started to get a reputation as being immoral and many members of the older

generations saw it as threatening the old values in culture and promoting the new

decadent values of the Roaring 20s. From 1919 Kid Ory's Original Creole Jazz Band

of musicians from New Orleans played in San Francisco and Los Angeles where in
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1922 they became the first black jazz band of New Orleans origin to make recordings.

However, the main centre developing the new "Hot Jazz" was Chicago, where King

Oliver joined Bill Johnson. That year also saw the first recording by Bessie Smith, the

most famous of the 1920s blues singers.

5. Swing

The 1930s belonged to popular swing big bands, in which some virtuoso soloists

became as famous as the band leaders. Key figures in developing the "big" jazz band

included bandleaders and arrangers Count Basie, Cab Calloway, Jimmy and Tommy

Dorsey, Duke Ellington, Benny Goodman, Fletcher Henderson, Earl Hines, Glenn

Miller, and Artie Shaw. Swing was also dance music and it was broadcast on the radio

'live' coast-to-coast nightly across America for many years. Although it was a

collective sound, swing also offered individual musicians a chance to 'solo' and

improvise melodic, thematic solos which could at times be very complex and

'important' music. Included among the critically acclaimed leaders who specialized in

live radio broadcasts of swing music as well as "Sweet Band" compositions during

this era was Shep Fields.

Over time, social strictures regarding racial segregation began to relax, and white

bandleaders began to recruit black musicians. In the mid-1930s, Benny Goodman

hired pianist Teddy Wilson, vibraphonist Lionel Hampton, and guitarist Charlie

Christian to join small groups. An early 1940s style known as "jumping the blues" or

jump blues used small combos, up-tempo music, and blues chord progressions. Jump

blues drew on boogie-woogie from the 1930s. Kansas City Jazz in the 1930s marked

the transition from big bands to the bebop influence of the 1940s.

6. Beginnings of European jazz

Outside of the United States the beginnings of a distinct European style of jazz

emerged in France with the Quintette du Hot Club de France which began in 1934.

Belgian guitar virtuoso Django Reinhardt popularized gypsy jazz, a mix of 1930s

American swing, French dance hall "musette" and Eastern European folk with a

languid, seductive feel. The main instruments are steel stringed guitar, violin, and

double bass. Solos pass from one player to another as the guitar and bass play the role
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of the rhythm section. Some music researchers hold that it was Philadelphia's Eddie

Lang (guitar) and Joe Venuti (violin) who pioneered the gypsy jazz form , which was

brought to France after they had been heard live or on Okeh Records in the late 1920s.

7. Pop fusion and other subgenres

In the early 1980s, a lighter commercial form of jazz fusion called pop fusion or

"smooth jazz" became successful and garnered significant radio airplay. Smooth jazz

saxophonists include Grover Washington, Jr., Kenny G and Najee. Smooth jazz

received frequent airplay with more straight-ahead jazz in quiet storm time slots at

radio stations in urban markets across the U.S., helping to establish or bolster the

careers of vocalists including Al Jarreau, Anita Baker, Chaka Khan, and Sade.

In the late 1980s and early 1990s, several subgenres fused jazz with popular music,

such as Acid jazz, nu jazz, and jazz rap. Acid jazz and nu jazz combined elements of

jazz and modern forms of electronic dance music. While nu jazz is influenced by jazz

harmony and melodies, there are usually no improvisational aspects. Jazz rap fused

jazz and hip-hop. Gang Starr recorded "Words I Manifest," "Jazz Music," and "Jazz

Thing", sampling Charlie Parker and Ramsey Lewis, and collaborating with Branford

Marsalis and Terence Blanchard. Beginning in 1993, rapper Guru's Jazzmatazz series

used jazz musicians during the studio recordings.

Topic : Popular Music: Times, They Are A-Changin

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Discuss the Genre

 Discuss the Classical music and popular music

 Discuss the Pop Music

 Discuss the Style

Definition/Overview:

The topic discusses the Popular music is music that is accessible to the general public and

disseminated by one or more of the mass media. It belongs to any of a number of musical
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genres, and stands in contrast to classical music, which historically was the music of the elite

and upper strata of society, and traditional music which was disseminated orally. Popular

music is sometimes referred to as "pop music".

Key Points:

1. Genres

Popular music dates at least as far back as the mid 19th century, and is commonly

subdivided into genres. Different genres often appeal to different age groups. These often,

but not always, are the people who were young when the music was new. Thus, for

instance, Big band music continues to have a following, but it is probably a rather older

group, on average, than the audience for rap. For some genres, such as ragtime music, the

original target generation may have died out almost entirely. With the increasing social and

economic independence of young people, this "generation gap" has grown wider and wider

since the Second World War Music hall and other forms before the 1940s were not so

clearly marked by generation. From the Depression through the end of the war, Bing

Crosby was the highest-selling recording artist in the United States. His fan base had no age

division. The average Kraft Music Hall listener was 21 years old. But after Crosby's semi-

retirement in 1954, a large generation gap emerged. Elvis Presley became the most popular

recording artist among teenagers, while Frank Sinatra was most popular among adults.

2. Classical music and popular music

The relationship between (particularly, the relative value of) classical music and popular

music is a controversial question. Some partisans of classical music[who?] may claim that

classical music constitutes art and popular music only light entertainment. However, many

popular works show a high level of artistry and musical innovation and many classical

works are unabashedly crowd-pleasing. The elevation of classical music to a position of

special value is closely connected to the concept of a Western canon, and to theories of

educational perennialism

3. Pop Music

Pop music is a music genre that features a noticeable rhythmic element, melodies and

hooks, a mainstream style and a conventional structure. The term "pop music" was first
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used in 1926 in the sense of "having popular appeal" (see popular music), but since the

1950s it has been used in the sense of a musical genre, originally characterized as a lighter

alternative to rock and roll. The most common use of the term "pop music" as a category

suggests the widest possible group of music of mainstream pop music, rock music, popular

folk music and roots music, popular gospel music, disco music and more. Also, on one

hand, very popular "crossover" songs in the high sellers pop charts from genres such as

Country and Western would be regarded as "pop music" to many people; while on the other

hand many other people, far from just Country and Western purists, would maintain that the

music is only Country and Western music as distinct from "pop music". However, "pop

music" can also mean music of a less wider spectrum. The ambit of what the term "pop

music" usually is found to identify is: music which is similar to or of a kind of that which is

or has been most popular. As suggested, "pop music" does include "crossover" tracks

simply because of their popularity. The term came about from a rising of a type of popular

music in the early to mid 20th Century and has been maintained relating to the

developments of the most popular music since then.

It is very worth noting also that the term "pop music" can have a secondary meaning, as

opposed to its widest categorical umbrella meaning. The term "Pop Music" can be used in a

distinct way to that most common use, to distinguish "mainstream" pop music from related

niche music genres. In this way the term "pop music" is used to mean the most popular

hypothetical forms of pop music, as distinct from specialised forms which are usually not as

popular and may be often thought of as idiosyncratic, maybe more artistic, maybe

deliberately of lower or simpler artistry (such as some grunge rock and punk music), maybe

of acquired audio appreciation, maybe more intense, maybe minimalist or complex, or just

distinguishable in some ways (e.g. "This track is acid house music, but that one is a pop

record."). The niche genres of the wider pop music spectrum may have more mainstream

variants, included as pop music in this second meaning, i.e. they are considered mainstream

pop music; e.g. pop-rock, punk pop, acid pop, pop-folk.

Many would accept what is communicated in this second, distinguishing definition and that

the music is not "mainstream" but would not accept the differentiation from "pop music".

These are genres related to and often have come from "pop music" such as house music

(dance genre), punk music, hard rock and heavy metal rock music. This distinction by using

the term "pop music" to suggest what music of these niche genres is not, is logical though
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many who accept it will also point to that this does not mean that the large umbrella

category meaning of "pop music" does not also apply to the niche music; i.e. the legend

would go something like: "This is from pop music but it's not mere pop." It is also the case

that some recordings from these genres are high sellers, and so included as "pop music"

from the popularity perspective.

To be clear "pop music" in this second sense is used to refer only to the mainstream or most

usually popular music of pop music of the widest category, and for purposes of

distinguishing niche music, in contrast to the main meaning of "pop music" which includes

all of this music, with the niche genres. But it does not necessarily mean that the widest,

umbrella meaning of pop music does not also apply. In this sense, this second meaning of

"pop" - mainstream - retains the values from the time when the word was used to describe

lighter music than rock 'n' roll.

4. Style

The standard format of pop music is the song, customarily less than five minutes in

duration, with instrumentation that can range from an orchestra to a lone singer. Pop songs

are generally marked by a consistent and noticeable rhythmic element, a mainstream style

and traditional structure. Common variants are the verse-chorus form and the thirty-two-bar

form, with a focus on melodies and catchy hooks, and a chorus that contrasts melodically,

rhythmically and harmonically with the verse. Lyrics in pop music are frequently about

love, relationships and life experiences. The primary objectives of the pop music genre are

audience enjoyment and commercial success. This of course does not imply that those goals

are achieved by every song in this genre

Topic : Broadway Musical Theater

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Discuss the Early theatre in New York

 Discuss the Birth of the musical and post-Civil War

 Discuss the Off-Broadway and Tours

 Discuss the Tony Awards
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Definition/Overview:

The topic discusses that Broadway theatre, commonly called simply Broadway, refers to

theatrical performances presented in one of the 39 large professional theaters with 500 seats

or more located in the Theatre District, New York (plus one theatre in Lincoln Center) in

Manhattan, New York City. Along with London's West End theatre, Broadway theatre is

usually considered to represent the highest level of commercial theatre in the English-

speaking world. The Broadway theatre district is a popular tourist attraction in New York

City. According to The Broadway League, Broadway shows sold approximately $937 million

worth of tickets in the 2007-08 seasons

Key Points:

1. Early theatre in New York

New York (and therefore, the United States of America) did not have a significant theatre

presence until about 1750, when actor-managers Walter Murray and Thomas Kean

established a resident theater company at the Theatre on Nassau Street, which held about

280 people. They presented Shakespeare plays and ballad operas such as The Beggars

Opera. In 1752, William Hallam sent a company of twelve actors from Britain to the

colonies with his brother Lewis as their manager. They established a theater in

Williamsburg, Virginia and opened with The Merchant of Venice and The Anatomist. The

company moved to New York in the summer of 1753, performing ballad operas and ballad-

farces like Damon and Phillida. The Revolutionary War suspended theatre in New York,

but thereafter theatre resumed, and in 1798, the 2,000-seat Park Theatre was built on

Chatham Street (now called Park Row). The Bowery Theater opened in 1826, followed by

others. Blackface minstrel shows, a distinctly American form of entertainment, became

popular in the 1830s, and especially so with the arrival of the Virginia Minstrels in the

1840s. By the 1840s, P.T. Barnum was operating an entertainment complex in lower

Manhattan. In 1829, at Broadway and Prince Street, Niblo's Garden opened and soon

became one of New York's premiere nightspots. The 3,000-seat theater presented all sorts

of musical and non-musical entertainments. The Astor Place Theatre opened in 1847. Lydia

Thompson came to America in 1868 heading a small theatrical troupe, adapting popular

English burlesques for middle-class New York audiences. Thompson's troupe, called the

"British Blondes", was the most popular entertainment in New York during the 18681869
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theatrical season. "The eccentricities of pantomime and burlesque with their curious

combination of comedy, parody, satire, improvisation, song and dance, variety acts, cross-

dressing, extravagant stage effects, risqu jokes and saucy costumes while familiar enough

to British audiences, took New York by storm." The six-month tour ran for almost six

extremely profitable years

2. Birth of the musical and post-Civil War

Theater in New York moved from downtown gradually to midtown beginning around 1850,

seeking less expensive real estate prices. In 1870, the heart of Broadway was in Union

Square, and by the end of the century, many theaters were near Madison Square. Theaters

did not arrive in the Times Square area until the early 1900s, and the Broadway theaters did

not consolidate there until a large number of theaters were built around the square in the

1920s and 1930s. Broadway's first "long-run" musical was a 50-performance hit called The

Elves in 1857. New York runs continued to lag far behind those in London, but Laura

Keene's "musical burletta" Seven Sisters (1860) shattered previous New York records with

a run of 253 performances. It was at a performance by Keene's troupe of Our American

Cousin in Washington, D.C. that Abraham Lincoln was shot.

The first theater piece that conforms to the modern conception of a musical, adding dance

and original music that helped to tell the story, is considered to be The Black Crook, which

premiered in New York on September 12, 1866. The production was a staggering five-and-

a-half hours long, but despite its length, it ran for a record-breaking 474 performances. The

same year, The Black Domino/Between You, Me and the Post was the first show to call

itself a "musical comedy." Tony Pastor opened the first vaudeville theater one block east of

Union Square in 1881, where Lillian Russell performed. Comedians Edward Harrigan and

Tony Hart produced and starred in musicals on Broadway between 1878 (The Mulligan

Guard Picnic) and 1885, with book and lyrics by Harrigan and music by his father-in-law

David Braham. These musical comedies featured characters and situations taken from the

everyday life of New York's lower classes and represented a significant step forward from

vaudeville and burlesque, towards a more literate form. They starred high quality singers

(Lillian Russell, Vivienne Segal, and Fay Templeton) instead of the women of questionable

repute who had starred in earlier musical forms. As transportation improved, poverty in

New York diminished, and street lighting made for safer travel at night, the number of

potential patrons for the growing number of theaters increased enormously. Plays could run
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longer and still draw in the audiences, leading to better profits and improved production

values. As in England, during the latter half of the century the theater began to be cleaned

up, with less prostitution hindering the attendance of the theater by women. Gilbert and

Sullivan's family-friendly comic opera hits, beginning with H.M.S. Pinafore in 1878, were

imported to New York (by the authors and also in numerous pirated productions). They

were imitated in New York by American productions such as Reginald Dekoven's Robin

Hood (1891) and John Philip Sousa's El Capitan (1896), along with operas, ballets and

other British and European hits.

3. Off-Broadway and Tours

The classification of theatres is governed by language in Actors' Equity Association

contracts. To be eligible for a Tony, a production must be in a house with 500 seats or more

and in the Theatre District, which criteria define Broadway theatre. Off-Broadway and Off-

Off-Broadway shows often provide a more experimental, challenging and intimate

performance than is possible in the larger Broadway theatres. Some Broadway shows,

however, such as the musicals Hair, Little Shop of Horrors, Spring Awakening, title of

show, Rent, Avenue Q, and In the Heights, began their runs Off-Broadway and later

transferred onto Broadway, seeking to replicate their intimate experience in a larger theatre.

After (or even during) successful runs in Broadway theatres, producers often remount their

productions with a new cast and crew for the Broadway national tour, which travels to

theaters in major cities across the countrythe bigger and more successful shows may have

several of these touring companies out at a time, some of them "sitting down" in other cities

for their own long runs. Smaller cities are eventually serviced by "bus and truck" tours, so-

called because the cast generally travels by bus (instead of by air) and the sets and

equipment by truck. Tours of this type, which frequently feature a reduced physical

production to accommodate smaller venues and tighter schedules, often play "split weeks"

(half a week in one town and the second half in another) or "one-nighters", whereas the

larger tours will generally play for one or two weeks per city at a minimum. The Touring

Broadway Awards, presented by The Broadway League, honor excellence in touring

Broadway.
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4. Tony Awards

Broadway shows and artists are honored every June when the Antoinette Perry Awards

(Tony Awards) are given by the American Theatre Wing and The Broadway League. The

"Tony" is Broadway's most prestigious award, the importance of which has increased since

the annual broadcast on television began. In a strategy to improve the television ratings,

celebrities are often chosen to host the show, like Hugh Jackman and Rosie O'Donnell, in

addition to celebrity presenters, many with little or no connection to the theatre.

While some critics have felt that the show should focus on celebrating the stage, others

recognize the positive impact that famous faces lend to selling more tickets and bringing

more people to the theatre. The performances from Broadway musicals on the telecast have

also been cited as vital to the survival of many Broadway shows. Many theatre people,

notably critic Frank Rich, dismiss the Tony awards as little more than a commercial for the

limited world of Broadway, which after all can only support a maximum of two dozen

shows a season, and constantly call for the awards to embrace off-Broadway theatre as

well. (Other awards given to New York theatrical productions, such as the Drama Desk

Award and the Outer Circle Critics Award, are not limited to Broadway productions, and

honor shows that are presented throughout the city.)

Topic : Music In The Movies

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Discuss about the first musicals

 Discuss the Busby Berkeley

 Discuss the Musical stars

 Discuss the Freed Unit

 Discuss the. The musical film today

Definition/Overview:

The topic discusses that the musical film is a film genre in which several songs sung by the

characters are interwoven into the narrative. The songs are used to advance the plot or
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develop the film's characters. A subgenre of the musical film is the musical comedy, which

includes a strong element of humour as well as the usual music, dancing and storyline. The

musical film was a natural development of the stage musical. Typically, the biggest

difference between film and stage musicals is the use of lavish background scenery which

would be impractical in a theater. Musical films characteristically contain elements

reminiscent of theater; performers often treat their song and dance numbers as if there is a

live audience watching. In a sense, the viewer becomes the deictic audience, as the performer

looks directly into the camera and performs to it.

Key Points:

1. The first musicals

Musical short films were made by Robby Ray Stewart in 1923-24, followed by thousands

of Cell phones shorts (1926-30), many featuring bands, vocalists and dancers. In 1929, the

first all-talking feature Lights of New York (1928) which included a musical sequence in a

night club, was released. The enthusiasm of audiences was so great that in less than a year

all the major studios were making sound pictures exclusively. The first movie that could be

said to be a musical was The Broadway Melody, it was a smash hit and won the Academy

Award for Best Picture for 1929. There was a rush by the studios to hire talent from the

stage to star in lavishly filmed version of Broadway hits.

Warner Brothers produced the first screen operetta, The Desert Song in 1929. They spared

no expense and photographed a large percentage of the film in Technicolor. This was

followed by the first all color all talking musical feature which was entitled On with the

Show (1929). The most popular film of 1929 was in fact the second all-color all-talking

feature which was entitled Gold Diggers of Broadway (1929). This film broke all box office

records and remained the highest grossing film ever produced until 1939. Suddenly the

market became saturated with musicals, revues and operettas.

The following all-color musicals were produced in 1929 and 1930 alone: The Show of

Shows (1929), Sally (1929),The Vagabond King (1930), Follow Thru (1930), Bright Lights

(1930), Golden Dawn (1930), Hold Everything (1930), The Rogue Song (1930), Song of

the Flame (1930), Song of the West (1930), Sweet Kitty Bellairs (1930), Under A Texas

Moon (1930), The Bride of the Regiment (1930), Whoopee! (1930), The King of Jazz
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(1930), Viennese Nights (1930), Kiss Me Again (1930). In addition, there were scores of

musical features released with color sequences. By late 1930, audiences had been

oversaturated with musicals and studios were forced to cut the music from films that were

then being released. For example, Life of the Party (1930) was originally produced as an

all-color all-talking musical comedy. Before it was released, however, the songs were cut

out. The same thing happened to Fifty Million Frenchmen (1931) and Manhattan Parade

(1932) both of which had been filmed entirely in Technicolor. The public had quickly come

to associate color with musicals and thus the decline in their popularity also resulted in a

decline in the use of color.

2. Busby Berkeley

The taste in musicals was finally revived once again in 1933. Director Busby Berkeley

began to enhance the traditional dance number with ideas drawn from the drill precision he

had experienced as a soldier during the First World War. In films such as Gold Diggers of

1933, 42nd Street (1933), Berkeley choreographed a number of films in his unique style.

Berkeley's numbers typically begin on a stage but gradually transcend the limitations of

theatrical space: his ingenious routines, involving human bodies forming patterns like a

kaleidoscope, could never fit onto a real stage and the intended perspective is viewing from

straight above.

3. Musical stars

Musical stars such as Fred Astaire and Ginger Rogers were among the most popular and

highly respected personalities in Hollywood during the classical era; the Fred and Ginger

pairing was particularly successful, resulting in a number of classic films, such as Top Hat

(1935), Swing Time (1936) and Shall We Dance (1937 film).

Many dramatic actors gladly participated in musicals as a way to break away from their

typical typecasting. For instance, the multi-talented James Cagney had originally risen to

fame as a stage singer and dancer, but his repeated casting in "tough guy" roles and

gangster movies gave him few chances to display these talents. Cagney's Oscar-winning

role in Yankee Doodle Dandy (1942) allowed him to sing and dance, and he considered it

to be one of his finest moments.
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Many comedies (and a few dramas) included their own musical numbers. The Marx

Brothers' movies included a musical number in nearly every film, allowing the Brothers to

highlight their musical talents. Their final film, entitled Love Happy (1949), featured Vera

Ellen, considered to be the best dancer among her colleagues and professionals in the half

century.

4. The Freed Unit

During the late 1940s and into the 1950s, a production unit at Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

headed by Arthur Freed made the transition from old-fashioned musical films, whose

formula had become repetitive, to something new. In 1939, Freed was hired as associate

producer of The Wizard of Oz, and rescued the film's signature song, Over the Rainbow,

from the editor's scissors. Recruiting his own workers, mostly from Broadway and the New

York stage, Freed was responsible for bringing such talents as director Vincente Minnelli to

the world of film. Starting in 1944 with Meet Me in St. Louis, the Freed Unit worked

independently of its own studio to produce some of the most popular and well-known

examples of the genre. The products of this unit include Easter Parade (1948), On the Town

(1949), An American in Paris (1951), Singin' in the Rain (1952) and The Band Wagon

(1953). This era allowed the greatest talents in movie musical history to flourish, including

Judy Garland, Gene Kelly, Ann Miller, Donald O'Connor, Cyd Charisse, Mickey Rooney,

Vera Ellen, Jane Powell, Howard Keel, and Kathryn Grayson. Fred Astaire was also coaxed

out of retirement for Easter Parade and made a permanent comeback.

5. The musical film today

After the 1960s, filmmakers tended to avoid "musical films" in favor of using music by

popular rock or pop bands as background music, in the hope of selling a soundtrack album

to fans. However, there are exceptions to this rule. Films about actors, dancers or singers

have been made as successful modern-style musical films, with the music as a diegetic part

of the storyline. Many animated movies also include traditional musical numbers; some of

these movies later became live stage productions, such as Beauty and the Beast, Cry-Baby

and The Lion King.

In the early 2000s, the musical film began to rise in popularity once more, with new works

such as Moulin Rouge!, Across the Universe, High School Musical, and Enchanted; film
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remakes of stage shows, such as Chicago, The Phantom of the Opera, Rent, Dreamgirls,

Sweeney Todd, Little Shop of Horrors, and Mamma Mia!; and even film versions of stage

shows that were themselves based on non-musical films, such as The Producers, Hairspray

and Reefer Madness. Under the mainstream radar, there have been acclaimed independent

musical films, such as Hedwig and the Angry Inch and Dancer in the Dark; and foreign

musical films, such as 8 femmes, The Other Side of the Bed, Yes Nurse, No Nurse and

Clear Blue Tuesday. In 2004, the New York Musical Theatre Festival presented a week-

long festival of modern movie musicals that included 10 independent features made since

1996, as well as several programs of short movie musicals. A new wave of Teen Musicals

has come with the success of The Cheetah Girls franchise. After the first was a big success

in ratings and album sales, Disney released High School Musical franchise, and

subsequently Camp Rock.

Topic : Contributions Of World Cultures

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Discuss about the Popular non-Western genres

 Discuss the World Music in France

 Discuss the After 1987: WOMAD and beyond

 Discuss about the 1987 meeting

Definition/Overview:

The topic discusses that The term world music includes Traditional music (sometimes called

folk music or roots music) of any culture that are created and played by indigenous musicians

or that are "closely informed or guided by indigenous music of the regions of their origin,"

including Western music (e. g. Celtic music). Most typically, the term world music has now

replaced folk music as a shorthand description for the very broad range of recordings of

traditional indigenous music and song from around the world.
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Key Points:

1. Popular non-Western genres

Although it primarily describes traditional music, the world music category also includes

popular music from non-Western urban communities (e.g. South African "township"

music) and non-European music forms that have been influenced by other so-called third-

world musics (e.g. Afro-Cuban music), although Western-style popular song sourced from

non-English-speaking countries in Western Europe (e.g. French pop music) would not

generally be considered world music.

2. World Music in France

Paris is one of the great European capitals for world music. For many years, the city has

attracted numerous musicians from former colonies in West Africa and North Africa. This

thriving scene is aided by the fact that there are many concerts and institutions that help

promote the music. Algerian and Moroccan music have an important presence in the French

capital. Hundreds of thousands of Algerian and Moroccan immigrants have settled in Paris,

bringing the sounds of Amazigh (Berber), ra, and Gnawa music. Algerian ra also found a

large French audience, especially Cheb Mami. The West African community is also very

large, integrated by people from Senegal, Mali, Ivory Coast, and Guinea. They have

introduced manding jeli music, mbalax and other styles.

3. After 1987: WOMAD and beyond

The origins of the term World Music in relation to the selling of this type of music began in

1982 when World Music Day (Fte de la Musique) was initiated in France. World Music

Day is celebrated on 21 June every year since then. On Monday 29 June 1987 a meeting of

interested parties gathered to capitalise on the marketing of this genre. Arguably popular

interest was sparked with the release in 1986 of Paul Simon's Graceland album. The

concept behind the album was to express his own sensibilities using the sounds which he

had fallen in love with listening to artists from Southern Africa, including Ladysmith Black

Mambazo and Savuka. But this project and the work of Peter Gabriel and Johnny Clegg

amongst others had to some degree introduced non-western music to a wider audience and

this was an opportunity which could not be ignored.
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Before 1987, although World Music undoubtedly had a following and with this potential

market opening up, it was difficult for interested parties to sell their music to the larger

music stores; although specialist music stores had been important in developing the genre

over many years, the record companies, broadcasters and journalists had been finding it

difficult to build a following because the music itself seemed too scarce. They were eyeing

the Jazz and Classic markets, watching them develop a cross-over audience and decided

that the best way forward would be to collective strategy to bring the music to a wider

audience.

4. 1987 meeting

At the outset of the 1987 meeting, the musician Roger Armstrong advised why something

needed to be done; "(He) felt that the main problem in selling our kind of material lay with

the UK retail outlets and specifically the fact that they did not know how to rack it

coherently. This discouraged them from stocking the material in any depth and made it

more difficult for the record buyers to become acquainted with our catalogues."

The first concern of the meetings was to select the umbrella name that this 'new' music

would be listed under. Suggestions included 'World Beat' and prefixing words such as 'Hot'

or 'Tropical' to existing genre titles, but 'World Music' won after a show of hands, but

initially it was not meant to be the title for a whole new genre, rather something which all

of the record labels could place on the sleeves of records in order to distinguish them during

the forthcoming campaign. It only became a title for the genre after an agreement that

despite the publicity campaign, this wasn't an exclusive club and that for the good of all,

any label which was selling this type of music would be able to take advantage.

Another issue which needed to be addressed was the distribution methods which existed at

the time. Most of the main labels were unhappy with the lack of specialist knowledge

displayed by sales persons which led to poor service; there was also a reluctance amongst

many of the larger outlets to carry the music, because they understandably liked larger

releases which could be promoted within store. It was difficult to justify a large

presentation expense if the stock going into stores was limited.
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